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AN ETHNOGRAPHY OF A RURAL ELEMENTARY SCHOOL DISTRICT
CONTAINING THREE TYPES OF MINORITY STUDENTS

CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION

Overview

This study is a modified ethnography of a rural

elementary school district in an agricultural county in the

Willamette Valley of Oregon. It describes the attempts of

the public school to educate children with diverse

backgrounds representing at least three minority groups.

North Marion County, Oregon, is a rural, agricultural

area with medium-sized, family-owned farms of berries,

orchards, vegetables and hops--all crops requiring seasonal,

cheap labor. For decades it has been the site of seasonal

migrations of uneducated workers, willing to work for low

wages. Most of these migrants are Hispanic.

In the early 1960s a large group of Russian Old

Believers immigrated into the area to settle permanently.

Two decades later they have paid off their initial

indebtedness and have become landowners, quite successful as

measured by material possessions. The Old Believers are a

sect with distinct boundaries and a rich heritage of custom

and tradition.

Two other groups of Russians also reside in the area.

A sect of Molokan believers and a group of Russian

Pentecostals have adherents in the area. All three groups
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continue to speak Russian and have Russian surnames, but

only the Old Believers are distinguished by their clothing.

Many of the residents do not know that there are three

Russian groups. "Russian" is synonymous with "Old Believer"

to many.

Other Christian sects or cults have made inroads into

this diverse community. A large Kingdom Hall of Jehovah's

Witnesses in the nearest town draws the faithful and new

converts to gatherings held in both English and Spanish.

The Problem

The purpose of this study is to investigate

multicultural education as it exists in a rural elementary

school district containing significant populations of three

types of minority students (Ogbu, 1981): a large Hispanic

"subjugated minority" group, a sizable percentage of

"immigrant" Russian Old Believers and a "cognitive" (Berger,

1969) or "autonomous" (Ogbu, 1974) minority of Jehovah

Witnesses.

An ethnographic study in 1968 (Sabey, 1969) was written

about the same district. It focused on the Russian Old

Believer schoolchildren who had then been in the district

less than a decade. This study will follow up Sabey's work

and provide data on current procedures and interactions

between the three groups in the same school.

Objectives

The specific objectives of the study were to identify

the holistic cultural context of a rural elementary school
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district with at least three distinct populations addressing

these questions:

1. What areas of surface culture are taught directly
or indirectly in the school?

2. What areas of primary level culture are predominant
in the practices of the school?

3. How do participants perceive and rationalize
multicultural education in a culturally-diverse district?

Importance Of the Study

In the last two decades much has been written about

multicultural education. Most ethnographic studies of

pluralistic school districts have been done in urban

settings such as Boston (MacDonald, et. al., 1982), or in

schools with one major minority group. Guthrie (1985)

studied Chinatown; Ogbu (1974, 1978) and Johnson (1986)

focused on blacks.

Ogbu (1981) states that ethnographic studies are

important to provide a holistic view of an educational

problem in context. This study addresses the special

problems encountered by a rural elementary district

challenged with a pluralistic population. No existing study

describes multicultural education in an elementary school

population with three minority groups: subjugated,

immigrant, and cognitive minorities. Such a study is needed

to document programs actually existing in a rural school

faced with a such a pluralistic population.

Methodological Assumptions

Ethnographic methodology is the most appropriate

methodology for this study. It provides a holistic view,
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including background and context (Patton, 1980). It is not

enough to say that the school does or does not provide

multicultural opportunities for its diverse population.

Documentation of how, why, and when are necessary for a

complete picture of one school's responses to its unique

educational challenges.

Rather than enter the research site with preconceived

constructs or theories, inductive inquiry into naturally-

occurring events/programs/interactions, will yield important

features of the school. If a researcher determines in

advance what she will see, what is actually there may be

overlooked. Inductive methodology allows analytic

constructs to emerge from data collected from the stream of

behavior (Goetz & LeCompte, 1984; Kamil, Langer, & Shanahan,

1984; Patton, 1980).

In a sense, deductive researchers hope to find
data to match a theory; inductive researchers hope
to find a theory that explains their data (Goetz &
LeCompte, 1984, p. 4).

In any qualitative study, it is assumed that informants

understood the questions and gave honest answers, that

information gathered from student work actually reflects

existing attitudes and values, that periods under

observation were representative of typical occurrences, and

that the researcher's background in education and

anthropology was adequate to observe and record accurately

(Proudfoot, 1984).
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Limitations of the Study

It was not possible for the researcher to move into the

community for the year. A one hour commute separated the

researcher's residence from the research site. Furthermore,

her teaching schedule at the university limited most

observations to Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays, from

October through May.

Delimitations of the Study

This study had several delimiting factors.

First, most available data was in English, because the

researcher was not fluent in either the Spanish or Russian

languages.

Furthermore, only one elementary school district in the

county was studied intensively. Several others have a

similar demographic mix.

Data was primarily collected during one school year.

This created two delimitations. Material depended upon

accurate recollection of informants who were involved in the

school in the two decades following Sabey's study.

Secondly, the participants in the school were constantly

changing teaching methods. Teachers attended workshops on

peer learning and whole language. They discussed plans to

put these ideas into practice in subsequent years. These

changes are not documented.

Finally, although data was collected from all

classrooms, some teachers were more available than others to

share information.
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The effect of these delimitations was to limit

observations primarily to data in English, to restrict it in

geographical location and in time, to include more

information from people who were available and receptive to

the researcher, and to depend on human recollection.

Definition of Terms and Codes

Codes. To protect the privacy of the participants,

informants are coded. The school itself will be identified

as the Brownsville School.

Subjugated Minority. A subjugated minority (Ogbu,

1985) is one that either came to the United States more or

less against its will, such as black slaves, or one that was

subjugated or taken in conquest by the dominant Anglos, such

as Native Americans or Hispanics in the Southwest. Ogbu

posits that the kind of minority status an individual has

makes a difference in school achievement. Subjugated

minorities will not achieve as highly as the dominant group,

because of the way they became part of American society.

The Hispanics in the school are a subjugated minority.

Immigrant Minority. Ogbu identifies a second kind of

minority group, the immigrant minority. Immigrant

minorities came to the United States for more or less the

same reasons as the dominant Anglos came--religious freedom

or economic betterment. The Russians in the area represent

this type of minority group.

Cognitive or Autonomous Minority. A cognitive (Berger,

1969) or autonomous (Ogbu, 1974) minority is a group whose
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belief system sets it apart from mainstream culture.

Members are generally not distinguishable from other

individuals by any salient feature, but they share a

worldview that mainstream culture does not share. Adherents

to the Jehovah's Witness, Mormon, or fundamentalist

Christian belief system comprise such groups.

Molokans. Molokans are a special sect of Raskolniki

(literally, "those who break away") who dissented from the

Russian Orthodox Church. They rejected the formal church

and accepted the word of prophets instead of priests,

promoted simple Christianity, emphasized personal contact

with God, and eliminated many rituals and symbols of the

Orthodox Church. Adherents drank milk (moloko) on feast

days; thus, the name "Molokan." Colfer (1975) calls them "a

mild protestant type group" (p. 5).

Pentecostal. Pentecostalism is a movement within

evangelical Christianity that began at the turn of the

century in the United States. Adherents believe in a

personal relationship with God and a baptism in the Holy

Spirit. Pentecostal believers' worship patterns may include

speaking in tongues, and members share their faith

evangelistically (Steves, 1988).

Russian Old Believers. In 1666 Nikon, Patriarch of the

Russian Church, made several reforms reflecting the

influence of the Greek Church. A group, led by Archpriest

Avvakum (1620-1682), refused to change and protested the

reforms. The resulting Schism of 1666 divided the Russian
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Orthodox Church. The Orthodox Church became the church of

the tsars, and the dissenters became Old Believers, who

still practiced the traditional rituals. During the three

ensuing centuries, Old Believers were often persecuted

(Cunningham, 1981; Call, 1979; Brostrom, 1979). In several

instances, adherents practiced mass suicide rather than

capitulate to the authorities (Robbins, 1986). The group is

also known as Staroveri, Old Ritualists, Raskolniki, or

Stoorbradsky.

Jehovah's Witnesses. A brochure (What Do Jehovah's

Witnesses Believe, 1987), distributed door-to-door by

adherents, explains some of the cult's tenets that differ

from historical Christianity including a non-Trinitarian

view of God. Jesus is "God's Son," created by Him and

subordinate to Him. "Jehovah" is God's name. Witnesses are

aggressive in making "God's name and purposes manifest to

others" (p. 3). Death ends one's existence, but God will

resurrect some to everlasting life. God will directly

intervene in human affairs to set up His Kingdom, a real

government from heaven, which will rule the earth with Jesus

as its invisible King. Co-rulers, numbering 144,000 humans,

will rule from heaven over billions of resurrected subjects

who will have everlasting life on a transformed earth.

In this study, self-proclaimed adherents to the belief

system of the Jehovah's Witnesses religious group includes

both Anglos and Hispanics, which will not be distinguished.

JW = Jehovah's Witness adherents
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Multicultural Education. Recognizing the pluralistic

nature of United State's society, multicultural education

includes concepts that give students a realistic perspective

on the diversity of American culture. It includes ethnic,

religious, and global concerns (Tiedt & Tiedt, 1986).

Multicultural education . . . provides a process
by which an individual develops competencies for
perceiving, believing, evaluating, and behaving in
differential cultural settings. Thus,
multicultural education is viewed as an
intervention and on-going assessment process to
help institutions and individuals become more
responsive to the human condition, individual
cultural integrity, and cultural pluralism in
society. (Standard 2.1.1, 1977 revision, National
Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education,
quoted in Benavides, 1985).

Surface Culture: Extrinsic (Gordon, 1964), conscious,

explicit, manifest culture (Hall, 1983), tangible, formal or

overt culture which includes art, heroes, literature, music,

crafts, holidays, dress, dance, food, and history (Gonzales,

1983). Although cultural beliefs about animals, sex

education, and cosmology are more deeply embedded in the

culture, in this study, they are included in the discussion

of surface culture, because participants can describe their

beliefs in these areas.

Deep Culture: Intrinsic (Gordon, 1964), core, basic or

primary level culture (Hall, 1983), which is highly

patterned and provides implicit rules of behavior and

thought. Time, aesthetics, gestures, space, tabus, health

and medicine, ownership, rights and duties, and sex roles

are areas of deep culture (Gonzalez, 1983). Much primary
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level culture lies below the participant's conscious

awareness.

Hispanic: A person of Latin origin, whether Indian or

Mexican, migrant or settled resident.

HM = Hispanic male student
HF = Hispanic female student

Russian: Person whose native language is Russian.

RM = Russian male student
RF = Russian female student

Anglo: Caucasian person, not Hispanic or Russian in

origin whose native language is English.

AF = Anglo female student
AM = Anglo male student

Instructional Assistants. Personnel hired to assist

the teachers in classroom instruction. Some are paid

through Federal monies, and are designated to assist migrant

children only. Some are paid through district funds and are

more flexible in job description. They are Anglo, Hispanic,

and Russian. Before the 1987 school year, they were called

"aides;" with the advent of the disease AIDS, they changed

their designation. "Aides" is used interchangably with

"Instructional Assistant" in this study.

I-A = Instructional Assistant

ESL. English as a Second Language

Classroom Codes.

K = Kindergarten
T-1 = Transitional/First grade class

Regular classes will be designated by the number which
corresponds to their level. 1 = first grade, etc.
Classes with only one grade are: 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8.
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Combination classes will be designated by the two
grades in the room. 1/2 = first/second grade
combination class, etc. These classes include 1/2,
3/4, 4/5.

Student talk. In dialogue, student talk will be

bracketed { ).

Researcher talk. The researcher's initials will be

bracketed {cij).
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CHAPTER II: METHODOLOGY

Introduction

In the last two decades, an increasing number of

qualitative studies have appeared in education. Spradley

(1980) calls this "a quiet revolution" (p. v) and terms

ethnography a "tool with great promise" (p. vii) for

educational researchers. Many current educational research

texts include at least one chapter on qualitative research

methods (Kamil, Langer, and Shanahan, 1984; Cates, 1985;

Cohen & Manion, 1985). Indeed, whole books are dedicated to

qualitative methodology (Goetz and LeCompte, 1984; Patton,

1980; Merriam, 1988; Dobbert, 1982; Green and Wallat, 1984;

Spindler, 1982; Spindler & Spindler, 1987).

Research can be open or focused. Open research is done

with little-known topics, which one wishes to understand in

totality; focused research is done in areas where a great

deal is known. A typical model of procedures reveals, not a

linear design,'but a more cyclic, spiraling model (Kamil,

Langer, & Shanahan, 1984; Dobbert, 1982; Guthrie, 1985):

1. Ethnographic research is field-based. The

researcher defines the analytic whole, stating the locus of

observation, previous ethnographic research, and new

observations of recurring events. The focus is on

interactions within the context.

2. The entire person is the instrument of research.

Data is holistic, collected simultaneously on several

planes, using one or more ethnographic methods:
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a. Participant observation (Spradley, 1980),

b. "Lurking" (Strickland & Schlesigner, 1969),

c. Field notes (Werner & Schoepfle, 1987),

d. Tapes and videotapes (Collier, 1967),

e. Interviews (Spradley, 1979).

3. Research is inductive. Recurring patterns and

events are discovered through analysis of notes, tapes, and

videos. Hypothetical models or typical case models are

developed from the data.

4. Conclusions are validated and refined by

regrounding, by repeated searches, interviews, replication

across data sources and across time. Findings are

integrated with previous knowledge and are used in further

research.

Validity and Reliability

Any researcher must defend the validity and reliability

of the data. Is the information accurate? Could another

researcher derive similar data? Qualitative researchers

must specify research operations so precisely that other

researchers can assess validity and attempt to replicate the

study. Pelto and Pelto (1979) urge researchers to maximize

reliability and validity through "an eclectic mix of

research operations" (p. 34), using structured and

nonstructured methods.

Kirk & Miller (1986) believe that questions of validity

are solved by using multiple field research techniques.

Sevigny (1981) terms this "triangulated inquiry." If
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techniques from varied perspectives, from multiple

procedures, and from different points in time, yield similar

data, the researcher has a strong base for construction of

valid hypotheses and generalizations.

Reliability in qualitative research must also be

considered carefully. Would another researcher come to the

same conclusions? This is termed "intersubjectivity" (Pelto

& Pelto, 1978; Dobbert, 1982). Kirk & Miller (1986) argue

that reliability is dealt with by documented ethnographic

decision making:

For reliability to be calculated, it is incumbent
on the scientific investigator to document his or
her procedure. [The reader] deserves to know
exactly how the qualitative researcher prepares
him- or herself for the endeavor, and how data is
collected and analyzed. (p. 72).

Since the entire person is the primary instrument of

research, she must specify the bases of her approach to the

research problem, making clear her theoretical,

methodological, and personal preferences and biases. A

thorough grounding in cultural anthropology and good

observational skills are essential (Dobbert, 1982; Wolcott,

1975) .

Personal Background. I was born in New Mexico in the

forties and spent my early years on a farm. Some of our

closest neighbors were Hispanic; some of our closest friends

were Navajo Indians. Indeed, my paternal grandfather had

lived and worked on the Navajo Reservation in the early

1920s, and he and my father had been initiated into the

Navajo tribe. Also, a maternal aunt was married to a
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Navajo, and my cousin lived with our family for awhile.

Although our friends and relatives were highly-acculturated,

I was raised to value relationships with people from

minority groups.

My interest in religion has also been lifelong. I was

raised in a conservative religious tradition; my maternal

grandfather and my husband are clergymen. Because my belief

system was not wholly shared by mainstream culture, I became

sympathetic to cognitive minority groups and their efforts

to retain a coherent worldview in a society that does not

embrace all their cherished notions. This religious

background was the impetus for my orginal interest in the

Russian Old Believers. I was curious how their traditional

religious paradigm was surviving in a secular society

(Berger, 1969; Kuhn, 1972). I found that my religious

background led many people to confide in me.

I received a B. A. in Psychology in 1966. During my

undergraduate studies, I took 25 hours in anthropology--all

from the late James Spradley, who inspired me with an

insatiable curiosity about other cultures. I studied

anthropology in the Graduate School at the University of

Washington for one year. Then I went through the Teacher

Corps program at Oregon State University, emerging with a

Master's Degree in Education, as part of President Lyndon

Johnson's War on Poverty. During those years, the "culture

of poverty" or the "disadvantaged" was emphasized, rather

than the richness of each cultural heritage.
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Because the informants' perceptions of the researcher

determine what access is given to various kinds of data,

Johnson (1986) and Wax (1986) believe that gender and age

make a difference in data collection. In the two decades

between my degrees and my research, I had taught four years

in public elementary schools, five years in a private

elementary school, and three years at a state university.

entered my research site as a mature, experienced, female

educator. The informants also knew me as a married mother

of two teenaged children.

These cultural, religious, and educational experiences,

combined with my age and sex may have made me less

threatening as a researcher. These background experiences

also affect my perceptions and data selection.

Description of Research

Kirk and Miller (1986) offer a four stage model of

fieldwork to provide structure and direction to a research

project. This model roughly corresponded to my experience:

1. Invention--"Getting In and Getting On,"

2. Discovering--"Getting Data,"

3. Interpretation--"Getting It Straight," and

4. Explanation--"Getting Out and Getting Even."

Stage I: Invention, Summer, 1987. Originally I knew I

wanted to study the Old Believer children in the public

school system. I began preliminary research on Old

Believers by reading newspaper and magazine clippings in

public libraries in Woodburn and Salem, Oregon. I also
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began looking for other studies about the Old Believers. At

the same time, I visited four towns and villages in North

Marion County, searching for a possible research site.

When I discovered Sabey's (1969) qualitative study of

the Old Believers in Brownsville Elementary School, I

selected his site for a follow up study. I called the

superintendent of the district and made an appointment to

discuss the possibilities of research within the district.

At our first interview in August, 1987, I presented my

proposal and received permission to study the school. He

was full of enthusiasm for his district, and with his

introduction, I gained entrance to the school community. I

experienced no frustrations or delays in my initial

reception.

During that interview, I referred to Sabey's study,

informed him of my interest mainly in the Old Believers, and

explained my desire to chronicle the challenges and

solutions discovered by educators working in a multicultural

situation. At that time I did not realize how multicultural

it would prove to be!

Stage II: Discovery. September 1987-June 1988. I

began data collection during the teacher inservice week,

where the superintendent introduced me to the faculty and

staff as a researcher from Oregon State University who was

interested in the Old Believers and asked me to explain my

project. During that week, I attended staff meetings,

department meetings, and inservice training. I helped
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teachers prepare for the first week of school by working on

bulletin boards and helping set up rooms. I began my

constant questions, and took notes into my ubiquitous gray

book. My focus was still mainly on Old Believer students.

I was able to be in classrooms most of the days in

September, 1987, because my teaching at the university had

not yet started. I took copious notes, and discovered the

value of shorthand (which I had taken in high school) as a

research tool. On a typical research day, having received

prior permission from the teacher, I generally sat in a

chair to the side of the room, observing and taking notes.

On the playground, I stood by the teacher or stood to the

side, leaning against a building. I chatted with children

who were nearby and wrote down activities and conversations

I observed. In the cafeteria, I sat and ate with the

children.

Some days I focused mainly on the teacher's or I-A's

words and actions; other days I focused mainly on the

children's verbal and nonverbal behaviors. Later in the

year, I occasionally circulated throughout the room, helping

children with math problems or discussing a project.

Generally, however, I was more of an "observer" than a

"participant" in the classroom.

I took field notes on half sheets of paper. The date

and a running note of the time, teacher activities and talk,

and student activities and talk are included. Details about

room arrangement or decoration also appear.
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8:28 Hispanic I-A enters.
"Boys and girls, stand for the flag salute."
(They salute, HM going ahead.)
"Have a good morning!"
{They go to groups...new people enter from other
rooms.}

8:37 Anglo I-A's group
"You need to turn the page and stay with us. RF
is reading ahead. RF, stay with us."

[a drawing shows the arrangement of desks,
the position of the instructors, the names of
the children in each reading group, and the
title of the reading book they use.]

Hispanic I-A gives directions to HM in Spanish,
"Read nice and smooth, not choppy--nice and loud,
so we can hear you."

8:45 I-A instructing
"Story . . .stories . . . remember. Watch this
word."
Teacher leans across the table. . .

(AF is talking.) Teacher makes eye contact.
Soft voice. . . slow. . .

"What kind of words that describe nouns?"
1st grade goes by . . . to PE. HF leaves.

{RF calls, "AF")
8:49 Teacher's group is drawing pictures. . .Other

primary teacher enters, talks to teacher about
parent for zoo trip.
Teacher: "AF, Did the children just go by for PE?
Would you join them, please?
I want you to use your own sentence. . .not one
from the book."

Teacher calls AM over. . .

Russian girl leaves, turns right (restroom?)
8:51 "Ugly, uglier, she's really uglier!" [I-A's group]

"AM, are you watching? Family . . .What if I want
to say there are two families going on a picnic?
What do I do?"

{RF f-a-m-i-l-i-e-s)
{AM is playing with his pencil . . .not
paying attention.)

"Workbook, p. 114. . ."
{kids turn [to p. 114] . . .

HM and AM = singing noises)
She does not correct or quiet them.

During the first week, my research focus broadened.

This is a characteristic of ethnographic methodology. "No

one knows exactly what research may become relevant"
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(Wolcott, 1975, p. 113). The researcher is expected to

"muddle about," pursuing hunches and problems of interest.

There is freedom to discover the problems that are actually

there, not the predetermined problems that exist only in the

mind of the researcher.

A few days into the fieldwork, the presence of

Jehovah's Witness children emerged as an important

subcultural component of this school. When I realized there

was a significant population of Witnesses (20-25% in two

classrooms), I began to watch for references to this group

of children and to plan for observation of classroom events

that would yield significant data about them.

From October through May, I was limited mostly to

Monday-Wednesday-Friday observations, due to my schedule at

the university. During these months I spent at least 2 full

days with each class: one observing the teacher's

behaviors, one focusing on the behavior of the children. I

also spent at least one day with each I-A, thus increasing

my time with each roomful of children. I specifically asked

to observe some events. For example, the 200th anniversary

of the Constitution occurred September 17, 1987, and I

invited myself to observe the only class that had a special

lesson on the Constitution. Also, I asked to observe

classes with a large percentage of Jehovah's Witness

students during the holiday art period.
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I conducted structured interviews with several

accessible teachers and I-As. I interviewed more, plus

several students on an informal, nonstructured basis.

I discovered the value of "lurking" (Strickland &

Schlesigner, 1969) as a research tool. Just "hanging

around," not intentionally seeking data, can lead to

important information. For example, by standing in the

hall, reading the bulletin board, one may overhear parents

discussing a sports event, revealing their values and

attitudes.

I rode the school buses, spent a day in the cafeteria,

followed teachers and I-As onto the playground, searched for

head lice, sat in the library, in the teachers' room, in the

office, in the reading lab, in the ESL class. I chaperoned

a kindergarten field trip to Portland. I attended Open

House, the spring program, a student dance, and an after

school basketball game. Because I teach public speaking at

the university, I advised eighth grade students as they

wrote their graduation speeches, and I played the piano for

the graduation ceremony.

After hours, I observed the PAC (Parents Action

Committee), PATT (Parents and Teachers Together) meetings,

school board meetings, a staff breakfast, and various

farewell parties for people who were leaving the district.

A mentor workshop in Salem, a first-year teachers' day

held at Oregon State University, the state's migrant

workshop, and a morning at the Small Schools Conference held
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in the summer at Western Oregon State College were part of

my data collection.

Because there were several former teachers and one

former administrator and instructional aide in the area, I

set up appointments with them to discuss the program as it

had developed over the years.

I interviewed the state migrant coordinator and perused

the materials he gave me. I also visited Marion County

Educational Service District and had lunch with three of the

Russian specialists.

In the community, I attended a major sports event at

the high school with my family and went to the village's

annual historical celebration, prompting someone to comment,

"You show up everywhere, don't you?" I visited city hall,

and shopped in the local markets, talking to local

residents.

To see the school in its educational context, I visited

all of the other elementary schools which also fed into the

union high school, including the village parochial school.

Most of my focus was on the school and interactions

within it, but I was also able to gain access to the Old

Believer community on a surface level. I made friends with

an anthropologist who resides in the nearest town and works

closely with the Russian community. Through his

connections, I was privileged to visit a Russian Church

Slavonic language class held in a Old Believer garage in

Woodburn. I also attended one session of a citizenship
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class which he held for Russians and participated in a

meeting with him and a principal from the Woodburn School

District to formulate policy regarding attendance and

dropout prevention among the Old Believers.

At the school's Open House, I met the young woman who

would be the first Old Believer to graduate from the local

high school. She was very interested in my study, and

through her, I was granted access to her home where her

parents had hired a tutor to teach their children to speak

and read standard Russian.

Gaining access to Jehovah's Witness leaders was not

difficult. I went to the closest Kingdom Hall, introduced

myself as a researcher who was interested in studying their

children as they actually interacted in the classroom. I

identified my interest in the rights of religious

minorities. The district overseers invited me into their

home and graciously shared time and informational materials

with me. I visited with Witness children who were not

participating in class parties. I interviewed one Jehovah's

Witness parent and read some of their literature.

My contact with Hispanics outside the school was also

quite limited. At the state migrant workshop, I had

opportunities to observe Hispanic educators and parents who

were articulating the concerns of the Hispanic community.

The school's Parent Action Committee (bilingual) was largely

composed of Hispanic staff members and parents. Many of the

I-As in the school were Hispanic, and I interacted with them
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in the school and at community events. I helped deliver

food baskets at Christmas, so entered some Hispanic and

Russian homes. Riding the school bus allowed me to observe

the exterior of many migrant homes. I intended to accompany

the Home Consultant on a home visit, but never was able to

set a date.

The school subscribed to local newspapers, and I found

them to be a source of information about the community and

cultural differences. I also perused the Hispanic newspaper

which was available in the community.

Most of the materials I collected were verbal--written

and oral. In the classroom I kept as continuous a record as

possible of the actual verbal exchanges. I also used

materials from student writings as well as papers and

documents in state agencies and school files. The school

stresses writing at all levels. For Young Author's Day in

the spring, each student produces a book. Many children

wrote several books during the year. Some books from

previous years were in the library or teachers' rooms.

These were perused for evidence of acculturation, of values,

and of self-image. Other student papers revealed cultural

data as well as values and attitudes toward life.

Field notes also include maps of room arrangements,

seating patterns, sketches of bulletin boards, art displays,

and lists of various artifacts in the room, such as teaching

machines.
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Stage III: Interpretation, through 1989. Hammersley &

Atkinson (1983) say that interpretation is not a distinct

stage. It begins in pre-fieldwork as problems are

formulated and continues into the writing up stage. Data

collection is guided by developing theory. Research becomes

progressively funneled, progressively focused. The research

problem is developed or transformed, the scope clarified and

delimited, the structure explored. The researcher may

discover that something turns up quite different from the

initial proposal.

Dobbert (1982) elaborates on the processual nature of

qualitative research. The researcher systematically

organizes information around a theoretical framework,

records in detail, periodically abstracts herself and

reviews, monitors for completeness, and checks for bias or

prejudice.

I originally intended to gather data on Russian

children, around theoretical constructs of acculturation. I

was looking for obvious areas of culture change. My

research focus broadened the first month to include the

Jehovah's Witness children, and the presence of Hispanic

students could not be ignored. This lead me to use Ogbu's

(1976) three types of minority groups as the theoretical

focus. A few months later, as I perused my field notes and

other sources carefully, classifying interactions according

to categories, I found unexpected data "leaping off the

page." Harry Wolcott (1988) told me that data does not leap
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off the page, but I found that with shorthand as a

transcribing aid, I used the symbols for "time" and for

"minute" noticeably often. Thus, I began to look for more

words dealing with time and was amazed at the varieties and

frequencies I found: tomorrow, this month, in a few

minutes, after lunch, before Christmas. This blurred my

theoretical focus, leading me to consider surface culture

and deep culture (Gonzales, 1983) as the organizing theme of

the study.

At this stage I became very sensitive to these

categories, and I decided to reground my data by

triangulation. For example, did only teachers mention time?

Did upper grade teachers decrease in their use of time

words? I collected data during different periods, from

different groups (teachers, instructional assistants,

students) and from different levels (kindergarten and eighth

grade).

Information on surface culture was also classified at

this time. I discovered, from Morris's dissertation (1981)

that Russians traditionally recognized clean and unclean

animals, and did not keep house pets. The manual

distributed by the county Educational Service District

(Flores, et. al, 1982) described the Hispanic view of

animals. This made me aware of the school's presentation

of animals--units on care of pets, or anthropomorphism of

animals in stories. I also began to peruse children's

writings for animal themes and evidence of pets at home.
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During the course of the study, I also became aware of

traditional Russian and Mexican Catholic Christmas

traditions, which differed from Anglo traditions, especially

in gift-giving. This influenced my data collection.

I continued regular visitation and observation, now a

bit more focused. I remained in the school through June.

During the 88-89 school year, I occasionally revisited

the school. I attended inservice at the high school, which

I had missed due to illness the previous year. I visited

new teachers' rooms and spent time in rooms where teachers

were instituting new programs. For example, the Reading Lab

and the Kindergarten and First Grade class were using the

"Whole Language" approach, so I observed in each of these

classrooms. I submitted my application to substitute in the

district and volunteered to teach so that teachers could be

released from their classrooms to observe one another. This

would have saved the district many hundreds of dollars. I

was never called for either job.

Stage IV: Explanation. Hammersley and Atkinson (1985)

assert that there are no pure descriptions; all are

constructions, involving selection and interpretation, not

unedited recordings of sounds and movements. I was very

aware, during the final writing stages, of the vast amount

of editing and selection I had done. From thirty minute

interviews, I had to construct one or two paragraphs. From

whole day observations, I selected examples which I assumed

to be representative. I eliminated material that was
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unclear. The final product reflects my perceptions as well

as my values.

Throughout the course of the study, I was constantly

amazed at the openness and cooperativeness of the school

personnel. I was granted access to documents and files by

people of tremendous goodwill and self-confidence. Many

took a special interest in me and this project, taking me

aside to tell me an interesting anecdote or bit of

information I might find useful. Because I grew to like

them so much, I found that I did not want to see anything

negative about their school, or write anything that might be

perceived as critical of people whom I felt were honest,

constantly striving for excellence, and who had made

themselves vulnerable to me and my gray notebook. I tried

to be protect the identity of any informant if the

information could in any way be negatively construed.

There were many things I did not say. In the analysis

stage, I examined touch behavior (haptics), development of

the self-image, interpersonal space, gender differentiation,

and other nonverbal constructs. However, so many different

areas could have been explored and developed, that I had to

limit my focus to the most pervasive cultural features.

Furthermore, massive amounts of material have been

written about Hispanic education in the last two decades.

Much less examines Russian Old Believers, and virtually none

documents Jehovah's Witness students in the classroom
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setting. Thus, I concentrated more heavily on the latter

two groups of students.

It helped to think of the dissertation metaphorically.

At times it was an unruly two-year-old child. It seemed to

move in every direction, some productive, some simply time-

consuming. But, with proper discipline and direction, it

had potential to make a contribution to society. Just as

parenting a two-year-old was a demanding task, so writing a

dissertation was demanding. Just as the child contains the

parent's genetic material, so a dissertation reflects the

writer's interests and personality.
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CHAPTER III: THE SETTING

The school is set in a larger federal, state, county

and village context. This chapter will briefly summarize

the larger contexts of the study.

Federal Context

In the sixties, several significant pieces of federal

legislation aimed at providing enhanced educational

opportunities for "disadvantaged" students. Title I (Public

Law 89-10) of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of

1965 was adopted to meet these educational needs. It

provided resources for the disadvantaged in general,

including yearlong programs. Since many migrants were not

in school the entire year, specific provisions for migrant

children (Public Law 89-750, 1966, Title I-M) were added.

All children eligible for Title I-M were also eligible for

Title I funds. These monies provided supplementary funding,

not general support, for child-centered projects, supervised

by the state. In 1981, Chapter 1 of the Education

Consolidation and Improvement Act superceded Title I. It

provided financial aid to states for migratory and neglected

or delinquent children, to meet specific needs but eliminate

excessive paperwork, freeing state and local agencies of

unnecessary control by the federal government. Currently

migratory children of agricultural workers and fishermen

benefitted. It mandated a parent advisory council (PAC) on

state and local levels, requiring at least one meeting

annually (US Federal Register, 1985).
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In 1969 the Migrant Student Records Transfer System

(MSRTS) was set up on national computers in Little Rock,

Arkansas, to provide a centralized record keeping system of

children's educational placement level and records of

immunizations and physical examinations. In theory MSRTS

saves time; in reality, it requires much paperwork on the

part of the school, and was rarely used by most teachers.

Some did not even know of its existence.

Former teacher: I never used it. . . All it did
for me was provide one pain in the neck to keep
all those papers up. I don't think we ever
contacted them.

National goals in areas of supplementary basic skills

instruction, health (medical and dental), nutritional and

psychological counseling, career education, vocational

training, ESL, bilingual instruction, and enrichment are set

for migrant education. These are implemented through a

State Educational Agency (SEA) which submits documents for a

federal grant. Local Educational Agencies (LEA) submit

specific three-year project applications. Annual updating

is required. A State Coordinator of Migrant Education

oversees the programs. Two monitors visit the Brownsville

School on a regular basis to document compliance (Oregon

Migrant Education Service Center, MESC, n.d.).

State Context

The state of Oregon has long been the site of extensive

migration. A well-established interstate traffic pattern

exists from South Texas to the Willamette Valley to the

Malheur area. A smaller flow moves from Oregon to
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California and into Arizona and New Mexico. A few, mostly

Anglo, migrate from Klamath Falls into California. A

smaller, but fairly consistent group migrate from Mexico to

the Willamette Valley. In 1979 many migrants wintered over,

working in the packing plants in the Hood River area. By

1985 a trend toward settling down and breaking the long

circuits was fairly well established. Changes in

agricultural crops and methods and the presence of food

production plants in the areas have contributed to this

settling in (Savard, 1986).

The state of Oregon has 18 areas with 8583 total

students on the MRSTS system. Of the 5495 who receive

educational services in Oregon, 2705 are in the Marion area.

Table 1 indicates the number of children in each category

served by the MRSTS.

Table 1

Marion Area Migrants Served

agricultural fishing
53% settled in 1578 3

33% interstate 455 32
14% intrastate 637 0

Source: Savard, 1986.

Hispanics comprise 75% of the migrants (1731 total).

Whites, including Old Believers make up 22% (874 total).

Younger children receive more services; older migrants often

drop out (Flores, 1981). Kindergarten children receive 13%

of the total services; first graders, 12%; twelfth graders
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drop to 3% of the total. The migrant qualification lasts

six years after the family's last move to follow the crops.

A migrant summer school, held on a rotating basis in

various schools in the county, lasts six weeks and

emphasizes math, language arts, reading, and science.

Children come from schools in Woodburn, Gervais, Hubbard,

Mt. Angel, St. Paul, Brooks, and North Marion.

The Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory (NWREL),

located in Portland, Oregon, serves the people of the

Pacific Northwest as well as the Pacific Rim, including

Alaska and the Pacific Islands. Because many of the

students are from rural areas, the lab added rural education

as a program priority in 1987 (NWREL, 1987).

The County

Marion County Educational Service District (ESD)

provides support and informational services for the

Brownsville school. A speech specialist is regularly

scheduled into the school. Testing specialists are

available as needed. Services for handicapped learners and

emotionally handicapped students are provided. During the

year 1987-1988 the speech specialists worked on a test that

would be culturally appropriate for Russian children.

Two manuals, one dealing exclusively with children from

Old Believer families (Marion County Russian Resource

Committee, 1976), and the other for teachers of migrant

children, with special information on Hispanic children as

well as Russian (Flores, et. al. 1982), described the life
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of the minority child and gave suggestions for multicultural

inclusion in the classrooms. Most of the suggestions were

related to surface culture such as art and holidays,

although some aspects of cognitive style were included.

Marion County offers a HEP (High School Equivalency

Program). The brochure promoting this federally funded

migrant and farmworker education program, pictures Hispanic

youth and Russian females, whose scarves signify their

married status. GED preparation, as well as computer and

career education, are featured. Dependents of a migrant or

seasonal farmworker, including tree planters or fishery

workers are eligible. Twenty-five youth, twenty-one females

and four males, graduated on April 29, 1988. Eleven females

were Russian; nine were Hispanic; one was Anglo. Two

Russian and two Hispanic males completed the graduating

class.

The Area

The village of Brownsville is located in a farming area

of vegetables, berries, hops, nuts, cherries, and other

fruit. It lies fourteen miles north of the capital city,

just off Highway 99E.

It is the home of a union high school. Eight

elementary schools, including the local Catholic school,

feed into the high school. Teachers from these schools

participate in an joint inservice day at the high school.

Their boards meet quarterly. In the spring, Brownsville

Elementary, the largest of the eight schools, invited eighth
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graders from the other feeder schools to a day of getting

acquainted, since students combine to form the freshman

class at the high school. All the schools participated.

Brownsville invited the other schools for Young Author's

Day; only one participated. The students also socialize at

other events. Dances, sponsored by a local resident, are

open to students from the upper grades in all of the

schools.

The Village

Brownsville celebrated its 100th birthday as an

incorporated city in 1978. A local resident wrote a

commemorative booklet with this dedication:

The City of Brownsville is like an old
grandmother, tired and worn; the children she has
raised in her youth are scattered to the four
winds. She's a hundred years old, but still
offers a gentle, quiet atmosphere to those who
live or attend school within the shelter of her
city limits.

Places, where everybody knew everybody else,
are fast disappearing from the Willamette Valley.
The day will soon come when people will realize
just how sweet it was to grow up in a small
community like Brownsville. Expensive real estate
cannot replace the loving concern folks have for
one another in simple surroundings. (Prantl,
1978, unpaged.)

This sleepy village once played an important part in

the economic development of the Willamette Valley. Earlier

settlers were French speaking Canadian fur traders with

their Indian wives. Religious differences (Roman

Catholicism) and language barriers (French) separated these

settlers from other newcomers, and the area became known as

French Prairie. Further settlement followed the Donation
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Land Claims Act of 1850 which permitted each man and his

wife to stake claims of 320 acres.

In 1860 the Pacific Highway connected Portland to

Salem; the railroad came in 1870. In 1870 a local landowner

plotted the town along the rail line. Lots were sold,

merchants moved in, and a thriving village of about 300

developed. By 1901, the Statesman Annual wrote about

Brownsville. It was:

. . .one of the liveliest business communities in
the county. It is the center of a large farming
community and is the metropolis of French Prairie,
a section known far and wide for its fertility and
productiveness. . . .It is undoubtedly the oldest
farming section in Oregon and, notwithstanding its
continuous cultivation for these many years, is
today among the best agricultural sections in the
state (Prantl, 1978, unpaged).

A newspaper, and all business interests, especially an

enormous commission business of wheat, oats, hay, hops, and

potatoes flourished. Revenue was derived from the three

saloons, each of which paid $400 annually for a license.

With the decline of rail transportation, prosperity moved to

neighboring towns.

The present village contains a beauty shop, a barber

shop, a tortilla factory/bakery, and a tub and shower

manufacturing plant. A family-owned and operated tile

factory, a body shop, two grocery stores, a tavern, the

phone company and a post office complete the businesses.

The village is bordered by a tree farm and fields of

strawberries and caneberries.
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A large Catholic Church, Catholic school, and convent

cover two square city blocks. A Molokan Church is the only

other active church. An abandoned church building

(Presbyterian) across from the grade school has been

considered for purchase or lease by the district.

The seven city council members meet the second and

fourth Wednesday of each month. In the interim, the City

Recorder makes decisions. Other city personnel include a

police chief and one police officer, whose wife is the

reservist officer. A utility supervisor, a retired man who

is paid by Green Thumb, a federal program, reads meters,

cuts the grass, and makes repairs for the city.

The town recently began celebrating "Founder's Day."

Held the second Saturday in September the celebration

featured a dunk tank, breakfast, friends, fun, sunshine,

parade, games, and food booths. The advertising flyer urged

residents, "DON'T FORGET TO COME AND ENJOY SOME GOOD OLD

FAMILY FUN!!!!"

Each week the neighboring town's newspaper prints the

arrests in the area. The list for Brownsville from November

28-December 9, 1987, included burglary, driving under the

influence of intoxicants, forgery (two instances), driving

while suspended, criminal mischief, warrant for failure to

appear, robbery, stolen vehicle, and theft. All of the

surnames of those arrested were Hispanic.

[A Hispanic male] put money in the machine
and no candy came out, so he shook the machine,
and they gave him a citation for "criminal
mischief." They issued a warrant for his arrest.
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Immigration came, and they sent him back [to
Mexico]. He apologized. He thought it was kinda
a dumb thing to arrest him for (area informant).

The Catholic Church, one of the oldest institutions in

the village, was built in 1874; a school was established in

1883.

The parishioners have an interesting ethnic
background. First, there were the French speaking
Canadian Catholics from Quebec, with their Indian
wives who were the first people on French Prairie.
Second, were the pioneer families who crossed the
plains in covered wagons. Third the Austrian-
Hungarians from Europe who spoke German. In
recent years, the Mexicans from south of the
border have added their cultural heritage to the
congregation. The church has developed into a
fine blend of people who generously support its
many activities. Brownsville is considered by
many to be a religious community, with a fine
moral background. ((Prantl, 1978, unpaged).

At the centennial celebration for the church in 1975,

the archbishop "remarked at the astounding number of priests

and sisters who came from the Brownsville parish. Twenty

nine in all and he considered this a record." (Prantl, 1978,

unpaged.)

The Catholic School is administered by a
Filipino nun of the Franciscan order. She dresses
in the black and white habit of her order. The
school serves 91 students, grades 1-8. All but
one, a foster child, are practicing Catholics.
Students come from at least six neighboring towns
and villages. The Brownsville School buses
children within district borders. Families choose
the school "because of the Catholic doctrine and
philosophy that we teach."

Only three Hispanic families are in the
school. "Most of the people from Mexico would go
to the public school because of the bilingual
program and all the federally funded programs for
the Spanish speaking group. It has more to offer
as far as funding is concerned, especially with
the migrant people."

The school participates in the Federal-State
funded school milk program. Marion County ESD
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services of testing and speech are available.
Federal Chapter 1 funds provide for children to
participate in the reading lab at Brownsville
Elementary School. Seventh and eighth graders
participate in soccer, basketball, volleyball, and
softball games with the local schools in the
district (interview, administrator, 1988).

The School

The Building. The public school district was formed

January 7, 1871. By 1910 classes through the ninth grade

were held in a building which currently serves as the bus

garage. There was no high school.

In 1921, residents began plans for a high school.

Eleven grade schools united to form the first union high

school district in Marion County. Planners decided to

finish the basement of the grade school and divide it into

classrooms rather than build. In 1923 the first three

students graduated.

An early interest in sports was evident. The city hall

was used for athletics, with both boys' and girls'

basketball teams and a baseball team. In 1932 the community

cooperated to build a gymnasium. In 1936 a high school was

built around the gymnasium with WPA labor. When the new

high school was built two blocks to the east in 1963, the

Brownsville Grade School District took over the old

building. The school sits on the east edge of town. It

encompasses about two square blocks and is the largest

employer in the village.

The Board and Superintendent. Monthly board meetings

are attended by the superintendent, who is also
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superintendent of the union high school, the principal, the

district clerk, and the five male board members. (A female

member was sworn in at the end of the year.) In a "regular

spotlight" feature, teachers addressed the board about an

educational project of interest, such as the mentor program.

The superintendent was in his thirteenth year in the

district. He began as a math and science teacher in 1975,

becoming assistant principal and counselor in 1977 and

superintendent in 1979. In 1986 he became superintendent of

the high school, and began to spend half his time there.

Nachtigal (1982) says:

The most crucial person in a small school system,
the superintendent. . .can create a positive
climate and institute educational improvements in
rather short order. . . .The qualifications of a
good rural school superintendent cannot be
quantified. One of the prime criteria appears to
be the ability to get along in the community--more
specifically, to stay in harmony with the school
board (p. 10).

The superintendent resigned at the end of the year to

move to a larger district. The area newspaper lauded his

superintendency:

(His] motto of teamwork and discipline has turned
. . .an unruly elementary school into what many
call top notch. . .(Ott, 1988).

Staff. District employees are divided into two groups:

certified and classified staff. The cover of the Staff

Handbook (1987) shows a drawing of two hands, one labeled

"certified," and the other "classified" clasped with the

inscription, "Working Together." Throughout the year, this

distinction was often made. The principal, classroom
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teachers, guidance counselor, librarian, music teacher,

Chapter 1 reading teacher, PE specialist, and speech

specialist were all "certified." Instructional assistants

(district and migrant), office and clerical staff, including

the ESL teacher, custodian, and cooks were "classified"

staff.

Six certified personnel were male: the principal, the

eighth grade teacher, the fifth grade teacher, the PE

specialist, the music teacher, a part-time teacher hired to

carry an overload in the upper level classes who was named

assistant principal at the end of the year. All but one, a

Hawaiian, were Anglo. Two females were married to

Hispanics. At least four had attended the grade school and

high school. One had a younger sister still in the school.

Most of the remaining faculty had attended rural or small

town schools. One was married to a farmer in the district;

another moved into a rental house in the village at the end

of the school year, but most faculty members lived in Salem

or nearby towns.

Table 2 provides characteristics of the certificated

instructional staff, showing that the Brownsville teachers

were younger, less experienced, received lower pay, and had

a lower stability index than the Oregon average. The table,

however, does not give the picture of a dedicated staff,

many of whom feel almost "called" to the school. Several

responded to the question, "Why do you stay at Brownsville

Elementary?"
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Table 2

Certificated Instructional Staff

Brownsville Oregon
School Average

87-88 86-87 87-88 86-87
AVERAGE YEARS EXPERIENCE

In this district 05 05 09 09
Total years experience 08 09 12 12

AVERAGE AGE 36 37 42 41

AVERAGE SALARY (BASE PAY) $21,483 22,027 $26,806 25,480

LEVEL OF PREPARATION % % % %

BA Degree 33 21 17 17
BA, Additional Hours 61 64 47 47
MA Degree 06 14 32 32
PHD Degree 00 00 00 00

TEACHER STABILITY INDEX 66.7% 71.4% 84.4% 83.7%

Table 3

Student Profile

Grade K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Total
Number 29 48 33 29 24 33 22 24 35 277

PUPIL/STAFF RATIOS Brownsville Oregon
Elementary Average

87-88 86-87 87-88 86-87
Pupil/Teacher Ratio 17.0/1 16.3/1 18.3/1 18.3/1
Pupil/Instructional Staff 11.4/1 9.6/1 15.5/1 15.5/1
Pupil/Counselor Ratio 375.0/1 237.5/1 432.0/1 456.1/1

ATTENDANCE/ENROLLMENT STABILITY % % % %
Attendance Rate 92.7 92.7 94.0 94.3
Enrollment Stability Index 26.0 22.4 17.6 17.7

STUDENT DEMOGRAPHICS
Racial/Ethnic Composition
White (Not Hispanic Origin) 40.4 41.6 89.8 90.0
Black (Not Hispanic Origin) 0.0 0.0 2.4 2.3
Hispanic 45.1 42.7 3.3 3.2
American Indian/Alaskan 0.4 0.0 1.6 1.6
Indo-Chinese 0.0 0.0 1.4 1.5
Other Asian/Pacific Islander 0.7 0.8 1.3 1.2
Russian-Speaking 13.4 14.9 0.2 0.2

Source: State Department of Education, School Profile, 1988
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Wherever I am, I'd like to make a positive
difference for somebody. They know I care.

I often ask myself that. The pay is better in
some of the other schools.

It's a small school. I like small schools. I'm
not tied up in red tape. Here if it's something
you want to try, and you talk to an administrator,
they give you permission to try. You don't get
that in a large district. In a bigger district
you have administrator to administrator.

Three instructional assistants were hired by the

district, with more flexible job descriptions. One was

Hispanic, two Anglos, all female. The remaining six I-As

were funded with migrant monies, and were limited to working

with groups which were primarily migrant. One part-time

migrant I-A was a Hispanic male; the remainder were female,

one Russian, the rest Hispanic. Most had been migrants as

children. Many of the instructional assistants had

attended school in the district. Three lived in the

district and had children in the school.

Female, Hispanic I-A (migrant): Did you see that
movie [ "Harvest of Shame"]? We were the family
type that would be on the back of the truck. We
lived in tents. My parents went from crop to
crop.

The administrators and staff spoke highly of one

another. At Open House, a teacher told parents how

"terrific" another teacher was. The superintendent called

his primary staff "one of the best in the country." At a

"Certified Meeting," teachers discussed the need for a

"Classified Appreciation Week." Calling the classified

staff "underappreciated," the principal added, "If those

folks aren't here, we don't work. It's that simple." In
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staff meetings one teacher referred to the principal, "We

have a real expert in this area right here on our staff."

Students. The Department of Education's School Profile

(1988) provided data on students at Brownsville Elementary,

documenting the school's unusual student demographic mix.

(See Table 3.) The year's total attendance was 277. About

65% of the students qualify for Chapter 1 funds.

High mobility of students is characteristic of the

Brownsville School. In 1985, the Enrollment Stability Index

was 28.0%; in 1986, it was 39.0%. The Oregon average for

both years was 18.2%. This means that over twice the state

average moved into and out of the district during the 1985-

86 school year. By the year 1987-88, the percentage,

although higher than the state average, had decreased.

Student writing reflected this high mobility. In a fifth

grade writing assignment about "Bummers" six out of twenty-

three children completed the sentence, "Don't you hate it

when..."

- -you have to see your friends go to a different town?
- -you like someone and they like you, but they move?
- -you move away from your friends like Hector, Carlos,

and Pablo?
--you have to move?
- -your friends have to move?
- -you have to move away from your friends?

Student test scores were below national averages in

many areas. See Table 4. In preparing a grant proposal,

the committee compiled records of student achievement on

CTBS tests. The grant sought $16,600 "to realize a 10%

movement to a higher quartile on the CTBS test in Reading
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Vocabulary" (Grant Proposal, 1988). Evaluation would be

done on a stable student population, students who were

enrolled all year. The grant was not awarded to the school.

Table 4

Student Achievement:

Grade 1 2 3

CTBS Tests

4 5 6 7 8

Language Total
1-25% + 40% 37% * 44% 54% * *
1-50% + 78% 74% * 82% 86% * *

Reading Vocabulary
1-25% 60% 56% + 50% + 50% * *

1-50% 81% 72% 69% 75% 75% 68% 71% 65%

Reading Total
1-25 60% 56% 42% 46% 44% * * *
1-50% 79% 72 + + 78% 73% 80% +

Spelling 1-25% + + 56% + 60% 55% * *
1-50% + 75% 78% + 80% 77% + 60%

Math 1-25 + + 52% + 60% 59% * *

1-50% + + 74% 74% 81% 86% + +

* More normal distribution
+ Data not reported

Classes: Morning kindergarteners were bussed in from

the country. The afternoon class was made up of "walkers."

At the end of the year, the kindergarten teacher proposed to

the board that the classes be switched. "Kinder-ready"

children would come in the afternoon; the others would come

in the morning, "when people were fresher." A transitional-

first (T-1) grade class provided another year of preparation

for at-risk students who completed kindergarten but were not

ready for first grade work. At the end of the year, some

went into first grade, others went into second grade
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classrooms. A first grade class, a first/second

combination, and a second grade class completed the primary

department. The intermediate department included a third

grade class, a third/fourth combination, taught by a

beginning teacher, a fourth/fifth grade combination, and a

fifth grade class. The upper division--sixth, seventh, and

eighth grades--was taught by four teachers, two were 3/4

time, two others were first-year teachers. The librarian

taught a literature class. A Chapter 1 reading specialist

had her own classroom where reading lab was held four days a

week. The music teacher, who taught part time at the high

school, came into each classroom biweekly. Children at all

levels went to the gymnasium for daily PE classes.

The speech specialist from the county education

district worked with classes and individual students

regularly. Children identified as learning disabled worked

with a tutor hired from the village.

A full time counselor was available for private

counseling sessions with individual students as well as

group lessons, such as friendship development and family

life education.

Several teachers shared jobs. The first grade class

had two teachers: one taught Mondays only; the other taught

the rest of the week. The second grade class was shared by

two teachers: one taught Monday, Tuesday, and every other

Wednesday; the other taught every other Wednesday, Thursday,

and Friday. In the Chapter 1 reading lab, one teacher
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taught Monday through Wednesday, with a job share teacher on

Thursdays.

Awards and Honors. Due to the efforts of the

superintendent, who was reputed to "have a nose for grant

money" (former teacher), the school participated in the

Mentor Program funded by the state to pair experienced

teachers with the three new hires. The district was one out

of only fifty-five in the state awarded funds from the $5

million appropriation. The elementary school received

$9000; the high school received $6000. A state inservice

and workshop also provided additional support for both

mentors and proteges.

The school cook had a degree from the University of

Massachusetts, Amherst, in Restaurant Management--"the same

year as Cosby." During the year, the cafeteria was one of

only forty-one in the west and midwest to be honored by the

U. S. Department of Agriculture for its outstanding hot

lunch program. A picture of the cook, surrounded by a

Hispanic, a Russian, an Oriental, and an Anglo child,

appeared in the state Edugram (November, 1987), the

newspaper for educators in the state.

Perception of the school. Townspeople and parents

expressed attitudes towards the school and its programs as

well as an awareness of the distinct challenges it tackled.

Several parents wrote letters supporting the grant proposal.

A lifelong resident "man on the street" answered questions

posed to him about the school.
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. . .I am of the opinion that the city of
Brownsville has an exceptionally fine school
system, in large part because of its ability to
educate the young people of such a culturally and
economically diverse community. However, because
Brownsville does have such a broadly based student
body, I think that extra assistance in the area of
vocabulary is warranted, and greatly needed.
(Signed, Anglo, 3/18/88)

I am the mother of 3 Brownsville Elementary
students, and very strongly support any program
which would aid the school in its teaching of
vocabulary. I feel that a good vocabulary
foundation is essential for my children to be
competetive (sic) in the business world. I am
also aware of the ethnic backgrounds and the
deficiencies in language due to the variable
cultural backgrounds. We are in need of help.
(Signed, Jehovah's Witness mother, 3/18/88)

Dear Mr. AD2 and Board Members.
We would like to be in agreement for

Brownsville Elementary School to receive the
grant. Our children attend this school would be
able to receive a better education in reading and
it's understanding. It is very important for our
children to have a good education. I thank you
and am very grateful to all of you who care for
our children. We are very pleased and happy that
our children go to Brownsville Elementary for
twenty years now. We have never seen any problems
in this school, only good things. We always see
that everyone is very good to our children. May
God bless you and give you strength and help you
to continue to help our children. Please forgive
us for our sometimes misbehaved children.
(Signed, Russian father and mother, translated
from Russian, 3/28/88)

Dear Board members of the school,
I (Russian mother) wish to express my wish

that my children would get a better education in
school. I wish for my children to read better,
write and have a better understanding in English.
(3/30/88)

I am [Hispanic female name].
I would like it if you would give more work

to my children. They will complete two years in
the school and have learned almost nothing. I

understand that it is very hard for the teachers
because there are many children that they need to
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give work to. I would like it if you would help
them a little more in their studies.

For me I would like for my children to learn
more because they do not know and also it is very
hard for me because I also do not know any
English. This is why I want my children to know
more in the areas that they do not know. It would
give me much joy that my children would receive
more help. With all of my heart this is what I
would want for my children.

My husband also wants that his children be
given better studies. He never was able to study
and for this reason he does not want any of his
children to leave school like he did because he
does not know how to read or write.

Thanks. (Dictated, and translated from
Spanish, 3/18/88)

Interview: Anglo male, manager of a pizza place
elementary school graduate, 1974 (6/9/88):

For a town this size, it's a real fine
school. It...uh how do I put this? I would say it
tries to see...it tries the best that it can to
stay up with the national and the bigger schools.
I think it's doing a real good job.

(cij: Do you feel Brownsville Elementary
prepared you well?)

I believe they have. I got the same
education as everybody else.

(cij: Were there the same percentages?)
I would say a higher percentage of Russians

than there was now...it's lower than the Russians
there used to be. There were a lot of Russian
families.

Informal conversation: Anglo mother, chaperoning
a school dance (3/4/88)

That's one reason that I really like it here,
just for the kids' social experience. They get a
real eye opener. It's not such a shock. You sit
in school and see these kids, and they get alone
fine. It's mostly the parents that have the
problems.

Former teacher: I'm really pleased with the
accomplishments . . . how far we've come with the
kids in learning English, in being able to hold on
to their backgrounds, and yet go out into the
world as they get through the grade school. When
I look back now and see the kids who's parents
were migrants they've settled in; they finish
grade school, and I can see some of them getting
to college. I think we've done a really good job.
We have kids come back from high school, and they
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just come back to visit. They still feel a part
of the situation. And I think this is really
positive. When I came there, there was in the
community a real defeatist attitude. "You're from
Brownsville? Yech," type of thing.

The Subjugated Minority: Hispanics

Several qualitative studies have primarily focused on

subjugated minority groups. Studies of blacks include

MacDonald, et. al., 1982; Rist, 1970; Johnson, 1985.

Hispanic students were emphasized in Cohen, 1975; Curtis,

1988; Guzman, 1978; Flores, 1981; Delgado-Gaitain, 1987;

Lopez, 1980. Other studies focused on Native Americans in

schools: Papago (Macias, 1987); Navajo (Vorih & Rosier,

1978); Odawa (Erickson & Mowatt, 1981); Warm Springs

(Phillips, 1983); Cherokee (Thomas & Wahrhaftig, 1971).

Hawaiian education is the subject in Au (1980) and Solomon

(1981).

Castenada, et. al. (1974) emphasize that Mexican-

Americans differ from one another and cannot be stereotyped.

Within a community, even within families or individuals,

three value orientations can be identified: traditional,

with values almost identical to Mexican values; dualistic,

with a mix of Mexican values and mainstream values; and

atraditional communities, in which Mexican-American values

are amalgamated with mainstream values. The authors caution

that these categories are flexible; the important thing is

for educators to realize that Mexican-Americans are a

diverse group. Burger (1971) warned that Spanish-speaking
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Americans might be taken for granted by the school systems,

because they seem more like Anglos than some minorities.

The Brownsville Hispanic student population, 40.4% of

the total, reflects the demographics for the state migrant

population as a whole. Several groups are classified as

Hispanic.

Settled. ex-migrant: About fifteen Hispanic students

are former migrants. Their parents have jobs in the area,

and they have not moved with the crops in the last six

years. The father in one such family worked for the Shasta

Company in Mt. Angel. The mother had been employed as an I-

A by the district for ten years. The parents spoke Spanish,

and the son understood it, but English was mainly spoken in

the home. Families such as this may reactivate their

migrant classification by moving to take an agricultural or

fishing related job.

Settled Migrant: Ninety-eight students, mostly

Hispanic, had settled into the area year round. Some time

in the last five years, the family moved to find work in

agriculture, but the parents currently worked year round on

a local farm or nursery. Spanish was often spoken in the

home, and children qualified for the ESL program or for

tutoring from the migrant instructional assistants. One I-A

was classified as migrant "because we came down here to look

for berries--if you move your residence." However, the

family resided in the district year round.
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Currently Migrant: Sixty-seven students moved in and

out of the district as their parents took seasonal work.

Some were in the school in previous years and entered

midyear. The parents generally spoke Spanish, some

exclusively.

The J-- family withdrew. We knew it was
temporary. They were just staying with the other
family until they could get a place.

Other. A new child entered from Nayarit, Mexico. He

had been born in the United States. When his aunt and uncle

visited the family in Mexico, his mother sent him back to

Oregon with his relatives, "Why don't you take him and give

him a better chance than he'll get here?"

Because a child came from Mexico, the school could not

assume that Spanish was his or her primary language. In at

least one family from the state of Nayarit, the mother spoke

an Indian dialect, Quoda. The father spoke Quoda and

Spanish. The children entered the ESL program to learn

their third language. More and more children come from the

state of Oaxaca where a different dialect is spoken.

Flores et. al. (1982) and Castenada, et. al. (1974)

speak of the pervasive influence of the Catholic Church on

Mexican culture, and it is sometimes assumed that all

Hispanics are Catholic. This assumption was not valid in

the Brownsville area. Although many Hispanics are

Catholics, the neighboring town's newspaper's religion page

listed many Spanish-speaking churches: Centro Cristiano

(Assembly of God); Latter Day Saints, Third Ward (Spanish
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Branch); Primera Iglesia Bautista de Woodburn. The Nazarene

Church added a Spanish-speaking pastor in the spring of

1988; the Seventh-Day Adventists had a Hispanic church and a

bilingual Adventist school, founded in 1979; a Hispanic

Jehovah's Witness congregation attracted many. In 1989, the

empty Presbyterian church building across the street from

Brownsville Elementary School became occupied by the Iglesia

Pentecostes Maranatha Cristo Viene.

The Immigrant Minority: Russians

Several researchers have studied immigrant minorities

in the schools. Guthrie (1985) studied the bilingual

program in a Chinese American school in a California city.

Fan (1981) examined the role of language schools in

Chinatown. Finnan (1982) studied Vietnamese children's play

behaviors. Brumberg (1986) chronicled Jewish immigrant

schooling at the turn of the century. Sabey (1969) detailed

the Russian program in the Brownsville school.

Three groups of Russians reside in the area. All

retain distinctive religious practices and have fled their

homeland to escape tsarist or communist persecution or

repression of their faith. They arrived independently of

one another and remain fairly independent. Previous studies

on these groups in the area include Morris (1981), Colfer

(1976), Smithson (1976), Hall (1970a, 1970b), Untiedt

(1977), and Sabey (1969).

The Molokans. The Molokan sect had millions of

adherents in nineteenth century Russia. By the 1860s, the
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tsar sent many Molokans to the area between Moslem Turkey

and Christian Armenia. This proved to be a good move for

the sect. They made peace with the Moslems and escaped

repression because both groups had similar precepts against

pork and icons, and Molokans refused to carry arms.

In the early 1900s, prophets revealed that Molokans

should move to America. At that time, a large number

immigrated and settled in the Los Angeles area. Those who

stayed in Russia, left at the time of the Revolution or came

under Soviet rule. Individual families escaped, many to

Iran where they established peasant villages outside Tehran

on the southwest border of Iran and Russia.

In 1949 many Molokans had a chance to immigrate to

America. These rural people encountered difficulties living

in urban areas, and in 1952, families and pastors moved to

the Willamette Valley, where three to four hundred Molokans

currently reside. Older members of the community had some

facility in Persian and Turkish languages and could often

read Russian texts. The Molokans maintain close ties to

larger Molokan communities in San Francisco and Los Angeles.

Although they maintain their religious beliefs, they do

not "look like" traditional Russians. The women cut their

hair and leave it uncovered. Men often, but not always,

have untrimmed beards. However, they still may wear

"Russian-looking" clothing to worship services, where the

women are required to cover their heads. The Molokan man's

rubashka (see Chapter 4) is similar to the ROB's without
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embroidery, and in a pastel color. A man may appear in

church with a western type suit jacket over his rubashka.

Women wear a skirt, embroidered blouse, and apron, rather

than the sarafan of the Old Believers (see Morris, 1981).

Molokans often finish high school and enter occupations

in light industry. Two Molokan girls participated on the

high school girls' basketball team, which took first place

in state during the school year. Many townspeople knew they

were Russian but did not know they were Molokan.

The Pentecostals. The Russian Pentecostals also have a

church in the county. The Pentecostal movement in pre-

Revolutionary Russia, gained followers from Baptists and

dissident sects within the Orthodox Church. It spread

rapidly after the Russian Revolution; many moved to China to

escape Soviet persecution. Eventually, some Pentecostals

came to the United States, originally settling in San

Francisco. In 1974 about 500 believers came to the

Willamette Valley to escape city life. Two thousand

Pentecostals left the Soviet Union in 1988, and about 10% of

them ended up in the area, because of the large Russian

population.

Pentecostal leaders are often leaders in the Russian

community as a whole. Russian aides in Brownsville and

several other schools in the area are Russian Pentecostals,

not Old Believers (although in the fall of 1987, the Russian

aide was on maternity leave and an Old Believer took her

place until Christmas break.)
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Russian Pentecostals hold language school, to which the

Old Believers send their children to learn to read and write

standard Russian. Tutors hold classes in homes for families

willing to pay for Russian language instruction.

The Russian Instructional Assistant in the Brownsville

school confided:

My grandfather was saved in the Soviet Union.
In 1929 5000 Pentecostals left the Soviet Union in
response to a prophecy. They went to China, and
in 1949 went to the Philippines. They were in the
Philippines four years, then my father contracted
tuberculosis, and our family moved to France.
There, I was born. When I was nine, our family
immigrated to the United States--to San Francisco.
From there, the church split into four groups:
some went to Los Angeles, some to Oregon, some to
London, Ontario, Canada, and some to Australia.

A family of Old Believers moved next to my
stepfather in 1964. The man was always drawn to
the Pentecostals. One day he ran over his little
daughter. We prayed, and the child was healed.
Before that, the Old Believers had called us "the
Devil's teachers." After that incident, they
asked for forgiveness.

They all have a real respect for my stepdad.
He opened up a Russian school. (5/18/88)

Many people, even those associated with the school are

not aware of the distinctions between the three groups.

Staff Member (off the school grounds): We
got a Russian aide over there at the school.

{cij: She's not an Old Believer.)
Staff Member: Well, she comes from an Old

Believer family. There's one out at [a
neighboring school], too.

{cij: Is she [the Russian aide's] sister?)
Staff Member: I suppose they are related, I

don't know, but [the Russian aide's] folks were
Old Believers.

The "entry" interview with the administrator included

this information:

Administrator: We have large support, probably
down to the person in the Russian community.
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There's a Russian teacher aide. It is coming very
apparent that there is a minor-to-severe problem
with the Russian Old Believer and the modern
Russian believer. For example, [our Russian aide]
is not an Old Believer, she's more Americanized.
She still feels strongly about religious and
cultural aspects, though.

(cij: Is she Pentecostal or Molokan?)
Administrator: (He seemed unaware of a
distinction.) She is more Molokan. She is a fine
lady. I have encouraged her to get her teaching
degree, because she'd be great in the classroom.
She will not do it. (8/5/87)

The Russian Old Believers. The Old Believers represent

three distinct groups that came together in the area. The

Turyetski had resided in Turkey. As religious repression

grew, they fled to areas in Iran, and ultimately ended up in

the Willamette Valley. They have built a little village

between Brownsville and Woodburn, with a turreted Russian

church. Local Anglo residents call it "Little Turkey."

Some of the older adults still speak the languages of Turkey

and Iran.

Two groups came from China. The Harbintsky came from

the Harbin area of China where they lived relatively

peaceful lives, hunting and farming in isolated villages.

The Sinzyanski came from the Sinkiang area. Their life was

not as easy. Moslems occasionally harrassed them; Soviets

urged them to return; Chinese Nationalists imprisoned some

of their men for several years. When the Chinese Revolution

spread to the villages, villagers were ordered to

collectivize, keeping only enough food to survive.

The Old Believers appealed for visas to Hong Kong. The

World Council of Churches, hearing of their plight, secured
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visas. The two groups, which had previously not known of

the other's existence, met in Hong Kong. Most emigrated to

Brazil, but some went to New Zealand and Australia. Life in

Brazil was very difficult; some almost starved. The Tolstoy

Foundation, with the assistance of Robert Kennedy, worked

for special legislation to enable Old Believers to come to

the United States A few families moved to New York and New

Jersey, but most came to Oregon.

Old Believers were very poor at first, but they worked

hard, and many have become quite prosperous. They found the

rural area they desired, but discovered the "eroding

influence" (Morris, 1981, p. 52) of American culture. In

the early 1970s, twenty to twenty-five families moved to the

Kenai Peninsula in Alaska. Five families moved to the Plat

River area in Northern Canada. Groups travel back and

forth, and one set of parents even visited Australia in

1988.

The Old Believer aide worked from the
beginning of the year until the Christmas break.
During the three months, she rarely talked with
me. She did tell me that she and her husband were
married for two years and had no children. Their
parents were asking when they would have a child.
"We are having too much fun running around to want
children."

She told me also that Old Believers from
Harbin were called "monkeys." The Sinkiang group
were "fish," and the Turkish group were "turkeys."
She was a fish who had married a monkey.

She learned to write Russian from an aunt who
got quite a few kids together for language
instruction.

She said there was a difference between the
Old Believers and [the district Russian aide.]

{I asked how Old Believers felt about non ROB
aides, because that had been a source of problem
in Sabey's study.)
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"It doesn't matter."

The Cognitive Minority: Jehovah's Witnesses

A few qualitative studies have been done on cognitive

minorities. Peshkin (1986) and Rose (1988) studied

fundamentalist or evangelical Christian private schools.

Other studies have focused on the Amish (Hostetler, 1987;

Thompson, 1981). Arons (1983) discusses the problems faced

by many subgroups who do not share the prevailing ideology

of the majority.

Often cognitive minorities are religious people who

live in modern culture, surrounded by modern consciousness

which is becoming more secularized. Berger (1969) contends

that:

The supernatural as a meaningful reality is absent
or remote from the horizons of everyday life of
large numbers, very probably of the majority of
people in modern society, who manage to get along
without it quite well. This means that those to
whom the supernatural is still,/ or again a
meaningful reality find themselves in the status
of a minority, more precisely, a "cognitive
minority." . . . a group of people whose view of
the world differs significantly from one generally
taken for granted in their society (pp. 4/5).

Not only is modern society secularized, modernity is

characterized by a multiplicity of options. Many worldviews

compete. A woridview is a cognitive structure, constructed

from social interaction with others (Berger & Luckmann,

1966). As one's belief system is confirmed by others, it

becomes plausible to the individual. When knowledge is

challenged, it becomes imperiled in the mind of the

believer. The challenge is not always extreme, as in
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repression or intolerance. Refusal to accept one's view is

often challenge enough, forcing the believer to defend his

cognitive structures, lest they become implausible.

The true believer has several options. He can try to

maintain his system in an attempt at cognitive defiance, by

huddling with like-minded believers who provide support

against doubt. "Only in a countercommunity of considerable

strength does cognitive deviance have a chance to maintain

itself" (Berger, 1969, p. 17). Such a closed community has

strong group solidarity and makes strong claims for member's

loyalty. This intellectual "ghetto" may be chosen or forced

upon the believer. The Jehovah's Witness group represents

cognitive defiance.

It is difficult to maintain the ghetto with mass

literacy and mass communication (Berger, 1977). As social

mobility and integration increase, forms and degrees of

limited, controlled accommodation may rise. A ceaseless

theoretical warfare rages; the believer constantly risks

contamination, and must engage in a "permanent apologetic"

(Berger, 1977, p. 176). He bargains or rethinks some of the

tenets he holds. He may surrender some religious traditions

and keep others. The danger is a built-in escalation toward

cognitive surrender, which is the third option, to concede

one's beliefs with few reservations.

Eisenstadt (1973) discusses responses of traditional

groups to change. There may be an organized resistance to

change; values are imposed on others. Or a passive negative
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attitude toward change may develop, eventually disappearing.

Some groups transform their traditions, differentiating

between layers of tradition--religious and non-religious,

allowing different symbols and traditions to emerge.

Jehovah's Witness parents present teachers with a

booklet, School and Jehovah's Witnesses (1983), which opens

with this affirmation:

"This brochure is published to promote
understanding and cooperation between Jehovah's
Witnesses and school authorities. It is our
desire to cooperate with all who are working for
the success of basic educational programs offered
in school" (p. 3).

It argues that Witnesses are generally very moral,
but they may be considered uncooperative because
they will not participate in every school event
because of moral and religious convictions
explained in the booklet. It insists, "It is not
our intention to impose our views on others" (p.
3 )
A major section deals with class instruction. The
Supreme Court rulings McCollum v Board of
Education (1948) and the June 17, 1963, ruling
against prayer and Bible reading in the schools
are supported, because parents, not schools,
should provide religious instruction. However,
information about the Bible or religion is
appropriate.

It concludes with a promise to support the school
system in their children's education.

The Jehovah's Witness leaders in the nearest Kingdom

Hall were a smiling, striking-looking couple in their middle

fifties. I was warmly welcomed into their apartment. I

introduced myself as interested in Witness children and the

public schools.

Mrs. JW: The children do well and adjust
well, if they are informed, if their parents are
not negligent to assist.
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Mr. JW: Most of those little guys will
surprise you. They'll take their Bible..."This is
what Jesus would have us do or don't do." They
say what the Bible says rather than what Mom and
Dad says. Many, maybe not all, are accepting this
way of life.

Mrs: What JW don't do is not according to
tradition, but just what the Bible says. Many
churches have traditions. Religious holidays
don't coincide with what the Bible teaches.

Mr: Deuteronomony 6:4-7 says Jehovah our God
is one Jehovah. We inculcate them. The point is
that special instruction was given to them from
the time that they were youngsters, they were
taking in the knowledge.

Mrs: We try to teach our children.
(cij: Are schools supportive?)
Mrs: Most of them. There are some

individual teachers that are prejudicial. In
recent years they have been more cooperative. I

think one of the things that has helped us is that
brochure. They don't have that pressure on them.
For years they did have a lot. We don't wish the
pressure to go away. That pressure can motivate
them to defend, to talk about what they believe-
to give a witness, if they accept that challenge.

Mr: I Peter 3:15. [Mr. JW just cited the
references; he did not generally quote the
passage. Sometimes it was difficult to connect
the verse with his dialogue. All references will
be quoted in the New World Translation, the
Jehovah's Witness Bible.] (I Peter 3:15 says,
"But sanctify the Christ as Lord in your hearts,
always ready to make a defense before everyone
that demands of you a reason for the hope in you,
but doing so together with a mild temper and deep
respect.")

(cij: Do you use the word "persecution" with
your children?)

Mrs: The Bible, Jesus, says that. They
don't have a persecution complex; they know that
it comes in many different ways. That can be
verbal. They don't go about seeking persecution.

Mr: New ones, they are flocking into the
organization every day--in Mexico, two
congregations a day! Right now it seems like the
Spanish is growing much more quickly than the
Anglos. The Hispanics seem to be less satisfied
with what they have been taught. . . . That is
what it's all about--preaching the good news . . .

to all the peoples in the world. Basically,
there's times when there might be someone who is
prejudiced; our young people know. They don't
expect it to be easy. Generally speaking, it's
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fair. A lot of times the teachers are frustrated.
We don't expect everybody to agree. When Christ
did His teaching, He worked for three years, and
after His death, there were 120 people.

Mrs: We are not really looking for people's
approval. At the same time, we are not making war
on other people's way of life. They have to make
that decision themselves--please God, rather than
men--Acts 5. (Acts 5:29 says, In answer Peter and
the other apostles said: "We must obey God as
ruler rather than men.")

Mr: I Timothy 4:6. (The verse says, "By
giving these advices to the brothers you will be a
fine minister of Chirst Jesus, one nourished with
the words of the faith and of the fine teaching
which you have followed closely.)

Some place where young people get into
trouble at school--if they are athletically
inclined. It isn't that we are against athletics.
We have five meetings a week that we strictly
adhere to. Games, practices, take time. Paul
recognized this. There's the principle, see?
Paul wasn't against the educational system, he was
well-educated. If you are going to get overly
involved in sports, you've got to be just as
dedicated to those sports as you do your Christian
ministry.

Mr: Some try to pressure the kids. Trying
to talk the little kids into doing something they
have been taught not to do.

Mrs: Violating their conscience.
Mr: When they begin to recognize that those

kids really believe, rather than, "My mom says we
shouldn't believe in it." ...The kids don't want
to associate with the worldly kids.

I Corinthians 3:15--(The verse says, "If
anyone's work is burned up, he will suffer loss,
but he himself will be saved; yet, if so, [it will
be] as through fire") If you reverse that
scripture, you get the point. Basically, our kids
are happy with what they believe. It's really
surprising that they can come up with a scriptural
answer.

Mrs: They do a lot of fun things, too. It
isn't that their whole life is on the serious
side. They know how to laugh and how to play,
because as a people, we are a happy people. We
enjoy doing fun things, but we try to keep a
balance.

The mother of one of the most vocal children agreed to

an interview.
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A lot of times I have had [teachers] I don't
remember which teacher it was, she would ask me if
I had any problems with an activity. I have had
other teachers who have asked--when most of the
day would have been related to a holiday. They do
a good job. By and large, the staff has been very
cooperative. They call me if they are not sure.
I really appreciate that. They are anxious not to
do anything that would offend.

I know when I was young, I was raised as one
of Jehovah's Witnesses. I had teachers that were
very prejudiced. One made the students tell what
gifts they received at Christmas. I was in the
second grade. She forced me to get up and say I
had received nothing.

I think it makes it easier to have moral
support. My daughter has been fortunate enough to
have three or four with the same beliefs.

I try to teach them that they shouldn't be
influencing--they should have good manners, but
not to be--they shouldn't tell them that this is
the only way because everybody does have their own
beliefs. It is up to them. I think that each one
is entitled to believe. I am willing to discuss
my beliefs; however, we are all responsible in the
end for what we believe. That is their privilege
and their decision. It's fair to respect other
beliefs.

Multicultural Education

What do teachers do for Hispanics, Russians, and

Jehovah's Witness children in the class? How do the

participants in the Brownsville Elementary School District

perceive good multicultural education? Parents,

townspeople, teachers, I-As, and former teachers, answered

the question differently.

Brownsville resident, school graduate, 1974. I
think its a good idea that they are taught to a
small degree of each others' cultures. They have
to live together, so they should learn more about
each other. Especially now, when you have more
people coming in from Mexico becoming citizens, I
think it's important.

(cij: What is "ideal" or "good" multicultural
education?)

I really don't know. I imagine textbooks,
other people talking to you about their lives.
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One thing that probably would help--having the
professional teachers trained in the cultures to
talk about it.

In town...from what I see...there's always
prejudice and dislikes, but that always happens.

(cij: Any group?)
Well, I really can't say about about the

town. It's from what I see, they are accepted
with anybody, if they don't cause them problems.
Hispanics, there's more prejudice against them. I
think everybody here lives pretty much in harmony.
If there's problems, I don't know about it.

(cij: What about the school itself?)
As far as in the grade school, I don't see

anything that needs to be changed.

Teacher: Talk about some of the experiences and
foods, and we try to look at the differences. I
just try to--everybody's the same as far as I'm
concerned. We teach from that premise. I'm 29
King's English. There's the necessity of adapting
when you move, and I just believe we should all
have pride in our heritage. Some of the people,
some of the adults--their cultural heritage;
dances, some of that. We are different. None of
us are alike, but we have a country where we live
under one form of government. Multi religions.

Former teacher (1966-1985): The job of the school
is grounding them in math and reading and social
studies and to show the contributions of different
cultures. In one book I read once, America is not
a melting pot, but a tossed salad where we all
contribute together. That you still maintain the
identity. You have the lettuce and the radishes
but together they make . . .but again a lot of the
responsibility of the home is to do the teaching.
So that the children can have a positive outlook
and not feel like they are different.

Teacher: I think awareness is more than anything
else. Feelings of empathy toward those kids, so
you know where they're coming from, what's going
to make them feel good and what's not going to
make them feel good. Like Russians--if they can't
have chocolate on Friday, don't pass out chocolate
to anybody when you plan your treats.

Teacher: Different ethnic foods. I guess I just
try to involve all the kids in everything. I try
to teach my kids that they are all the same no
matter how they dress. We are all people. You
don't look at clothing or color of skin. They're
all children.
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Teacher: There are times when we had to adapt the
topic for JWs. during the election primary week.
After I had given the basic assignment, the JWs
could not read it. I haven't done special ethnic
things. At Vancouver they had a great fair at
school where they came with their native costumes,
dishes, crafts, skills, dances. It was wonderful.
They were not embarrassed by accents.

Music teacher: Ideally, education that is
presented in the native language.

ESL teacher: Understanding on behalf of the staff
how Mexican education works and where the children
come from to infuse into the teaching program.

Hispanic I-A: When you can let the children learn
by using both languages and translating both
languages. A lot of individual work one-on-one
with I-As is really good. It being a small
school, we are able to get closer to the children
and know how to deal with their needs.

Home-School Consultant: Sensitive to the needs of
migrant kids. A lot of teachers don't know. On
site visitation to see how the children live, what
they eat. Experience it "hands on." Model
teacher aids, a Mexican person.

Teacher: Well it seems like. Let me see . . .

let me see. One that would take advantages of the
strengths of each culture to broaden one another's
awareness of other minority groups' strengths and
traditions.

{cij: Specifically what?)
I don't know. I don't think this is taught. The
Spanish families are very close in support of one
another when there's a need. The Russians they
have their work ethic--seems to be real prominent
with them. Somehow to portray that that is
positive. In the educational setting I think we
are more apt to reward the Russian work ethic but
not the Spanish support of one another. Because
of sometimes when the Spanish kid gets in trouble,
he gets that support--no one will come forward to
correct the problem.

Teacher: When you first study all the cultures,
you understand likes and differences--the foods,
what they do, the traditions. To treat each other
as children.
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CHAPTER IV: SURFACE CULTURE

Introduction

This chapter will examine more explicit aspects of

culture: clothing, names, food, animals, holiday customs,

entertainment, "explanations," and language. Evidence from

interviews, observations, and materials produced by the

three groups of children in the school will examine the

question of what multicultural material is presented.

Most explicit teaching about culture in the school

deals with surface culture. The fourth grade social studies

text (Hagans, 1985), defines custom as "a way of doing

something. It is not a rule or law, yet most people follow

the customs of their country" (p. 58). It further explains

that Americans eat with a knife, fork, or spoon, while

Japanese people use chopsticks. Saudi Arabian men wear

robes, while men in the United States wear slacks and

shirts. In Mexico, soccer is popular; in Canada, the sport

is ice hockey. Pictures show a baseball game, a cricket

game, and Japanese cheerleaders.

A Hispanic aide, helping children with the concept
of "custom" explained, I dress like everybody
else, but I eat differently. We have tortillas
instead of bread. Do [HF] and [RF] dress the
same? (no.) That's custom. You just told me.

Culture clashes surfaced early between Old Believers

and the school. In Sabey's study (1969) fourteen Old

Believer parents, a Russian Orthodox priest, and the school

staff met and discussed attendance, P. E., flag salutes,
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music, female students' nonassertiveness, and nutrition.

Consensus resulted on these items:

--The Staroveri children will come to school on
Holy Days, after church, probably at morning
recess.
--The girls should not be asked to wear a gym
uniform during physical education.
- -The children are allowed to sing patriotic
songs.
- -Girls in school are just like they are at home.
They talk when they want to and then sometimes too
much.
- -The children's diet won't hurt them. Look at
me. I'm 78 years old and the diet hasn't hurt me.
- -The Staroveri children cannot bow to the flag or
put their hand over their heart when they say the
flag pledge (p. 137).

Clothing

Most children in the school wear jeans and tee shirts,

skirts, blouses, sweaters, dresses. Anglo, Hispanic, and

Jehovah's Witness children are not distinguishable by dress,

but the most visible aspect of Old Believers is their

distinctive clothing. They still retain the Russian

peasant's traditional dress. Men have a beard and wear an

embroidered pullover shirt (rubashka) with a hand woven

fringed belt; married women tie a cap (shashmura) over their

bound up hair, which is covered with a scarf. The blouse (a

knee length rubashka), a jumper (sarafan), and an apron

(fartuk or zapon) over all distinguishes them. (See Morris,

1981). Young and old wear a cross around their necks.

Children generally wear smaller versions of these

apparel items; however, the girls do not wear aprons, and

they wear one braid, uncovered, down the middle of their
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backs. Most of the children, especially in the lower

grades, wear Russian clothing.

Intermediate teacher, during social studies
lesson: Customs include the way people dress. In
our country, most people wear shirts and pants.
[RF] wears a dress, the custom of her nationality,
and that's OK, because that's her custom, just as
our Mexican girls on special days wear special
clothing. Also Germans. Whatever. Just because
we wear different dress and clothes, does it mean
better? (No.) NO. We're just the same.

Colfer (1975) noted strong religious connotations of

dress. Old Believer men could wear American style clothing

quite freely, but women were quickly and severely criticized

for wearing such styles. This male/female difference and

other clothing changes, are evident in the school. The

children sometimes demonstrate mixed feelings about their

distinctive dress.

Boys commonly wore jeans and tee shirts. Often
the fringed sash was visible below the edge of the
shirt.

An 8th grade boy wore a rubashka to school, but
removed it daily and replaced it with an American-
style tee shirt. He wore his rubashka home. In
school pictures he wore a bright red rubashka. His
siblings did not tell his father.

A new teacher asked what the Russians wore around
their necks.

The PE teacher related that the crosses were
"a bit of a problem" a few years ago. They'd tape
them inside their shirts or put them in a shoe
during activities. One asked, "Coach, if I die,
put it around my neck." (4/4/88)

In an intermediate classroom, three females wore
traditional sarafans for the Valentine party. One
had a sweatshirt with red hearts over the jumper.
The fourth, from a "progressive" family, wore an
Ocean Pacific brand sweater with a polkadot skirt
(no ruffle). All had long hair, with the single
braid.
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A blonde eighth-grade girl wore very stylish
modern clothing. One day in January, she wore a
white, silky sarafan. Until then, I had assumed
she was Anglo. I asked a teacher who informed me
that she was indeed Russian. Her older sister had
changed to American-style clothing at school in
previous years.

A sixth grade female wanted to cut her hair, it
was too hard to wash and take care of. Short hair
would be easier.

Former teacher (1969-1986): But, as I say, the
clothing hasn't changed much. You still have the
sashes, and the girls still dress with the, well,
the girls don't wear the scarves as much, the
younger ones, and they dress down for PE, but they
put their dress on afterwards. And they still
maintain their embroidery . . . and all those
things have religious significance to them.

The kindergarten teacher occasionally wore a
sarafan which one of the Russian mothers had made
for her.

One of the agreements that Sabey documented in 1969 was

that Old Believer children did not have to "dress down" for

PE. Traditionally, women did not wear shorts or slacks.

This has changed. When I first entered the site and told of

my interest in studying the Russians, several informants

said the Old Believers were now dressing down for PE, as if

it were a major breakthrough. This happened in the late

1970s; no one gave a specific date.

Former Administrator (1969-1973): Both boys and
girls joined in our softball and basketball
program. The only problem, if it were a problem,
was that they did not dress down. They wore
street clothes, and we honored that.

Former teacher (1966-1985): They are starting- -
they play in athletics now. Some of them at first
when we got the position of the PE teacher full-
time, what, about 10 years ago, and the girls
rarely would dress down for gym, but now, most of
them do.
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Some of them turn out for sports after
school, too. Which at first none of them did.
That may have been because they were overage, and
they had to get home and get to work on the farm.
(10/30/87)

Interestingly enough, two female sisters who did
not dress down were Anglo fundamentalists from a
very conservative Christian sect. They follow the
Old Testament injunction against women wearing
clothing that pertains to a man (Deuteronomy
22:5).

Sometimes individuals wear clothing that identifies

them as the member of a group. Some students came to school

at the first of the year in jackets labeled "The Bad Boys."

Gang activity had increased in the state during the 1987-

1988 school year; the Salem, Oregon, Statesman-Journal

featured a four page spread about gangs in the area. One

gang leader in Salem had initially joined the gang's

Brownsville branch (Jackson, 4/24/88). School authorities

made the Brownsville students remove their jackets. "The

school is the crux of the community" (Administrator).

At the April Staff Meeting (4/13/89) agenda item number

two was "shorts." This did not impact the Russian children,

but other children in the school were affected by the rules.

The principal and staff discussed a dress policy.
The final criteria for length for shorts was to be
judged by the child's fingertips. Crop tops
should not expose bare waists. Tank tops were not
acceptable. Short skirts should be brought to the
attention of the teacher, who would contact the
parents.

Someone cited a certified staff member who
said it was illegal to have a dress code.

"It's not illegal to have a dress code. . .

She's probably going on some 1960s rule. If you
have one set of standards for girls and a
different one for boys, then you run into
problems."
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Names

The Cultural and Program Awareness Manual for Migrant

Educators (Flores, et. al., 1982) emphasizes the importance

of names. "One of the primary pillars of any person's

identity is his name. . .DO NOT CHANGE OR ANGLICIZE A

CHILD'S NAME" (p. 48). Every teacher I observed was careful

to learn each child's name and to pronounce it correctly.

Russian names have religious significance. The child

is christened in church and given a name selected from a

calendar of saint's days. Russian children always had a

Russian name, although some chose to Anglicize it, sometimes

just for a year or two.

Agapia became "Penny," Moise was "Moose," Peotr
was "Peter," Nadia called herself "Nancy." Most
of the children, however, kept their Russian name.

Some Hispanic children had distinctly Spanish names,

such as Pedro or Anjelica (On HAY lee kuh); others were

Tyfani or Jamie. Some names crossed cultures; for example,

Maria is used in all three cultures.

Hispanic children often chose nicknames, but
generally did not Anglicize their names.
Juventino was "Hoovie;" Guadalupe went by "Lupe."

Food

Jehovah's Witness children do not have institutionally

sanctioned dietary regulations; however, the brochure for

educators (1983) suggests that one way that parents can

cooperate with schools in the child's education is to, "Make

sure children get a good breakfast before they leave for
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school" (p. 30). Furthermore, Witness children refrain from

participating in food drives associated with holidays.

Hispanic culture 's traditional foods differ from Anglo

foods. The Mayan and Aztec Indians grew corn, beans, and

chiles hundreds of years before Spanish conquest, and these

remain staples in Mexican diet. Several Aztec foods

eventually spread widely: tomatoes, avocados, sweet

potatoes, white potatoes, peanuts, squash, pineapple,

papayas, vanilla, and cocoa. Spaniards introduced cattle,

sheep, chickens, wheat, rice, nuts, peaches, apricots,

cinnamon and cloves. Ground corn (masa) is the base

tortillas, tamales, and other traditional foods (Piper,

1969). Several Mexican dishes are Americanized and have

become part of mainstream culture; fast food Mexican

restaurant franchises flourish.

The school cafeteria serves a Mexican entree
approximately three times a month. For example, a
taco supreme was served on April 7, chile con
carne on April 14, and a burrito on April 18th,
1988.

During National Hot Lunch Week, October 12-16,
besides the American favorites of cheesburger, hot
dog, toasted cheese sandwich, the cafeteria served
tacos.

For Hispanics with a Catholic background, the school no

longer has meatless Fridays during Lent. The institution

does not cater to religions; however, in 1988, the Good

Friday menu featured toasted cheese sandwiches.

Two Catholic I-As, one Hispanic and one Anglo,
were talking about fasting during the week
preceding Easter.
Hispanic: "I do it [fast]."
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Anglo: "You were before Vatican II; I wasn't
raised Catholic."

Some food differences may be associated with social

class differences. Poorer people may select different foods

than wealthier; those who have had nutritional education may

eat differently than those with none. "Eating out" in

restaurants is not part of all children's lives.

The transitional/first grade class took a field
trip to Pietro's Pizza on April 27. The teacher
reported it was a riot! A Russian male tried to
do the dishes; a Hispanic male found something
icky in his drink! "It was ice. He had no clue!"

A primary teacher was teaching a lesson on foods.
The picture in the text showed a Hispanic female
making tortillas. The text emphasized that
different families eat different foods.

The teacher asked, "What does your family eat
for breakfast, lunch, dinner?" She assigned a
project. They were to think about yesterday and
write breakfast, write lunch, write dinner.

(A soft voice was heard: I didn't have no
dinner.)

The teacher went on, "What I'd like you to do
now is color breakfast--what you usually have.
You all had lunch. Last night--if for some reason
you didn't have the dinner you usually do, write
what you had for dinner before. What did you have
for dinner?"

(Eggs.)

Children had been selling stuffed rabbits as a
school fundraiser. Winners went to a special
table in the cafeteria and had all the pizza they
could eat. Strong negative feeling was expressed
by a Hispanic and an Anglo I-A who didn't like to
see any kid get more food than others. The Anglo
said, "I know what it's like not to have it." She
didn't like popcorn day or ice cream day--she
wanted to buy for all!

The faculty and staff work together to instill good

eating habits into the children. When eighth graders from

neighboring schools visited Brownsville Elementary "to

create a ninth grade class" (principal, 5/27/88), lunch was
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served. Brownsville students took fruit and vegetables from

the food bar. Students from the other schools took

noticeably less. The Russian aide from a neighboring school

thought it might be because some of the other schools had no

hot lunch program, and students were not accustomed to the

food.

The cook was pleased. "All the work during the
years, it paid off." They were encouraged to eat
correctly in nutrition classes and PE. If the
cook noticed them not eating, she told the PE
teacher who talked to them. "They need a pep talk
about three times a year. Every one took fruit
and vegetables. Kids from Mexico, the aides work
with them on eating and good nutrition. Wow! We
did something right. I think it's great! The
cooks at a neighboring school use only four heads
of lettuce for salad for 90 kids!" (5/27/88)

At Christmas time, the children cooperated to collect

food to help "people who don't have any food for Christmas"

(Staff Member). The department that collected the most food

got to choose a representative to put a pie in the

principal's face. A Staff Member thanked the principal for

cooperating, so that "people who needed food could have

food." The food was taken to homes of some of the students,

mostly Hispanic and Russian.

The Parent/Teacher group donated ham to every
basket. A local factory donated tortillas.

(cij: Do you give the Russians tortillas?)
Yeah, I do. I figure my kids eat them, and

they are not Spanish. If you are hungry, it is
food.

As the baskets were delivered during
Christmas Week, the teachers sang, "We Wish You a
Merry Christmas." (The Russians celebrate
Christmas in January.)

After visiting a home, one said, "I always
think I'm going to cry."

"Me, too."
"I did the first year."
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(cij to Hispanic mother: Do Hispanics eat ham?)
Hispanic informant: We don't use ham like you
would use ham--in sandwiches or for breakfast. We
don't have ham for our traditional Christmas
dinner. The Mexican tradition is tamales.

Two aspects of Old Believer diet, which is closely tied

into the religious belief system, affect children. First,

there are extensive fast periods with dietary restrictions.

Secondly, there are restrictions against eating with non-Old

Believers. Changes are evident in the children's strict

adherence to dietary restrictions.

Traditional Old Believer families fast seven weeks

before Easter, six weeks before Christmas, every Wednesday

and Friday, and several weeks in May-June commemorating the

Holy Apostles Peter and Paul. Strict fasts forbid any

animal products in the diet, including eggs, milk products

(including chocolate), and oil. A less strict fast allows

oil. Fish and oil are permitted on some fast days (Morris,

1981). Table 5 shows the fast days which affect the

children during the school year.

Table 5

Russian Old Believer Religious Fast Days

strict days oil oil and fish total
Great Lent Fast 32 14 2 48
Nativity Fast 10 15 13 38
Holy Apostles Peter

& Paul 14 13 12 39
Wednesdays & Fridays 23 24 2 49

Source: Morris, 1981.
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Because of the dietary restrictions throughout the

school year, school personnel expressed concern for the

students.

The cook initiated contact with me. She said the
study of the Russian children was fascinating to
her. She had been at the school nine years. At
first most did not eat hot lunch. Now a lot--most
do. But they're pretty good about bringing stuff
from home on Easter and Christmas fast days.

Old Believer students love to serve food.
They eat, but hide, so their younger brothers and
sisters won't tell on them. She thinks, "It's
your conscience." But she feels bad because
there's so many things that go on here they can't
participate in--the cookout on Friday, so many
things. They go through the line, taking
vegetables, corn, potato chips, and watermelon.
They won't take meat or milk.

{cij: Why is it on a Friday?)
That's just the way it's planned.

{cij: Can it be changed?)
That would be catering to religion. During Lent
the school now serves meat on Friday. At room
parties, there are baked items. The Good Manners
award is usually on Friday, and ice cream is
served. Russians get tired of popsicles. It
doesn't seem fair. If they have chocolate at a
class party, the Russians take it home and freeze
it. (9/3/87)

3/4/88 (A Friday, during the Great Lent fast)
Good Manners treats were given to children who had
displayed good manners in the cafeteria over a
period of time. Banana splits were served.
Popsicles were provided for children who did not
want or were not supposed to have milk. Two
Russian sisters (grade 4 and grade 5) from a
"progressive" family and one third grade male from
a "strict" family refused milk products. Twelve
Old Believers chose to eat banana splits.

Two primary classrooms combined to make pumpkin
pie on a Friday in the fall. One teacher
discussed it.

Most of the kids never tasted pumpkin pie.
{cij: Oh, really?)
They didn't understand what it was and it was

more like they would look at it and thought, "Yuk,
I don't want to eat that!" But nobody had ever
really tasted it. So we made it, and the [other
primary] class and us made it together. So we all
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portioned it out and talked about it. Well, the
whipped topping on the top had no milk products.
It was really funny. By the end of tasting time,
everybody knew whether they wanted to throw it
away or whether they wanted to guardingly take it
home. So somewhere along the the line it was,
"That's awful!"--They must have tasted it, because
some were very definite. But they had never
tasted it before. And the other kids, some of
them just carefully and dearly took it home.

{cij: And they would eat it on Saturday
then?)

Yeah.

A kindergarten Russian male was giving dictation
to an I-A during the Great Lent Fast.

I-A: What did you have for dinner last
night?

RM: I had pickles, catsup, peanuts, and
juice.

I-Ad: Did you have hamburger?
RM: [Negative response.]

Another factor in dietary restrictions involves the

designation of people, animals, and objects as ritually

clean or ritually unclean. Old Believers use the word

Dociany ("filthy") for ritually unclean people or things.

Traditionally, they associated with clean people (i.e. other

Old Believers). Meals were eaten off of ritually clean

plates with ritually clean utensils. When they first

entered the school, children observed this rule.

Former teacher (1966-1985): Kasachev (the Old
Believer aide) was a pretty interesting fellow.
He really was watching over the children very,
very carefully, because at that time they couldn't
eat anything that hadn't been blessed. If we'd go
on our field trips, well, he'd watch very
carefully that they didn't eat things they weren't
supposed to have.

Former Administrator (1969-1973): Six or seven
Russians came to the Halloween party of the
seventh and eighth grades. At that time I was
informed that they could eat fruit that they could
peel or eat by taking off the skin. And Twinkies!
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They dearly loved Twinkies! But anything that had
been touched by Caucasian hands, they didn't eat.

They didn't carry it quite far enough
explaining it to me, and I was mixing the punch,
and holding the edge of the bowl and my finger
touched the punch.

The Russian aide (Molokan) said, "You know,
Mr. S., the Russians won't drink that, you touched
the punch." We watched, and sure enough, the word
seemed to be passed. And nobody drank the punch.

At Migrant Summer School, the Old Believers
provided their own cook and their own dishes.
They used nothing that was used by others.

I asked three upper grade Russian females about
pogany. They told me that if I wanted a cup of
water at their house, they couldn't clean it.
They would use a plastic or paper cup, which could
be thrown away (11/20/89).

Throughout the years, changes can be seen in the

children's strict adherence to the dietary restrictions.

In the teacher's room two I-As were talking:
Hispanic I-A: "With the food now, they could

care less."
Anglo I-A, who had taken a class in Russian

culture. "After all the hundreds of years of
community, and now it is breaking down."

The upper grade Russians liked to eat in a cold
lunch room: Teacher: Whatever they do at home,
they don't do in here. The girls don't want
another Russian girl to eat with them, "Because I
think she's going to tell my mom, because we
always cheat on what we eat." (4/1/88)

I asked three sixth grade Russian girls if their

religion was changing.

It's the younger children that's changing. We eat
candy from the store. We aren't supposed to, but
we still do it. My mom buys it, because she's a
Turkey. I don't even ask my dad, I ask my mom
(11/20/89).

Russian parents expressed concern about dietary issues.

The state held a workshop for migrant parents and school

staff. One section was held for Old Believer parents.
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The spokesman, Timofei, rose, "We need to unite
and express our needs and what we want, but one
talks and no one supports. In school when
children eat lunch, is it possible for our kids to
eat separate?"

Russian children eat home-packed lunches differently

than other students.

At lunchtime, Russian children bring bread and
fruit from home. American children open their
lunchbox lids, keeping their food on display
during the meal. Not so with Old Believers. They
open the box or sack, remove the bread or fruit,
and close the container while they eat it. Sabey's
1969 study documented the same behavior.

The cook made an effort to recognize the diversity of

food backgrounds represented in the student body. During

National Hot Lunch Week, besides American and Mexican foods,

a Russian menu was included.

One day featured bilishi (Russian hamburger),
frickadeleki soup (vegetable meatball soup)
apricot pirog, fruit, and milk. Parents received
a special invitation to join their children for
lunch that week.

Animals

Just as there are clean and unclean utensils in

traditional Russian culture, there are clean and unclean

animals. These roughly correspond to the Old Testament

designation of clean and unclean animals. Animals with

hooves and fish are clean; animals with paws (with the

exception of cats) are unclean. Dogs are "condemned forever

into the category of pogany" (Morris, 1981, p. 13). Morris

recounts a matron explaining that a bowl touched by a rat

could be cleaned again, but a bowl touched by a dog would

have to be destroyed; it could never be clean. Dogs are
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kept for hunting, but are never in the house. If they are

touched, hands must be washed, according to the laws. In

Old Russia, if a dog wandered into a church, the dog was

killed, and sometimes the church was burned. Reptiles are

the most voganv of all animals.

Three Russian females said that they had dogs, but
they had to wash their hands when they were
through playing with the dog.

Traditional Hispanic culture also has different

perceptions of animals (Flores, et. al., 1982). In the

Spanish world, animals are functional. There is no word for

pet. "The concept simply doesn't exist" (p. 63). In the

English language, the same word for a person's leg, back, or

neck is used for an animal's leg, back, or neck. In

Spanish, the words are different. Table 5 shows the

separate vocabulary words for animals and humans in the

Spanish language.

Table 6

Spanish/English Vocabulary for Animals

body part animal human
neck pescuezo cuello
leg pata pierna
back espinazo espalda
mouth hocico boca

Source: Flores, et. al., 1982.

Gestures indicating size are also different. Anglos

extend a hand horizontally, measuring from the ground, to

indicate "this high." An animal "this high" and a person

"this high" are designated with the same horizontal hand

gesture. Mexicans use the horizontal gesture for animals
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only. For people, a vertical hand is extended with the

thumb pointing upward.

No teacher interviewed was aware of these distinctions

between animals. Many units and stories and activities in

an elementary classroom are developed around animals.

One teacher did a theme on bears. Everything in
the class, except math, dealt with bears.
Children brought teddy bears from home, which were
pinned to a clothesline in the center of the room.
This was optional. Russian children did not

bring bears.

Another teacher featured elephants. Stories were
read about human-like elephants; scientific facts
about elephants were presented. Art projects
produced renditions of elephants.

Animals appear everywhere. A spelling list for a
primary class was printed on drawings of bunnies.

Many of the stories in the beginning reader are about

anthropomorphized animals. The preprimer features talking

foxes, bears, and other pocrany animals which are given human

characteristics.

One morning in a second grade instructional
reading period, the classroom teacher, the Russian
I-A, and a district I-A were instructing three
separate groups.

The Russian's group, made up of one Anglo
male, two Hispanic males, one Hispanic female, and
two Russian females, were reading a poem about
hamsters. Then they discussed a boy in the
story. Nicholas had a problem; he didn't have a
hamster. How did he solve it? Later the I-A
asked, "What's your favorite little animal." Each
child in the circle told about his or her favorite
animal.

At another table, the teacher's group, three
Anglo and four Hispanic males, were reading a
story about a boy who found a dog which nobody
claimed.

On this day, the third group read about a
person who wanted a bicycle, but someone bought it
first. However, on a different day, this third
group, two Hispanic males, one Hispanic female,
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and two Russian males, read a story personifying
Little Owl who was having a birthday. He helped
someone out, and the district I-A asked how they
supposed he felt, being able to help someone else.

In informal conversations teachers ascribe
humanlike feelings to animals. A HF shyly told
her teacher that her cat's kittens were born dead.
The teacher responded that the HF would have to be
especially thoughtful to the cat, because she
would be missing her babies.

It is not uncommon in primary classrooms to see a pet

unit. Teachers emphasize taking care of pets and treating

them kindly. Many Anglo parents use a pet to teach children

responsibility. Many of the pets described by the teachers

have paws. Indeed, it is difficult to find a primary

classroom where dogs are not mentioned frequently and

positively. Steven Kellogg, who came to the school for

Young Author's Day, was well known for his stories about his

large dog Pinkerton. In preparation for this, primary

teachers read stories about Pinkerton.

The February bulletin board in a primary classroom
was labeled, PUPPY LOVE. The children each
dictated a sentence about a pet.

AM: Take naps with your pet and cuddle it.
AM: Give your pet hugs.
AM: A pet is an animal you really love.
HF: Build your pet a fence.
HM: We could have a butterfly for a pet.
[The class had one Russian student; his

response was not on the board.]

In the same classroom an Anglo girl had dictated a
story about a dead pet dog, Judy. "Judy. is up in
heaven. She is running across the hops playing.
I miss her still and it was a long time ago."

A field trip to a reptile farm was taken by a primary

class with a high percentage of Old Believers. The farm was

located in a long, low building with cage after cage of
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snakes lining the wall. Some children touched the snakes.

The female proprieter handled the reptiles.

Before they left the classroom, the teacher
prepared the children, "How would you treat the
animals? Treat them like you would treat a baby.
How would the animals feel?"

(Sad)
"Sad, and scared."

(The children were taking a banana to the
tortoise.)
"Keep it nice and clean for the tortoise."

On the bus they discussed rabbits. Teacher
(to RF): "Have you ever cuddled a rabbit? Seen
how soft they are?"

When they arrived at the reptile farm, the
proprieter (AF) told the children, "You have come
into the animals' home. No banging on the cages.
Somebody's there."

Wilbur, the crocodile, dozed under a
woodstove. "No petting Wilbur." They were told
that Wilbur had been in a Memorex commercial, and
was hired for a Michael Jackson video. "He is
going to live longer than you--100 years. He is
10-20 years old before he is full grown."

The children put bananas in Sherman's (the
tortoise) dish. Everybody scooted back,
because Hannah (the python) wouldn't like them
too close. Her spots are "just like your
fingerprint; they are all a little bit
different." Later an adult told the children
pythons "wrap around and hug you so you can't
breathe. They want to eat you for dinner."

Children were told not to pet any animal, dog
or cat also, on the head or the tail, because
they're very sensitive.

The tortoise was compared to E. T., the movie
character. He was 200 years old in people years.
He was very slow, when one lives 400-600 years,
there is no need to rush a decision.

Russian children's writing is beginning to show

evidence of attitudes changes in relationship to animals.

RABBITS: I love rabbits. They are soft.
They are warm. They are cute. They jump. I love
to go to the State Fair, because there are some
rabbits.

Author's Page: The author (RF) is seven
years old and in the second grade. I love my
rabbits. I have three of them. They are soft and
warm. I feed them and take care of them.
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THE KITTENS: I like little cats because they
are cute and soft. Kittens are gray and black,
too. They drink milk and they eat some meat and
milk or we give them fish. We made them a house
so they can be warm.

One primary grade Russian female did a
factual story on SNACKES: The name of the animal
I chose is snaches. This animal lives in the
ground or in the caves. This animal eats grass
meat. It catches it's food by underground or in
snacke farm. This animal likes to slide in the
grass and play (sic).

THE RABBIT AND THE RAT: (Russian female) The
rabbit was jumping up the hill. She got a rat.
They became best friends. One day they went to
the pond. The rabbit found a magic hat. The rat
went in the hat and the rabbit said, "Do not go
away." The rabbit ran for help. She found the
rat's brother. They tried to get the rat out.
They pulled the rat out. The rat said, "I wished
for a Christmas tree and some presents when I was
in the hat." When the rat and the rabbit went
home there was a tree and presents under the tree.
They opened the presents and they were happy.

A primary class's students interviewed one another and

wrote a story about the other child's family, pets,

activities, and so on. Table 7 shows the results.

Table 7

Pets Reported by Children

Number of Pets Named
CHILDREN not mentioned 0 1 2 3 4

RF 1 1 2 1 0 0

RM 0 1 0 0 0 0
HF 1 0 0 0 0 0

HM 0 1 1 2 1 1

AF 0 0 0 0 0 0

AM 0 2 0 1 0 1

Holidays

A major emphasis in lower grades of an elementary

school is on national holidays. For weeks in October,
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students hear stories of ghosts and witches; they make take

trips to the pumpkin patch and make jack-o-lanterns.

November rooms are decorated with pictures of Pilgrims and

Indians. December rooms are red and green with ornaments

and pictures of reindeer and Santas. February's Valentine's

Day and President's Day emphasis gives way to the green

shamrocks of St. Patrick's Day. Bunnies, chicks, and

decorated eggs follow. Art projects, creative writing, and

read-aloud stories have holiday themes.

Holidays present some of the greatest diversity among

the three minorities. Jehovah's Witness students probably

have the most difficulty with holidays, because their

religious beliefs exclude them from celebrating with

mainstream culture on most of the days.

The Jehovah's Witness booklet (1983) asserts that
Christmas, Easter, Halloween, New Year's Day,
Valentine's Day, May Day, and Mother's Day retain
features from Roman and other pagan people's
celebrations. Thus, they refuse to take part in
singing, playing music, acting in plays, drawing
pictures, attending parties, eating, drinking, and
so forth related to these celebrations. They will
not try to hinder others from participating but
will ask to be excused.

National days of thanksgiving, memorializing
the nation's dead, remembering the birth of a
country, a leader, or national hero are in a
different category. These are considered neutral
to Witnesses.

Sometimes the children do not distinguish between
"neutral" and those retaining "pagan" features.
One teacher, with five JW students, reported that
she was doing Thanksgiving, "things we were
thankful for," and a girl said she couldn't
participate. The teacher said she'd send a note
to her mother and explain that they were listing
things they were thankful for, and the mother
could decide. "That [girl's name) thinks she's
appointed to decide!" Someone was thankful for
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"God," but the teacher said they wouldn't put that
up (11/9/87).

Holiday art periods create problems for both teachers

and Witness students. When there is a sizable percentage of

Witness students, the teacher must often plan two separate

lessons. When there are just one or two, the student can do

a special project. Some lessons are adaptable. Red and

green positive/negative Christmas trees were interspersed

with blue and brown teddy bears in the hall display.

February flowerpots were filled either with pink and red

hearts or pink and red flowers. A green frog made out of

hearts in another classroom was acceptable for all the

children. A mentor suggested to her protege that an

airplane ornament could be an ornament for some children and

simply an airplane for others.

An intermediate classroom's October 23, 1987, art

lesson found two groups of students doing two different

projects.

1:30: "After recess, those working on trees,
come up here, [name] also. You can sit around the
table." (The teacher designated a the reading
table in the front of the room where the JW
children would sit.) Instructions took twenty-five
seconds.

Directions began for the jack-o-lantern.
Previously, students had stuffed brown grocery
bags with newspaper, tied them at the top, and
painted them orange. This day they would create
their pumpkin--a punk rocker, pirate, witch,
little boy, girl, outrageous, monstrous face.

(Children asked questions about earrings and
other decorations.)

The pumpkins would be numbered and judged for
a good job, neatly done, following the Halloween
theme with prizes of $3.00. $2.00, and $1.00 at
the student store. "I did this on purpose, so the
money will go back into the school for the 8th
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grade trip. When you're an 8th grader, I will
still be here buying certificates.

(1:37: Students were dismissed.)
(Students reentered after recess.)
2:05: "Those people who are doing the trees,

get their paper and come up to the front. Get
glue and scissors ready, everybody. JW, you may
come up and get started."

2:07: "All right, may I have everybody's
attention, please? May I have your attention,
please." The teacher instructed the remaining
students in a couple of ground rules then
dispensed paper.

(The five JW children watched the others,
ignoring their fall trees--tissue paper leaves
glued to crayoned tree trunks.)

2:10: The children were all working on their
separate projects. The teacher circulated,
helping children with pumpkins.

The teacher walked by the JW table. The
children asked about me. She quietly explained
that I was studying their class for my school.
She looked at their art. "These are beginning to
look real nice. You might want to use yellow
crayon." She returned to the pumpkin area.

2:16 "Remember, you have till Wednesday at
2:00 to get these finished." She got more paper
for the pumpkins and helped the pumpkin-makers.

2:25 She reprimanded a JW male, "You're
supposed to be doing an art project instead of
wandering all over!"

2:33 "You have about 15 more minutes to
work." To JW: "I'd like to see your trees, too."

(2:35 A HM went to the JW table and watched
them for about 30 seconds.)

2:36: The teacher sat at the JW table with
paper for the pumpkin project. Children working
on pumpkins came to her for help.

2:37: "Ten more minutes to work." Students
joke about more time, but she emphasized the need
to clean up together, so she wouldn't have to do
it alone later.

2:47: "May I have the pumpkins? People at
the front table with your trees. Bring your trees
back here. Get the tissue paper up. Good, I'll
put them up. Get the tissue paper up."

February 5--Valentine art day.
(By 2:10, the children had reassembled in the

room after recess.) The teacher took bright pink
construction paper from the closet. She then
removed brown construction paper and went to a
Jehovah's Witness male.

(He asked, "What am I going to do?")
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"You are going to make a lion while the rest
of us make our envelopes."

("A lion? I don't want to make a lion.")
"That's what we are going to do. Get your

orange for a mane. You get yellow, too. Here's
the circle."

(A JW female said softly, "Who cares?")
The teacher spoke to a non-JW: "You will get

yours in just a minute. I have some people who
are doing a different project. Will you please
sit down and wait?"

(During this interchange, a girl, new to the
school, was talking to a female JW. She asked,
"Can't you draw hearts now?"

"Yeah, we can."
"Can't you draw Christmas trees?"
"We draw trees, but not Christmas trees. I

don't mind.")
(2:14 "Can we begin?" a JW asked.)
"Yes."
The teacher addressed the others. "OK. The

rest of us--" She gave them a red doily and they
began their envelopes which would hold the cards
they would receive at the Valentine's Day party.

(2:15: The Witness children separated
themselves from the rest. "I'm going up to the
front."

"I am, too.")
In this art lesson, the Witness children had

the more complicated project. The teacher spent
more time helping them as they cut circles from
patterns and assembled yellow and orange lion
faces.

One intermediate level Jehovah's Witness male wrote

stories about witches, dracula, blood, and gory stuff. His

teacher noted the violent themes in his writing and artwork.

He can't talk about that at home, so when he can
write anything he wants, he writes about ghosts.
He is JW when he wants to be, whereas his sister
would look you in the face and use it as an
excuse. We did hearts in January, because he can
do hearts in January. He just can't do them in
February. She'd do it so she didn't have to do
anything.

School parties are held on Halloween, Christmas, and

Valentine's Day. These can be a real source of problem to
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Jehovah's Witness children, for they must exclude

themselves.

On the day of the Christmas parties, I
located the Chapter 1 Reading Lab where the JW
children were sitting. I went in and asked a
fifth grade girl where her first grade brother
was. She said her mother kept him home because
they were watching Christmas movies in the party.
Her class had also seen a movie--"101 Dalmatians."
(She apparently did not realize that the same
movie had been shown to first graders.)

I asked the two girls how they felt about not
participating in the parties.

"Fine with us."
"It's fine."

On Valentine's Day, I left the chatter and
sweets of a room party and walked to the library
where Jehovah's Witness children from several
rooms had gathered along with one female Anglo
fundamentalist, whose mother did not want her to
listen to the rock music being played in another
room party. Her female Hispanic friend tagged
along with her to the library.

Several Witness children were working on the
Print Shop program on the computer. One female
asked a male, "Why are 'they' here?"

The library was orderly and quiet, and
children pursued their interests there.

The kindergarten teacher said she left the name of
a Witness child off the list of class names she
sent home for parents to supply Valentine cards,
but the kids didn't leave him out. Ten or so
Valentines were sent. She just trashed them--"You
can't send them home; you are in big trouble.
Five-year-olds do that."

Parents called, "Why isn't [JW's name] on the
list?"
"Because he's a Jehovah's Witness."

"That's awful!"

On Valentine party day all the first grade JW
children came but one, and he had been sick. The
others went to the library during the party. Only
one JW seemed not to understand. He wanted to be
included. He couldn't seem to understand when
others got cupcakes. He asked why.

The class I-A reported that a HF's older
sister said she could not make hearts. The
teacher was surprised. The HF was absent that
day. Maybe they were new converts or something.
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A girl passed out Kraft caramels and
everybody got one, so they all went out to recess
with candy in their mouths.

The first grade teacher always provided unmarked
candy for every child.

Upper level students do not have parties, but they do

have movies which have a holiday theme. Teachers let

students decide whether or not to participate.

Teacher: "We had a Christmas movie yesterday,
"Cosmic Christmas." [Two JW boys] sat through it.
I didn't say anything. I saw them whispering
like, "Should we stay?" But they stayed. I saw
the Star of David up there. There's not a lot of
ho-ho-ho in it."

Christmas gift-giving is a major part of mainstream

culture, starting with store displays of Christmas items

shortly after Halloween. Elementary classrooms reflect this

emphasis. They are traditionally decorated for Christmas

during the month of December, and there is emphasis on gift-

giving and receiving. Children usually make a gift for

parents; in some classrooms, students made cards and

exchange gifts.

Intermediate level letter sent home in English,
Spanish, and Russian: December 1987, Dear
Parents, Again this year the students in [two
rooms] will be exchanging gifts at their Christmas
parties. Each boy is to bring a gift for a boy
and each girl is to bring a gift for a girl. The
price of the gifts are to be between $1.00 and
$1.50. Bring gifts to school on Monday, December
21 or Tuesday, December 22. Happy Holidays to you
and your family. (Signed)

Jehovah's Witnesses give gifts to one another

throughout the year. They do not give gifts on birthdays or

Christmas.
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Traditional Old Believer Christmas customs did not

include giving and receiving gifts (Morris, 1981). It is

traditional, however, to have new clothing for the holy day.

Old Believer families are beginning to give and receive

gifts.

Russian I-A: What did you get for Christmas?
RF: A new Barbie. It's a wedding Barbie.

I-A: So, did you get any new dresses?
(RF: Yes.)

I-A: Did you? What color?
(RF: Purple, etc.)

Students were assigned to write on: "The Best
Christmas Ever," or "My Best Winter Vacation"
(title option for JWs).
RF from a traditional Old Believer family:

My best winter vacation probably was when I
was 9 years old when my whole family went to
Canada to my grandparent's (sic) place... When we
got to my grandparents place, we unpacked. On
Christmas Eve, we went to church walking. Then
after church, we came back to the house.

The next morning we had breakfast with my
grandparents, aunts and uncles. After breakfast
we went outside and played in the snow by my
grandparents place. They had a river there that
froze. So we went outside and put on some ice
skates. We skated for a few hours and then went
inside.

For a few days, we stayed at my grandparent's
place. Then we went back home. That was my best
winter vacation ever.

RF: The best Christmas ever was last year. Last
year was the first time that we really celebrated
Christmas. We got a tree, but not a very big one.
We're not supposed to have a tree, but we still
got one. It was the first time we got presents
too.

My aunt and uncle came over for breakfast,
and they brought each of us a present. Then after
that we rented some movies. We watched them.
Then my sister and I got dressed. We went to town
with our friends. After the day was over we came
home and went to bed. (Illustration: decorated
Christmas tree with presents underneath.)
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RF from family considered "progressive": My
Favorite Present

My favorite present is my headset radio. My
aunt gave it to me last Christmas. . . .

(Illustration: large decorated Christmas tree
with wrapped presents below.)

A RF wrote a page and one-half, single spaced
hand-written story entitled, "Shopping for
Christmas." This make-believe story tells of a
shopping trip where she found a soft teddy bear
for her little niece. When she decided to get
herself a nice dress, she took a little nap in the
dressing room, and slept through the closing of
the store. The teddy bear rescued her, but did
not want to go home with her because he did not
want to leave his family and friends. Luckily,
she had $50, which she left on the counter to pay
for the entire family. On Christmas Day, she gave
everyone in her family a bear!

RF, with young parents, considered to be very
progressive: It was Christmas. We went to get a
tree. We went outside to put the Christmas lights
on the house. We opened all the presents. Then
we went in the house. Then we went to put all the
stuff on the Christmas tree.

The illustration shows a mailbox with the
flag up and a dog house.

The Russian Christmas does not coincide with the

American date of December 25. Russians celebrate the first

week in January. Traditionally, the nativity was a

spiritual celebration, with thirty-eight fasting days

leading up to it. There were entertainment restrictions on

Old Believers. The manual for teachers (Flores, et. al.,

1982) warns that children might not want to watch films

during the fast leading up to the nativity. However, all

the Russian children in the primary grades watched the

movie, "101 Dalmatians," which was shown the day before the

Christmas break.
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Old Believers have two other major holy days in

December. The Presentation of the Mother of God is December

4, and St. Nicholas the Wonderworker is December 19. No one

at school mentioned these.

In Mexican tradition, gift-giving occurs on January 6,

when the Three Kings leave gifts for the children as they go

on their way to visit Jesus in Bethlehem. Children make

lists for the Kings, not Santa, and put out shoes rather

than hang up stockings. A neighboring newspaper featured an

article about traditional Mexican Christmas traditions

(DeBuse, 1987). A family from Brownsville was interviewed.

I asked three Hispanic children about their
Christmas customs. One, whose mother had been the
subject of the newspaper article, confidently told
me about Three Kings Day. It's like the Three
Kings come and they leave stuff for all the kids
in the house. So you have to leave a shoe out,
and in the morning you get up and there are gifts.
We get to miss school.

A Hispanic male standing nearby looked
amazed. "I have never heard of it."

On "regular" Christmas [December 25],
families go to midnight mass.

A second tradition is los posadas. Nine days before

Christmas there is a nightly reenactment of Mary and

Joseph's search for lodging in a los iosadas ceremony.

Friends and family gather in homes to sing and
pray. One group plays the traveling couple,
another the innkeeper. One group huddles outside
and sings in Spanish to a group gathered inside
behind closed doors. There are prayers, readings,
and Mexican Christmas carols. A parish in
Woodburn participates. In Mexico, there are big
parties with up to one hundred people attending.
Daily pinatas are smashed open; dances follow
(DeBuse, 1987).
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A third custom of rocking the newborn baby to sleep

occurs on Christmas Eve at midnight. There is a strong

emphasis on families throughout the season. Hispanic

children's writing shows cultural differences.

HF, My Best Present Ever: A favorite present of
mine was a present I got when I was five years
old. My godparents gave me a little blond doll.

HF: . . . We had to wait awhile before we could
open the presents because first my cousins,
brother, sister, aunt, uncle, mom and I had to go
to church at midnight.

It is not always easy for teachers with such a

diversity of cultures. The ESL teacher read a story at

Halloween about two mice who grew an enormous pumpkin, which

would become a jack-o-lantern. She said that she would

adapt the story if there were Witness children in the class;

she also is a member of a cognitive minority religious

group. Another teacher expressed frustration about people

coming in and making demands on public schools. Private

schools are available for people who do not want their

children to participate in what the public school offers.

Her child attends a private school in her faith. A third

teacher expressed relief that there were no Witness children

in her classroom that year.

Entertainment

Sabey's 1969 description of the interior of a Russian

home states that no home had a television set. The

Intermediate Education District Manual (1975) says that

watching television and listening to music were considered

wrong for Russian children, and movies during fasts were
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out-of-bounds. "Children should be given every opportunity

to choose not to watch films for entertainment during fasts"

(p. 16).

Morris (1981) found that television sets were visibly

missing from Old Believer homes. In the seventies Old

Believers had purchased sets, but they were deemed

detrimental by the elders, for they brought mainstream

culture into Old Believer living rooms. The Sobor, or

church council, met and discussed the problem, deciding that

the faithful should sell their sets and give the money to

the church. This was done. In 1981, Morris found that,

although the prohibition had not been lifted, many families

had repurchased television sets which were kept in the back

rooms, even in closets, and families practiced selective

viewing.

Former teacher: I think now the Russians are
getting televisions in their homes. That was one
thing that was a "no-no" was a radio or a
television, but I've seen through the years that
change with the Russian families who've spent
almost a whole generation now. Now, I'm starting
to get the children of the ones that I first
taught. You can see the difference in the whole
generation.

When I visited language school in an Old Believer
home, the children talked about "this show called
'Ferris Buehler's Day Off.'" At one point, the
teacher asked, "Are you OK?" And the child
responded that she was tired, all of them were
tired, because they had watched "Baby M."

Many indications were given in the school that Old

Believer children had televisions or had access to

televisions. In a primary classroom the teacher asked the

class how many had a television. Two Russian females did
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not; one Russian female had 2! A Russian male said that he

went to a friend's house to watch.

What role does the school have in this change? The

students are put into classrooms with peers who carry

lunchpails and wear clothing decorated with popular

characters from the entertainment field. Classrooms are

often decorated with television characters. Class

references are made to characters and events in the media.

For example, in an upper division science class, the subject

was "bedrock."

The teacher asked, "Where have I heard that name
before?"

(The students responded, "Flintstones! "}

The children's writing often reflects this change.

The "Author's Page" of a student-written book (RF
2nd): I live in Brownsville, Oregon. I have 5
sisters and 3 brothers. At home I like to watch
TV and play with dolls.

A book illustrated by an Old Believer female
showed a two-story house with three television
sets: one downstairs, one in each of two bedrooms
upstairs.

The Jehovah's Witnesses booklets do not say anything

specifically about television. However, the book School and

Jehovah's Witnesses (1983) talks about related issues.

"Often the world glamorizes life-styles that we believe to

be unwholesome" (p. 7). It lists areas of moral principles

that Witnesses believe are immoral: premarital sex,

homosexuality, overindulgence of alcoholic beverages, drugs,

obscene language, disrespect for authority (pp. 9, 10).

Their students avoid sports participation, partly because of
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unwholesome associations. "Witness parents encourage their

children to use after-school hours principally to pursue

spiritual interests. . ." (p. 23). Witnesses do not object

to acting, but "would not participate in a play that

condoned moral standards that the Bible condemns" (p. 25).

Since many things shown on television do not support the

standards of Jehovah's Witnesses, do they have televisions?

Intermediate grade: The teacher referred to
"Murder on the Orient Express," a movie which can
be seen on T. V. She asked, "Do all of you have a
television in your home?"

(JW male: I couldn't live without one!)
T. V. is good, but you have to choose. We

went for two years without T. V.
{JW male: Man, I couldn't take it! My dad

yells at us, and he keeps on saying that he's
going to get rid of the television.)

A major part of North American culture is sports.

Football, basketball, baseball are nationally televised,

billion dollar industries. Soccer, which is popular in many

other nations, including Latin cultures, is becoming more

popular on the local level in the United States.

Participation in sports provided incentive for some of

the students. Some upper grade Hispanic males and females

wanted to participate in the sports program and made some

academic effort in order to remain eligible.

In March of 1988 the girls basketball team from
the Union High School took the state title. On
March 18, the town had a parade, and the girls
were driven through the town on a fire engine,
throwing candy. A police car with sirens blaring
led the parade which included the faculty, the
superintendent, the student body, and the school
band on a flatbed truck. Townspeople came out of
their homes to wave, cheer, and take pictures.

It was the day before Spring Vacation, and
Brownsville Elementary was having a sports
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afternoon. "Kids don't want to work before Spring
Vacation."

Two Molokan Russian females were on the team.
The P. E. teacher told me he thought sports kept
them in school. It's going to get a bunch of them
to college who wouldn't get there otherwise. They
have been playing together since fourth grade.
They are really motivated, because they know it's
going to get them someplace else.

The truck stopped and the team addressed the
grade school. "In a few years you are going to be
doing this. We hope you can become like us."

A Hispanic mother of one of the champions
said, "[My daughter] started playing ball, and my
father didn't accept that. He thought it was a
disgrace. He didn't let me play. Now he's one of
her biggest boosters."

The P. E. teacher said, "Change in times."

Jehovah's Witness children are not allowed to

participate in sports. The explanation (School and

Jehovah's Witnesses, 1983) is that sports are beneficial,

and physical education classes are good, but the

overemphasis on sports is not good. Witness parents want

their children to be ministers for God, with after school

hours spent in spiritual development or with other

believers. Besides unwholesome associations, sports also

expose students to an unhealthy competitive spirit.

PE teacher: "I tell them to try to change their
look so they can go out for sports. I go out to
their house and try to see why they can',t go out
for sports. They push a pamphlet at me. I never
have won yet. I guess the JW has beaten me back!"

In the first grade, a tiny JW boy wrote on his
Author's Page that he wanted to be a professional
football player when he grows up.

Sports is not part of traditional Old Believer culture,

and some families limit their children's participation. One

family allowed their daughters to participate in sports. An
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older daughter, who would be the first Old Believer to

graduate from the local high school, wore a letterman's

jacket over her sarafan. She was outstanding at javelin.

Her younger sister wrote:

I think I am skilled in sports. . . .I wonder if I
will ever go to see the Olympics live.

Another Old Believer female wrote: I love sports
and would like to go out for sports, but my
parents don't let me.

PE teacher: I try to push the Russians toward
what the [family] is doing. The kids that want
sports, that should be available.

Explanations

Science. Thinking, reasoning and finding explanations

for things in terms of the rational, scientific ethic is not

valued behavior in Old Believer culture. In fact, many of

the elders consider this not only unnecessary, but sinful,

in that one is actually trying to explain and to know the

mysterious power of God (Morris, 1981, p. 116).

At the migrant workshop in which Russian parents met to

discuss their children's education, a father summarized the

Russians' concerns by mentioning "giving explanations to

children" as a major problem. Traditionally, disputes have

been in areas of science, such as evolution and space, and

in sex education classes. Russian cosmology traditionally

held the sun and moon revolved around the earth.

The old idea is that "wherever one is on earth, he
is in the center of his earth and universe, and
any other theoretical scheme is actually
interfering with the mysteries of life--a realm
which should be left to God" (Morris, 1981, p.
163).
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Jehovah's Witnesses also express concern about some

scientific teaching, namely evolutionary theory.

While JWs affirm their interest in science, as it
helps increase appreciation for the wisdom and
power of the Creator, they believe that evolution
is a theory which is not true, although they do
not "go to the other extreme of believing that
creation took seven literal days" (Schools and
Jehovah's Witnesses, p. 28).

The school teaches evolution as a scientific theory.

Science books discuss life 300,000,000 years ago. Morris

(1982) and Bermar (1982) described a school in Alaska which

has adapted the curriculum to the beliefs of the Old

Believers.

The curricula for all grades have been tailored to
emphasize the 3 R's and English speaking ability,
and to avoid those subjects considered offensive
by the parents. Sometimes it is necessary to bend
the Burrough Educational Requirements in this
effort. In place of theoretical concepts of
science, for example, the curriculum substitutes
practical skills, e.g., care and handling of
firearms, tanning and use of animal skins, and
production of instruments used in the traditional
handicrafts of the people.

Hygiene is taught in place of sex education
(Morris, 1982, p. 4).

The encyclopedia pages dealing with evolution are
taped together, closing them off for students. No
reproduction is taught, not even pollen. The
school decided there were so many things to learn,
educators had to select anyway. Schools can
respect or impose on other cultures (Bermar,
1982).

Sex education. Sex education is considered a religious

matter by Old Believers. The instruction occurs at the

wedding in the prayer hall. It appears to be very general,

emphasizing purity, faithfulness, and keeping the fasts

(during which sexual relations are foregone). The young and
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unmarried are not permitted to listen. Sex education

offends both young and old; Russian instruction is not as

frank--the schools are much more detailed, giving more

technical explanations than even many parents know.

Furthermore, it is not information from the church books

(Morris, 1981).

Many girls drop out around the seventh grade to get

married. One of the concerns of the Old Believer community

is that their young people remain sexually pure, so they

encourage early marriages. This custom clashes with the

values of the educational culture, which is itself

undergoing a paradigm shift in notions of the value of

education for women and views of sexuality. Female teachers

believe in advanced education for women, and many of them

are balancing career and family responsibilities.

Five RF from the seventh and eighth grade classes
were in the hall outside the office before school,
looking at wedding pictures with a teacher.

The teacher asked about the older sister.
"Is she married?"

(RF: "No.")
Teacher: "Good!"

Another teacher reported a conversation she had
had with a 6th grade RM and her reactions. The
boy had stated, "I'm going to high school, but the
girls won't."

The teacher sighed, "I guess it's no good for
them to resist it. His sister said, 'Maybe I'll
be like my sister, going to a community college to
get a GED.'"

She had asked if the RF would like to do
that.

The girl had replied, "I can't think about
that right now, because I"m not old enough."

The teacher continued, "They look forward to
getting married, because 'babies are so cute!'"
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She concluded, 'Yeah, I think babies are
cute, too, but it's a little bit different than
getting married!'"

Witnesses also may exempt themselves from the sex

education unit. They do not believe that children who are

too young for marriage should isolate themselves with a date

of the opposite sex.

According to School and Jehovah's Witnesses,
Witnesses do not object to health and hygiene,
family responsibility and childcare, "But today
many schools are also providing explicit education
in sexual matters, including contraception,
masturbation, homosexuality, and abortion" (p. 27)
[The Witness teacher who loaned me the booklet had
underlined this and penned in "films."] The
booklet contends sex education is presented
without moral guidance and may be critical of
Biblical standards. Families reserve the option
to decide if the teaching violates their teaching
and keep their children out of these courses.

The Catholic Church is very active in Brownsville; a

devout Catholic in the community told me:

This has always been a pro-life area. Sex
education should be in the home, because the Holy
Father (Pope John Paul II) also believes that sex
ed always starts at home. You don't have to go
into sex in schools.

A Catholic Hispanic mother did not sign the form
for her son to participate in the class. She did
not want him to see all those pictures, but she
did want him to see the movie about AIDS.

Family life was taught for three weeks during the

school year to eighth graders. Two females, the school

counselor (married) and an upper division teacher

(unmarried) instructed the female students; the principal

and an upper division male teacher (both married) instructed

the males in a different room. They used a sex education
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manual, Let's Talk About Family Living, (Packer & Bower,

1980) showed movies, and led discussions.

I asked to observe the girls' class. The counselor

told me that I could not; the girls were very open with

their questions, and a visitor would be inappropriate.

On the day I observed the principal, he taught the

boys' class. I asked if my presence were appropriate, and

he assured me there would be no problem with my visit. The

discussion was about cell division, twins, the birth

process, adoption, moral and personal beliefs, religious

beliefs involved in sex, responsibility, adoption, and a few

types of birth control. The boys, including Russian males,

asked many questions.

I looked through the window at the girls' class
and noticed that several Russians were present.
When I asked the teachers why Russians
participated, if parents had to sign a consent
form, the response was that the parents probably
didn't know what they were signing. The child
brought home the form and told the parent to sign
it, and the parent never knew the form gave the
child permission to participate in sex education
classes.

Many parents kept their children out of the family life

class. Several Russians and Jehovah's Witnesses were joined

by a fundamentalist Christian male, several Hispanic

students of both sexes, and several Anglo students. They

worked quietly in another room on other science topics.

In May a female teacher came to the principal about

rumors that had circulated in the community about the

contents of the class. A HM's mother expressed concern.
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The rumor was going around the Catholic school
that in the male sex education class, a movie was
shown, students practiced putting condoms on a
model, and free condoms were passed out.
Apparently a student on the bus tried to impress
the Catholic bus riders. Catholic parents were
horrified at "what goes on in the public school."

"How rumors get started I don't know. I

never said anything about anything. . .All we need
is for the community to think things like that,
then we will have a real mess on our hands!"

Language

Tammivaara & Enright (1986) identify two worlds of

childhood: one of the child's making, one created by

adults. Each has artifacts, folklore, values, and rules.

They further identify four worlds of the language minority

child: the native child world, native adult world, the

second child world and the second adult world. The language

minority child at the Brownsville School also deals with a

third child world and a third adult world of the other

language minority child.

Yet each day in schools all over the United
States, children are calmly being asked to learn
and competently manage all four of their worlds.
The necessity for respecting language minority
children as they approach the task of school
learning is clear (p. 235).

Edwards (1983) argues that linguistic diversity is not

an educational problem; attitudes toward such diversity are

crucial. Language and identity are linked. Attacks on

language are attacks on one's values and integrity.

Recognition of one's language shows acceptance and value.

Teacher in intermediate social studies class:
Let's see if I can find a map that's going to show
me what I want. We'll use the world. This part
of North America is Mexico, and because the people
of Spain came and claimed it for themselves, so
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the people of Mexico speak Spanish mostly. In the
US--English mostly. There are three languages, at
least, in this class. (To child:) Does your
father still speak German?

(Polish, yes Russian and Polish some.)
The teacher continued: In Canada, the French

settled. This part still speaks French. If you
want to take another language in the US, you have
to wait until the upper grades in some school
districts. We need to understand each other. If
[RM] was Piglet and I were Winnie the Pooh, if he
spoke Piglet and I Winnie the Poo. . . [RM] speaks
English here; I don't understand Russian. Do you
speak Russian to your parents? [HF] speaks
Spanish, but she speaks English here; I don't
understand Spanish. She speaks Spanish at home to
her mom. The only way we can understand each
other is to speak or write (10/23/87).

There is no provision for Hispanics children in the

community to learn to read and write Spanish until they

reach high school where an energetic young Anglo woman

teaches the Spanish courses. At the High School Parent

Orientation Night (5/16/88) she explained the many

activities she used to teach the Spanish language, including

role playing, pinatas, pen pals, and a field trip budget.

The high school Spanish Club has 75 members, many of whom

attended such activities as a Mexican dance festival and ate

dinner at Mexican restaurants.

At a migrant workshop for Russians, the leader asked

what Old Believers wanted from the schools. Parents wanted

Russian classes in Marion County, after school one hour per

day. They wanted facilities and transportation for Russian

lessons. The Brownsville School did not offer instruction

in Russian, nor was it available at the high school.

There were differences in opinions and attitudes

evident by participants in the school. Many expressed the
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need for more sensitivity to linguistic minority students.

Several of the teachers said they wish they knew Spanish.

A Hispanic I-A (district) responded to the
question, "What, in your opinion, is good
multicultural education?"

When you can let the children learn by using
both languages or translating both languages. I

know that some teachers don't approve of them
speaking their own language in the classroom.
Sometimes I think it's important for a child to
use their own. I talk to the kids in their own
language so they can understand better. Sometimes
they can grasp it better. Also, I've noticed, if
they don't speak their own, they will lose it.
That's really sad to me. If you think about how
many Indian languages. Russians are losing their
culture. I think they have a very strong culture.
I think the Hispanics are losing it faster. Still
a lot of Old Believers are strict. It stays a lot
longer.

The kindergarten teacher had taught herself to
speak Spanish, and she used it often in the
classroom, often code switching between the two
languages. The Valentine's Day party is typical:

(Children are speaking Spanish to one
another.)

"Listen up, I know this is your very first
Valentine's Day party at school . . . Shhh. We
will listen to direcciones. Necesitan escuchar
direcciones. Mires. Escuchen. HM, HM, listen
up. Watch, watch, mires. Victor, necesita
ascina. OK. . ." (sic)

Administrator: I feel very strongly if any intend
to survive [Spanish or Russians] they must learn
to speak, read, and write English. PERIOD.
That's all there is to it. I don't adhere to the
bilingual philosophy in which they are taught in
their native tongue up to the fourth and fifth
grade. I adhere more to ESL. That's all there is
in this school. We've got them speaking English
in the third grade--or fourth at least. If you
were to look at their test scores, you would find
them fluent in speaking and conversing, but not
comprehending like on a test. Our parents- -
Spanish and Russian--feel strongly about the
philosophy I adhere to (8/5/87).

The Brownsville School had an ESL program, taught by a

classified staff woman who grew up in an area similar to
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Brownsville and had a cross-cultural upbringing. She

started first grade with students who did not speak English,

and she learned to speak Spanish. She took courses in high

school to learn to read and write Spanish. She was not a

college graduate, but had done college and Bible school work

and took ESL courses and language seminars and workshops.

There was no special room for the pull-out ESL course. Some

sessions met in the library; others in classrooms which were

empty while students were in PE or at lunch recess.

The youngest children reviewed body parts:
shoulders, nose, ears, hands, chest. Touch your
chest. Where's your stomach? RM, that's your
back!

The teacher discussed size--big, little,
heavy--and read a book about the biggest pumpkin
ever. The children drew pumpkins and talked about
colors and parts of the face of a jack-o-lantern.

First graders talked about meat before the
story of the pumpkin. They discussed their
pumpkins from the field trip to the pumpkin patch.

The older children (second through fourth
grade, some newly-arrived from Mexico) discussed
their favorite meat. They also heard about the
biggest pumpkin ever (10/28/87).

ESL teacher: Those two were cousins; they didn't
know they were cousins. I had to teach them they
were cousins. Half of them point with the middle
finger. I had to teach them to use your pointer
when you point. They don't know it's bad.

School participants are aware of the special linguistic

challenges they face. They make special efforts to be

institutionally sensitive to the needs of their

constituents. Memos and information sent home is written in

all three languages. The packet for parents of incoming

kindergarten students was in three languages, although no

Russian parents attended the orientation session. At a
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staff meeting the speech and hearing specialist provided by

the county ESD, discussed ESL students in the classroom.

Her two page handout discussed theories of second language

acquisition and gave practical suggestions for classroom

activities to facilitate learning of English.

Specialists at the ESD devised a test for Russian-

speaking referrals. They wanted to know if a referred child

were learning disabled or had language problems. They

arranged for native Russians to translate words from the

test they normally gave to Anglo children.

I asked about culture specific items, for example,
the second word was "bulb." I asked if it meant
"light bulb" or "flower bulb."

"Light bulb."
I asked how common the word was in the Russian
culture.

"I never thought of that."

Language can form a boundary (Colfer, 1975) which

includes some and excludes others. On occasion two Hispanic

staff members, who had been speaking English, would switch

into Spanish when I entered the room. Students also

switched into their first language with one another.

Former teacher: Our rule on speaking Russian or
Spanish was that if they were over in the room or
on the playground, fine. If somebody else came
over there and they used it as a cutoff and a
clique, that was not to be done, but if they
wanted to speak the language between themselves,
fine, because we encouraged them to remain
bilingual.

Russian Language School (Church Slavonic). Russian

children learn two Russian languages: Church Slavonic and

modern Russian. Church Slavonic dates back to the schism of

1666 and before, when the Old Believers split from the
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Russian Church, partly over the issue of revising the church

texts. The language is used only in worship services, as

the texts are still in Church Slavonic. In order to

perpetuate the religion, adherents must continually train

the young to read the Scriptures.

A Church Slavonic school was held in an Old Believer

family's garage outside of Woodburn.

As Richard Morris, an anthropologist who
works with the Old Believer community, and I
approached the home, children emerged from a van
decorated with typically-American bumper stickers
reading: "Fly a Kite at Motel," "Watch My
Rear--Not Hers," and "Q105/Z100" (call letters for
a rock and roll radio station.) Behind the wheel
sat a round-faced matron in traditional Russian
dress. The bumperstickers seemed out-of-place,
and I asked Morris about them.

"Her kids put it on there. She probably
doesn't know what it means."

The garage contained two long tables. Six females,

wearing scarves, sat at one end; six males at the other.

All were in traditional Russian dress. Four males wore

American style jackets over their rubashkas. Their sashes

dangled below.

6:00 p.m.: Bibles were on the top of the freezer.
Students entered, opened the books to their places
and began reading. Morris said they used to
unwrap the books and cross themselves as they
began.

Throughout the session, all students read
aloud, each at a different place. Reading was
very rapid, in a monotone. The constant drone of
their voices continued throughout the two-hour
lesson. The teacher circulated around the table,
listening, diagnosing and correcting mistakes. He
carried a pointer which he used to identify a
portion in the book, demonstrate a word, or tap
the table to keep students on task. He assigned
each a portion to read, and left them to read and
re-read that portion. They were to read the
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entire time--no turn-taking, no listening to one
another, no wandering attention.

One male had a question while the teacher was
busy with another child. He asked his neighbor.
The teacher stopped the interchange and provided
the answer.

During the break, I asked the teacher about a
male who had been industriously chanting a passage
for the first twenty-five minutes of the lesson.

"His father wants him to read in church so he
is saying the same Psalm over and over in his
head. I don't know how to say in English."

{cij: "Memorize?")
"Read in his head, not the book."

Inside the house, the teacher's wife sat around the

dining room table with two small girls, also wearing

scarves. They were learning from the primer. The icon kept

watch over them.

At 7:53 the teacher tapped the table;
children closed their books and sat in a group,
joined by the small children from the kitchen. He
opened a book with very colorful, Russian-style
pictures. He showed the pictures, starting with
the boys at one end of the long table, moving to
the girls. The father of the house was there,
also looking at the pictures. The teacher told a
Bible story in Russian to the children. The
children looked intently at the pictures and asked
questions.

One illustration of heaven and hell showed
sinners, in vivid colors, burning in hell. Pupils
were quiet and leaned toward him as he talked.

His daughter later told me, "Woman is more
sentimental; when her husband dies, she prays.
God is moved more by her prayers."

I asked the teacher about the lesson. He
said he was talking about keeping the law, whether
of the church or of the land. It is not good to
break the law.

He said women should have long hair and a man
a beard. Women wear make up; men should not.

I asked, "Do Old Believers wear make up?"
The daughter replied, "The young ones, not

them" [pointing to her mother and the matron of
the house, who smiled shyly and looked
embarrassed.]

I asked, "How about you? Will you be a movie
star or like them?"

"I hope like them."
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The teacher said he did not know why Russians
should change. Hindus keep their big hats. "Why
should we give up our ways? Why should we give up
our ways?"

Standard Russian School. A family in the district held

a Russian language school in their home for their own

children. In response to my query about visiting a class,

the soon-to-be high school graduate daughter wrote, "It

would be wonderful if you would be able to make it on [May]

23rd. We'll be looking forward to seeing you."

From the outside, the home, a modern ranch-style house

with a stone front, looked like the home of any prosperous,

American farmer. On the inside, various Russian artifacts

decorated the walls. A picture of Jerusalem, with labels,

hung above the cabinet in the family kitchen; embroidered

triangles hung from the shelves; a picture of two children

with a guardian angel and a tapestry of a peacock adorned

the walls.

I arrived at 5:12; the children of the family were
already gathered around the dining table in the
large, family kitchen. They ranged in age from a
kindergarten son to a high school daughter. An
older, married sister was making bread in the
kitchen area. Her preschool son wandered through
the area periodically.

The teacher was a Russian Pentecostal aide at a

neighboring elementary school. She sat at the head of the

table and used many hand and arm gestures as she talked.

She often said, horosho (good), and rewarded the children

with candy. The beginners worked on writing and dictation;

the more advanced worked on grammar. She occasionally

touched one--tapping the youngest on the back of the head,
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and calling him, "Sweetheart!" to get his attention,

touching the second grade girl's face saying, "Look, I want

your eyes right here, not there [on the table]."

They used a set of graded Russian readers. The

littlest child read about na morckom dne (the bottom of the

sea), and podbodnie (a submarine), not stories of children

or talking animals.

The children completed worksheets on
palatalized and non-palatalized vowels, underlined
consonants, and worked on syllabication. They
wrote their name, patronym, and familia. They
drilled Russian phonics. The teacher pronounced
sounds and corrected inflection, they repeated:
mya, sya, dya, nya. The youngest worked on his
letters; occasionally the teacher corrected the
way he held his paper.

Occasionally a child challenged the teacher's
pronounciation of a word. One announced a variant
pronounciation, "That's how I say it!"

Mrs. T. asked them to get paper (bumaga) for
a test.

The high school daughter volunteered,
"Everybody says gumaga here."

"Well, they're wrong."
"I guess we are all wrong."

They finished their work at different times and passed

it to the teacher. She returned it, and they made

corrections. At the end of the class they closed their

books, and she read to them in Russian and asked questions.

Teacher: When I read I stop and ask them the
words I think they don't know. This is Russian,
but along the way back there were lots of words
wrong--their parents didn't read. I teach the way
it's supposed to be. "Who" and "what"--that is
the big problem. Instead of, "What are we doing?"
they say, "Who are we doing?"

In some ways this class looked like a typical American

classroom. Children were generally quiet and took turns
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participating. In four ways it was like the Church Slavonic

class: there were many levels of students in the same

class, special attention was given to phonics and

pronunciation of Russian words, children were expected to

sit and work for two hours with only a small break between

the hours, and the teacher made all the decisions about

educational tasks.
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CHAPTER V: DEEP CULTURE

Introduction

Throughout the day, every week, in every year, a dance,

a rhythm, an ordering of time, space, place, objects,

postures, and volume occurs in the school. Edward T. Hall

(1983) refers to this "dance of life." Society's elders

choreograph the young by word and example to find their

place in space/time. "Sit in your seat, face the front,

pencils out, eyes on the board, quietly, in two minutes you

should be on number 35." After a rupture in the rhythm--a

vacation, a three-day weekend--participants must get back

into the swing of things, "get with it."

Successful teachers and students move in rhythm,

choreographing their actions with the actions of others in

the classroom and in the institution as a whole, weaving in

and out of time frames and space frames which bound and

constrain every aspect of school life. They "have their act

together." Unsuccessful ones cannot get into or stay in the

dance. They cannot order their posture, their volume, their

space, their possessions simultaneously and consistently in

time.

Time orientation is a major aspect of deep culture.

Interwoven elements of the mainstream North American time

system, reflect the secular, industrial emphasis of the

society and the linear demands of literacy (Ong, 1982).

Children from cultures which do not share the mainstream

orientation, or children from rural or poor families who
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have a different time orientation may be forever relegated

to marginal places in society.

Theorists about time (Hall, 1969, 1983; LaRusso, 1977;

Burgoon & Saine, 1978; Malandro & Barker, 1983; Cohen, 1981)

have proposed several classifications, two of which will be

discussed in this chapter: psychological time and cultural

time orientations. A third, religious time will be included

as a contrast.

Psychological Time Orientations

Joost Meerloo (1981) calls psychological time "clinical

time." Each person in a society is partly conscious, partly

unconscious of his personal life span between birth and

death. In the American system, time passes; it can be lost.

It becomes the measuring stick of success and failure; the

more a person has accomplished by a certain age, generally

the more successful he or she is perceived to be. This is

true in educational settings. The more a child has

accomplished academically and socially by an early age, the

more successful the student. For example, some fifth grade

students went into the sixth grade class to work; they were

considered successful students.

Excerpts from children's writing shows this partial

consciousness of personal time. The students (sixth grade)

had been asked to finish this phrase: "I wonder about so

many things. . ."

AF: Will I be rich when I grow up? Will I be
famous? Who will I marry? When will I die? How
will I die? Sometimes it really bothers me when I
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start thinking about some of the bad things that
can happen.

HF: Sometimes I wonder about what kind of person
I'm going to be when I get older.

HF: I wonder how the world changed from a long
time ago to now. I wonder how do I grow from a
baby to a child and to a woman. All the time I
wonder who were the first people to come to this
world.

AF: I wonder about many things. I wonder about
life and death and why we're here. I also wonder
about where we came from. I wonder about when
will I die. Will it be soon?

HM: I wonder about the future. I wonder if I'm
going to college. I wonder if and when we're
going to war.

RF: I wonder if I will ever grow up and get a
good job.

Persons relate to self and to others by four different

psychological time orientations (Burgoon & Saine, 1978;

Malandro & Barker, 1983). These orientations may be

indicative of a whole society's approach to time.

The Russian Old Believers might be considered a past-

oriented society. For these cultures, the cycle of events

is important; continuous reenacting of past events maintains

their significance in the present. Retelling old incidents

is important. Tradition is valued, and parents and elderly

persons are respected.

Traditional Russian Old Believers' formal time revolved

around religious cycles. The Russian calendar emphasized

feasts, fasts, and holy days. The life of the Russian

peasant also depended upon cycles of nature: the seasons,
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the time for planting, cultivating, and harvesting. All

aspects of life and culture revolved around these cycles.

Oregon Old Believers' patterns still reflect these

cycles. For example, marriages do not occur during fast

days. So the weeks between the Christmas fast and the Great

Lent Fast contain many Old Believer weddings. Names for

children are selected from names of saints honored on days

near the child's birth date.

In the early 1960s these traditional people, dancing in

a cycle of recurring feasts and fasts set in the

agricultural rhythms of planting and harvest, stepped onto a

stage of bells and clocks, of watches and whistles. Today,

Oregon Old Believers still honor the fasts and feasts, but

they must correlate them with different mainstream cycles.

Present-oriented people and societies take events as

they come. Problems are solved as they arise. Events that

are present give pleasure, and spontaneity and immediacy are

important.

Carter & Segura (1979) report a stereotype of Mexican

Americans as less punctual than other Americans, enjoying

the moment to the fullest, and seeing the future in the

hands of God rather than controllable by ones' efforts. In

a study of cultural tendencies of Hispanics in the United

States, Grossman (1984) concluded:

Hispanics and non-Hispanics agreed that Hispanics
are more present time oriented, work at a more
relaxed pace and have a different concept of
punctuality. However, many individuals disagreed
with the majority opinions, especially in regard
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to the idea that Hispanics have a different
concept of punctuality (p. 55).

In the same study, a Hispanic wrote:

We have also been referred to as the manana people
which makes us future oriented. We need to be
very careful how we handle this present and future
time orientation. Hay mas tiempo que vida; no hav
mejor lecciones que las que el tiempo da. (There
is more time than life; there are no better
lessons than those that time teaches.) (p. 51).

Present orientation may be associated more with peasant

cultures. Traditional Latin cultures revolve around cycles

of nature and of tropical climates, not the linear demands

of an industrialized society. The traditional life of

migrant workers is not tied to timepieces, but to the cycles

of harvest.

People from lower income families often reflect a

present-orientation. Delores Norton (Taylor, 1989)

videotaped about 40 children from poor areas of inner city

Chicago. She found that time references were rare. Few

parents instructed their children to finish one activity

before doing another. Sequential statements such as, "First

your socks, then your shoes," were minimal. Daily routines

of parents leaving for work, regular mealtimes, regular

bedtimes were usually nonexistent in these homes. Although

subjects might be able to read a clock, they scored below

average on ability to put events in sequence. The less the

mother talked about time to her children, the lower they

scored.

The variety of Hispanic students in the school makes

generalization impossible. The length of time a family has
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been in United States culture may also have an impact on its

time orientation (Grossman, 1984). At least some families,

including Anglos, are more present-oriented than mainstream

culture. Present-oriented people do not dance in sync with

the mainstream cultural notions of time.

At the beginning of the year, the parents were to
have immunization forms into the office by a
certain date or the child would not be allowed to
remain in the school. Some parents waited until
the last minute, until the child was not permitted
to return to the school, before getting the forms
in to the office.

The United States is considered to be a future-oriented

society. Tomorrow is important, and it can be bettered by

planning and saving today. Change and progress are

emphasized rather than tradition. The American school

system emphasizes this future orientation. All personnel in

the school believe in the importance of planning and working

for a better tomorrow.

A fourth type of psychological time orientation is

time-line orientation. Time is a line, with an integrated

past, present, and future, not a cycle of repeating events.

Past, present, and future are integrated. This makes

scientific, analytic views possible. This is also a

dominant aspect of time as revealed in the American school

system. These two orientations will be covered at length in

this chapter as part of formal and informal time.

Religious Time

J. L. Russell, S. J., (1981) says:

The most definite characteristic of historic time
in the New Testament is its closure. Human
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history had an absolute beginning with our first
parents and it will have a conclusion (p. 63).

The Bible begins with the words, "In the beginning"

(Genesis 1:1). Many religious groups believe in a point in

time called "Creation," although there are differing beliefs

about the date of Creation. Old Believers date the

beginning 7498 years ago. Jehovah's Witnesses, while not

adhering to a literal seven-day creation, believe that God

created man and woman and all other forms of life (School

and Jehovah's Witnesses, 1983).

Not only does human history have a beginning in the

Christian religion, it will also have a denoument. The

biblical apocalyptic books of Daniel (Chapter 12) and

Revelation prophesy that the sinful world will end, and God

will establish His kingdom of peace and righteousness in its

place.

From earliest days, Old Believers taught that the

apocalypse was near (Cunningham, 1981). Traditional Old

Believers hold that the world will last 7500 years.

According to their calendar, the end is due in 1992 (Colfer,

1975). Jehovah's Witnesses also have a strong apocalyptic

sense. Children are taught that Jesus will return soon and

set up his Kingdom on earth where the Witnesses will dwell

in perfection and joy for a millenium.

A millenium is part of the teaching of many Christian

groups. The book of Revelation (Chapter 20) foretells

Christ's one thousand years reign, in which there is peace.
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The Bible also speaks of eternal life--endless time with God

(John 3:16; Revelation 22:5).

The first grade children were doing an art project
at their desks. As they chatted, one Hispanic
female told her neighbors that Jesus is coming
again, and He will rule 1000 years (11/23/87).

Specific dates are often significant to religious

groups. The year 1666 has great significance to the Old

Believers. That is the date of the Great Schism, when

defectors from the Russian Orthodox Church preserved the

true faith (Cunningham, 1981; Robbins, 1986). Other dates,

such as the Assumption of the Holy Virgin, are also of great

significance to their faith.

Several dates are significant to the Jehovah's

Witnesses. In the early 1870s the Bible study, which led to

the development of the organization, began. In July of

1879, the first issue of the Watch Tower Magazine was

published. In 1881 Zion's Watch Tower Tract Society, later

the Watch Tower Bible and Tract Society, formed. By 1909

the movement was international, and the headquarters was

located in Brooklyn, New York.

The year 1914 has special significance to Jehovah's

Witnesses. Their founder, Charles Russell Taze, predicted

in 1876 that the "Gentile Times" (see Luke 21:24) would end

in 1914. When he was proven incorrect, the Witnesses

explained:

Not all that was expected to happen in 1914 did
happen, but it did mark the end of the Gentile
Times and was a year of special significance.
Many historians and commentators agree that 1914
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was a turning point in human history (Jehovah's
Witnesses in the Twentieth Century, 1979, p. 7)

The American school system, with the separation of

church and state, does not teach about religious time.

Eternity was mentioned only once, then to mean "a very long

time." The apocalypse is not treated as an imminent

possibility. Certainly, no public school teacher discusses

the end of the world in 1992. Significant religious dates,

such as 1666 and 1914 are not discussed, even in an

informative manner. Thus, the time orientation taught by

parents and elders in these groups is never seriously

addressed by the schools.

Russians honor major and minor holy days. These

conflict with the days recognized by mainstream culture, and

disrupt the cycles of the majority. Participants do not

come to the performance hall on holy days. They enter

another stage to participate in the 1000-year-old cycle of

the Russian church which uses a Julian calendar. When

Russians first entered the school, no Old Believer child

attended on any holy day. Twenty-five years later, this has

changed:

Administrator: There are major and minor holy
days. Most, if not all, observe the major. A lot
of families observe lust the major; it is
interesting to see which. Every Monday is a holy
day for some (grin). (8/5/87)

Table 8 shows the Russian holy days listed in the

Marion I. E. D. Manual for Educators of Russian Old

Believers Children in Oregon (1976). Major holy days
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forbidden:

Table 8
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Russian Holy Days

JANUARY:

FEBRUARY

APRIL

MAY

7 The Birth of Christ + (one week)
8 Synaxis of the Mother of God

14 St. Basil the Great
20 The Synaxis of John the Baptist

12 The Three Holy Bishops
15 The Presentation of Christ +

7 The Annunciation +
EASTER WEEK (varies from year to year) +

6 The Great martyr George
21 Saint John the Theologian +
22 Transfer of the relics of St. Nicholas +

Variable feast days, based on the date of Easter:
Mid-Pentecost Wednesday
Ascension

JUNE 3 Our Lady of Vladimir

Various holy days in the summer, such as the "Transfer of
the Robe of Christ, and the "Assumption of the
Mother of God," do not impact the school.

SEPTEMBER 8 Our Lady of Vladimir
11 The Beheading of St. John the Baptist +
21 The Birth of the Mother of God +
27 The Exaltation of the Most Holy Cross +

OCTOBER

NOVEMBER

DECEMBER

9 St. John the Theologian +
14 The Protection of the Mother of God +

4 Our Lady of Kazan
21 The Holy Archangel Michael
26 Saint John Chrysostom

4 The Presentation of the Mother of God +
19 St. Nicholas the Wonderworker +

It is obvious that the child from a devout family

misses many days of school. Even those who honor only the
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major holy days are often absent. The school has been

dealing with the attendance problem since the beginning.

Former Administrator (1969-1973): We did make one
other breakthrough about the second year. In 1970
or 1971 Brother Ambrose was at Mount Angel
College, and he acted as our go-between, and we
had all our Russian parents that we could get from
Marion County. And we had them all together and
discussed the differences in our calendars. The
fact that they had 22 holy days that they were
honoring that did not correspond with our eight.
Brother Ambrose took it upon himself to really lay
down the law to them, "You are now living in
America; if you want to live here, you need to
follow many of the regulations--you are already
doing some."

As a result it came down to 10 or maybe 11
that we granted them, because it didn't match our
calendar. We would still allow them to do this.
But it was a big decision on their part, too, to
really do this for us. (2/18/88)

In Parkersville Elementary, a neighboring public
school, an experience chart in the kindergarten
classroom read, "We have two holidays on Monday.
Memorial Day is an American holiday. Day of the
Holy Spirit is a Russian Holiday." This was the
only direct classroom reference to Russian dates
of significance I saw during the year 1987-1988.

In an interview, a primary teacher answered the

question: Specific things (if any) you do for the Russians,

Hispanics, and Jehovah Witnesses/fundamentalists in your

class?

Primary teacher: With Russian kids--explaining
when they're gone, why they're gone, why they're
absent. "What do you do? Are you home playing?"
We get a better understanding. It's not formal,
but I try to treat it as not a big deal, just
another flavor. Catholics have Saints' Days, so I
can identify. It is normal; it is simply a
different way to live.

The dance of the majority proceeds regardless of

Russian participation. The Staff Handbook (1988) designates

"Russian HD's" on September 11 (the day of the school cook
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out), September 21, (CTBS testing all week), October 9 and

14 (Gates testing), November 4, December 4, January 7 and

14, April 7, week of April 11 (Russian Easter), May 4, 6,

and 19 (Chapter 1 testing) June 3 and 8. Only Easter is

named.

Morris (1982) documents a public school in Alaska with

mostly Russian Old Believer students, which has taken their

time system into account as it planned its yearly schedule.

In 1968 a group of Old Believers purchased
property in Alaska, and about 600 Russians reside
there. . . .the school year conforms to the
Russian Orthodox (Julian) calendar, making it
convenient to adjust the schedule to allow for
Orthodox holidays and to arrange breaks for
Orthodox Christmas and Easter which do not
coincide with similar Western holidays. Moreover,
schedules are shifted to allow time to prepare for
and participate in the late Spring fishing season,
the harvest season, and the hunting season,
consistent with the subsistence patterns of the
group (p. 5).

Although Americans rarely articulate it, the United

States' time system is deeply embedded in the Judeo-

Christian heritage. The Gregorian calendar is used; and BC

(Before Christ) and AD (Anno Domine) have religious

significance. Many holidays, which the school recognizes,

have a religious base.

Cultural Time Orientations

Cultural time orientation refers to the the ways a

culture views time and the patterns it establishes for

acting within time. There are three levels of a culture's

time system: technical, formal, and informal time (Hall,

1969; Burgoon & Saine, 1978; Malandro & Barker, 1983).
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Technical Time

Technical time is scientific, measurable, precise time.

It is nonemotional and logical. It includes hours, minutes,

milliseconds and other instrument time. It is fully

conscious, explicit, and can be written down and taught.

Teachers are aware that they teach technical time in the

school, especially in primary grades.

A primary teacher, when told that the school
emphasized time, responded with surprise. She
said that she taught a unit on "physical" time,
meaning hours and minutes, but she did not realize
it went beyond that.

In most elementary classrooms, a large clock, white

with black numerals, and a second hand, dominate one wall of

the room, usually the front wall above the blackboard.

Children learning to tell time discuss the position of the

clock hands. Primary grades use a "Judy clock," a large

wooden model of a clock with moveable hands. They can be

heard saying, "When the big hand is on the ten and the

little hand is on the three. . ." A teacher says, "When the

long hand gets on the one, it will be five after nine.

That's when we need to start."

An intermediate teacher's lesson plans state the goal:

the learner will define year as the time it takes a planet

to make one revolution around the sun.

Informal teaching of technical time occurs in P. E.

The teacher gives children stopwatches, and they time one

another, learning that technical time can be divided into

tenths of seconds.
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Formal time

Formal time is traditional, rather than scientific.

Formal time has many components, some of which are conscious

and formally taught. It varies from culture to culture.

Old Believers traditionally use the Julian
calendar, which varies about thirteen days from
the Gregorian calendar. A Russian female informed
me, "We use your guys calendar."

Whereas other cultures emphasize natural cycles or

cycles of the moon, North American culture separates time

into years, months, weeks, days, hours, minutes, seconds.

A less conscious aspect of formal time includes

ordering of events, cycles, value, duration, depth and

tangibility of time within a culture. North American

mainstream culture recognizes weekly, monthly, seasonal

cycles, values time highly, judges duration by the clock not

by natural events, recognizes some depth, and sees time as a

tangible commodity.

All these aspects of time are emphasized almost daily

in the school setting.

Ordering of events. Mainstream culture sees as a fixed

order of events. In the school three types of cycles

emerge: cycles of the dominant society, cycles specific to

school, and, to some extent, person cycles.

Societal cycles are explicit and directly taught. In

the early years, a portion of the school day is set aside

and designated "calendar" in the teachers' plan books.

Children are called to the rug area of the room where they

sit on the floor and look at a large calendar with add-on
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days of the week. The days of the week, months of the year,

and the year are taught. Burgoon & Saine say, "Most

children do not completely master the formal time system

until about the age of twelve" (p. 101). Younger children

often make mistakes. By the upper grades, ordering of

events is internalized.

K: This is the month of March. What number in
March?

(November!)

T-1: Take a look at the calendar. This is a
tricky calendar. This is a very strange day.
Does anybody know why?

(Two more weeks till summer?) (Easter?)
No, it's Leap Year Day. (The teacher explains
that every four years a day is added to the month
of February. She discusses how many birthdays a
7-year-old would have had.) Isn't that strange?.
. . If your birthday were February 29, what day
could you celebrate? March the . . .{third!)
March the first. Strange. It only comes every
how many years? (four!)

Leap--that's an extra day to hop over.
Pretty weird, huh? {A Russian male counts, I'll
be eleven years old next time.)

What's the name of next month? (Monday!) It
starts with an M. March!

1: Today is Monday, November 23, 198...{seven!)
We are going to be able to say 87 for only about a
month. Did you know that?

I am going to leave parts off for you. Today
is Monday, November 23, (1987). This is Monday,
November {23), 1987. This is {Monday), November
23, 1987. This is Monday, (November) 23, 1987.
Let's try it again. We can't say October. (This
is Monday, November 23, 1987.) Know what? A lot
of people still said October. This is November.
[This lesson lasted five minutes.]

If you go to the grocery store and your mom
is getting ready to write the check, and she says,
"What day is it?" You can say, "Today is Monday,
November 23, 1987."

{My mom never goes shopping. We go to the
babysitter!)

Other primary grades have remarkably similar
lessons. Change is evident in the third grade.
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There the teacher instructs students to write the
date on every paper.

Write Sept. Sept period. Sept. 9, why do
you think there's a comma? If I didn't have a
comma, I'd think, Sept. 91, 987. We have to
separate the day from the year.

Throughout the year, social studies units
focus on how Indian tribes adapt to the seasons.

Lesson plans: Cheyenne seasons. The student
will draw a picture and add a sentence about how
the Cheyenne lived in the four seasons.

Students made a calendar for a Christmas
gift.

Months are associated with activities: March
is kite flying weather.

In the intermediate grades, there is less direct
teaching of formal time.
4/5: board has the date April 13, 1988, and below
it 4/13/88.

National Library Week is announced.
Seasons are still emphasized.

5: bulletin board features student haiku:
(Seasons/Seasons change real fast/With the

wind in the big trees/And clouds in the sky.)
(Summer/A time for playing/When the clouds

are high above/Summer every week.)

{What's today's date?) Wednesday, the 30th. How
many of you know how many days each month has?
{30} (31) How can you tell the difference? You
remind me. I'll tell you something so you can
memorize it and use it the rest of your life, and
we will memorize that. "Thirty days has
September." I will write it out on the board, and
we will memorize it. Those things are nice to
have.

The upper grades do not have "calendar time."
Only one upper grade room of a first-year teacher
featured a large calendar with leprechauns and
add-on dates.

Students date all papers. They look forward to
weekends.

In creative writing the teacher elicited the noun
747.

(What's a 747?)
It's an airplane.

(I'll make it into a time (7:47).)
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Not only does a culture order events; so does an

institution. The school day, the school week, the school

year is not the same as a day, week, or year in the culture.

School days start at 8:20 and end at 2:55. (Primary grade

days end at 2:30, with bus students waiting in the rooms

until the bus departs at 3:00.) The school week goes from

8:20 on Monday morning until 3:00 on Friday afternoon. The

school year extends from September 8, 1987, through June 8,

1988, at 3:00 p.m. Institutional time is mentioned at all

levels.

Today is the very first day of school. What will
I learn this year?

Today is the first day of a new grading period, so
let's get it off to a good start by getting all of
our work done.

I believe I said you are not to be in your group
today. You are not handling that.

{The whole day?)
The whole day.

Teachers discuss today, tomorrow, in the morning,
after school, this year, all referring to school
time. For example. "We will finish this today"
means before the 3:00 dismissal time. "In the
morning" means before lunch, which in the primary
grades, is at 10:50 a.m.

There is library day, music day, Young Author's
Day, Spring Break, the whole year, a new nine
weeks, Brian's last day, the beginning of the day
on Monday, next week.

Other aspects of school time affect teachers:

regularly scheduled faculty meeting days, assessment week,

inservice week, conference time, prep period.

Instructional time is also in their minds. Although

the school day is about six-and-one-half hours long, not all
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of that time is spent in instruction. Table 9 shows

instructional time in the Brownsville school:

Table 9

Instructional Time

Grade K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Length of
School Day 2.5 6.0 6.0 6.5 6.5 6.5 6.5 6.5 6.5

Total Hours
Instruction 2.5 4.8 4.8 5.4 5.4 5.4 5.4 5.4 5.4

Source: State Department of Education, School Profile, 1988

At the October Board meeting (1/23/87), the

superintendent brought a recommendation to extend the day

ten minutes - -to have ten more minutes of teaching time.

Until then school officially began at 8:30.

The buses arrived twenty minutes before school
started, and administrators felt if the children
were already here, why not make use of the time?
The board voted to lengthen the day, beginning
December 1, providing a month to contact parents
regarding the change.

Each person has his or her own ordering of time. Each

entered the dance of life at a different time and place.

Birthdays emphasize this entry, and for many children, class

time was disrupted, and special time set aside, to recognize

the individual's entry day. There are cultural differences

in commemoration of this individual time event.

Jehovah's Witness children do not celebrate birthdays.

Their booklet (School and Jehovah's Witnesses, 1983) cites

only two Biblical references to birthday parties, both for

pagans. They contend that early Christians did not
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celebrate birthdays. Furthermore, giving excessive

importance to one individual is shunned by Witnesses.

Old Believers do not celebrate birthdays; rather, they

celebrate the name-day (imeniny), which has religious

significance. The child is normally named within eight days

after birth, when he or she is baptized. It is usually on a

holy day or a Sunday, whichever is most convenient. In the

Old Believer calendar, each day of the year commemorates a

saint or martyr--some days, more than one. The child is

named for any of the saints commemorated on any one of those

eight days. Thereafter, the birth date of the individual is

not honored, rather, the saint's day, the name-day, is the

day of celebration. Mothers of large families may remember

how far the name-day is from the birth date for the first

two children; however, she usually forgets this "unimportant

detail" with later children (Morris, 1981, p. 95, Smithson,

1975) .

The day or so before a name-day, the person having
the name-day...will stop by to see several friends
and give them a gift (milostinya), asking them to
pray for him on his name-day. He may also invite
several close friends who are able to pray from
the Canon (Kanon) to come to his home for
breakfast on his name-day. These people will
often bring a gift (podarok). Other acquaintances
will acknowledge his name-day by greeting him with
wishes such as, "I congratulate you on your name-
day," or "A golden crown to your angel," or "To
the person with the name-day, goodness and health"
(Morris, 1981, p. 95).

RF (age 13): student creative writing, "My
Favorite Present:" One day on my birthday, my dad
bought me a present. It was a butterfly necklace.
. . .My sisters were invited to a party, and they
both took my necklace. They started fighting over
it and broke the chain. I told my dad that they
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broke my birthday present but they said that I was
lying so they didn't get in trouble for it. Then
the next day my sister Julie gave me her red
necklace that dad bought her when it was her
birthday. So now we're even.

I asked a group of three Old Believer females if
they celebrated birthdays or name-days.

One said, "There are eight days, then we get
baptized. My nephew was born Wednesday, he will
be baptized tomorrow [the following Tuesday]."
His name will be chosen from the Bible, using the
Russian calendar.

{cij: "what day will he celebrate his
birthday?)

"It will be tomorrow."
{cij: asked each girl her birthday.)
"I was born May 21, but my birthday is June

3. II

"I was born October 2, but my birthday is
October 15."

"December 9; my birthday is the twenty-
second."

Russian I-A: When they come to sign up their kids
for school--"Our way, it's like this; the new way
it's . . ." I get that all the time from the
older ones. The younger ones all speak English.

Even the day a child enters the Brownsville Elementary

performance stage is noted as "her first day."

A lifetime is divided into school days, career, and

retirement. Anniversaries also mark years that differ from

regular calendar years. In a reading group in second grade,

the Russian I-A discussed careers with the children, asking

them what they were good at doing. An entire period is

devoted to Careers in the eighth grade.

Teachers refer to the time "when I was a little
girl," "the rest of your life," or "when you grow
up."

One remarked, "Sometimes my kids call me 'an
old fossil.'"

Valuation: American culture believes that time is

valuable and should not be wasted or taken for granted.
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This mainstream cultural belief is occasionally voiced by

teachers, but is not listed as part of the lesson plan.

Words from economics, such as "afford" or "worth" are often

associated with valuation. The amount of valuation words

varied from teacher to teacher, and could not be linked to

any level. Primary teachers, as well as upper level

teachers referred to it. Some teachers rarely mentioned it;

one primary teacher made five valuation references during

one observation.

Primary teacher, when so many students were absent
that regular plans could not be completed: I hate
down time. I know it's fine, but. . .

Primary teacher: I don't want you to be wasting
time standing around. . . . You people are wasting
time. No stars for this time. Too many people in
line doing nothing. HM and HM, can you get to
work please, so you don't waste time? [They were
talking friendly.]

Intermediate teacher: You're wasting time still.

I-A: You don't settle down to work soon enough.

Intermediate teacher: It's only going to take a
minute or so, and it's worth it. Remember if
anything is worth doing, it's worth doing how?

(Nice.)
In other words if you take the time to do

something, you might as well take a little more
time and do it correctly. Remember, we talked the
other day, you will feel good about yourself and
we want to feel good about ourselves, don't we?
Just make a little more effort.

Upper level teacher: Hey, don't waste my time. I
don't have time to waste like that! AM, are you
wasting your time? You can do this during recess.

Upper level teacher: You have already wasted five
minutes working on those books.

Upper level teacher: You have wasted class time.
We already talked about that once. You can't
afford to waste time.
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Occasionally a student will lament the waste of
time. One day a teacher did symmetry art during
math.

{RF: We are not going to do math? We just
wasted our math!)

Tangibility. Tangibility refers to a culture's

perception of time as a commodity, a resource that can be

given, used, bought, or spent. It may be limited in amount,

or there may be a sufficiency, even at times a surplus. It

is seen as a container that can be filled or drained.

Americans mark its passage. Teachers, across all grades,

often make tangibility references.

Students have free time, extra time, spare time,
bonus time. They sometimes have enough, plenty,
even too much time. They can earn it, spend it,
waste it, or use it wisely.

They can run out of time. They may need more
time. They do work at home if they don't have
enough time at school. They are limited in time
some days.

Time comes in amounts: a few minutes, five
minutes, 20 more minutes. It just took up a
little time. Hurry up, you're taking too much
time. In any and all remaining time, you will be
able to finish. HM, we have 16 minutes and 24
seconds. Will you correct your spelling, please?

According to the timer, we are down to about
a minute and a half. A minute and a half. You
should be back to your desks. A minute and a half
isn't time to do that. {Children remain in their
places ten seconds.) You now have two minutes to
be at your desk. Two minutes to put your activity
up. . . .When the bell rings, you need to be back
in your seat, and we are down to one minute.
There's no time to turn it in. 40 seconds, one
second.

We are going to be holding for a few minutes this
morning.

This is time-consuming.
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Take your time.

A major aspect of tangibility is that it can be given

or taken away by higher status people who have power to

decide how time will be used. Indeed, bestowing or strictly

regulating the child's use of time is one of the major means

of reward or punishment in the entire school system.

You need to finish early, because you need to give
me some time.

Why?)
Because your name is on the board.

I am going to give us some time to read our story.
I didn't plan to do this, but you are doing so
well!

That's why I give you this time. That's why I
give you this time; so you can work.

(Teachers sometimes think the amount of time is
sufficient, the child's perception differs. This
student is kept late to finish an assignment.)

(We didn't have enough time.)
No, it isn't my fault. You had all the time

in the world to finish it.
(All the time in the world? Huh uh.)

In PE one first grade girl gave an answer that
gave everyone in the room free time. She was
"really heroic" that day.

On Field Day, if a child fell off the equipment,
seconds were deducted. If s/he did not go all the
way over the tires, s/he lost seconds.

You are losing recess time!

If you have 1-4 done, you can put your section
back in the notebook before you leave.

(1 and 4)
(That's illegal.)
No, it's not illegal.
([Teacher], it's against the law to hold

people against their will.)
You will get out faster if you quit arguing

about it.
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Synthesisity. Americans believe that larger things are

constructed from a combination of smaller units. The

universe is orderly and can be analyzed into component

building blocks. Time is no exception. Seconds become

minutes, minutes add up to hours, and hours make up a day.

Weeks, months, years, and centuries are combinations of

these smaller units.

In the school, there were fewer explicit references to

this, although it is implicit in most talk about time.

There were some identifiable references to synthesisity.

K: What we do is we count the days. Today is
what number? (2) A one. Tomorrow will be a (2).

Yesterday was the 20th day. What's today?
(28) No. (21) Let's count. Let's do the line.
If we have been in school 20 days, what's today?
(1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10. . .) What's gonna be
tomorrow? (26) No, 22 (30). Sit down.

Teacher (to new Russian student) Has it been lots
of days since you have been in school? When did
you come here? (long time ago) How many nights?
(?) Do you sleep in the car at RF's house? How
many sleeps have you had at RF's house? (3) A
whole bunch? (3) Oh, three.

Second grade Social Studies: It probably took
weeks to months (to move from Kentucky to
Indiana.)

Where's your workbook?
(don't have)

That's two days in a row, so you're gonna have to
take an F.

Duration. In mainstream North American culture, time

occurs between two points. When the time is over, the

activity associated with it stops. There are deadlines and

periods of time in which an activity must be accomplished.
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Rewards may follow those who meet deadlines; punishments may

follow those who overstep the time frame.

Duration is constantly taught, across all grades and by

all teachers. The word "during" often is a key to this

concept. Time, not completion of a task, frames the

boundaries of the task. It is an essential part of

monochronic time. This is not true in every culture.

Duration is the time a process takes to complete. A bell

does not announce the end of the dance; the dance is over

when the dancer has finished.

Finish your art project within seven minutes;
everyone get busy, or we won't finish by the time
we need it to be done. Books are overdue; they
were due last Thursday, due back in January, due
in December.

Bonus points are given for assignments turned in
on time.

This has to be in today, before you go out for
recess.

I expect you to know them by Friday.
{Why ?}

Because that's when you should know them. If you
did not hear, this Friday is the date you are to
know your multiplication facts. It's the day
before Spring Break.

Basically, there are six more periods, six days to
go (before the Science Fair).

In Beat the Clock tests children are given a piece
of candy for reading a list of words within ten
seconds.

In math competition, children have three seconds
to answer a math fact; the row gets points if they
succeed. 12 x 6 { } TIME! 12 x 3 {32} TIME!

One minute to be back at your desk. (A timer is
set.) You guys, I don't believe this! You are
back at your desks, and you still have 30 seconds
left! Good job!
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There's no time limit, but work rapidly.

Hurry. Come on; time's up! Quickly!

I'm telling you not to be talking during this
time.

"between the time Franklin Delano Roosevelt was
governor of New York and President. . ."

Do you want me to start the timer?
(No!)

Well, then, get your notebooks going.

Depth. Americans have the notion that the present

emerges from a past. References to depth of time are found

throughout the school, with more in intermediate and upper

grades. Depth of time is institutionalized in the study of

history in social studies and evolution in science.

K: (Anglo male: In the old days. . .)

1: There was one reference to a kid in the old
days. The students studied dinosaurs.

2: A social studies unit on pioneer children had
the child contrast the pioneer school with the
modern. In this grade children put events and
pictures in time order.

3: (The lesson on how food has evolved featured a
filmstrip on the history of eating in America,
showing pictures from 1903. It mentioned Borden
in 1880s and Jello in the 1950s.) Look at what
100 years have done. That's just in 100 years,
people!

By the 4th grade, Social Studies books are full of
references to the early days of America. Dates
are abundant: 1620--Plymouth Rock; 1607--the
first colony. 1787 was the date of the
Constitution.

5th graders had units on prehistoric animals and
the first people in the Americas, the growth of
education and the spread of ideas.
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Seventh graders studied world history. Their text
took them back to the beginning of human history,
including prehistoric people.

Upper grade students studied the distant past in
science. A student matter-of-factly reads the
eighth grade science text about life 300 million
years ago.

In the upper grades, teachers sometimes ask students to

write about the future or about time travel.

RM: If I went into the future, I would see sybord
(sic) people and dogs. I also would see jet
planes, lazer guns, and lazer proof vests. There
would be a lot of cars and radio active fuel for
super fast high powered mind controlled cars that
fly. There would be rocket power bikes and skate
boards. There would be robots and only
underground railways. There would be mind readers
and original people. Robots would go after crooks
and scientists would go after interesting animals.
There would be contacts with alines out of this
world. That will happen if you go into the
future.

JW male: I went to have my fortune told, and the
fortune teller told me that I would be going back
in time. I really didn't believe her. I was
riding my motorcycle home when a car cut out in
front of me. I flew off a cliff, but I hit the
bottom. I wasn't hurt but there was a big animal
in front of me. I didn't have any clothes on, and
my bike was crushed. I went to look for a big
leaf to put over me. When I was walking a big
dinosaur almost stepped on me. I found a leaf.
It was too warm for my whole body to be covered.
When I looked around there wasn't any cars,
people, and there wasn't any grass. I was stuck
with the dinosaurs forever!

Informal Time

The informal time system, based on day-to-day

practices, is unconscious and must be interpreted

situationally. This nonverbal system is most difficult for

newcomers to the culture. There are eight informal levels

of duration, and four other elements of this system:
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urgency, activity, variety, and monochronism. Informal time

is constantly modeled and referred to during the course of

the school day, in all levels, by all instructional

personnel.

Duration. Eight levels of duration are: immediate,

very short, short, neutral, long, very long, terribly long,

and forever. All these levels are situationally based.

Sometimes "very short" means a few days; sometimes it means

a few seconds. The situation determines the precise

meaning.

Teachers use many words and phrases to signal

"immediately":

Now! Right now! One second. This time. Just a
minute, I am talking. Immediately. That means
NOW, please. Just a moment here! Pronto! Now,
now, now, now.

Usually these words are in a slightly louder voice, and

accompanied by abrupt pitch drops (clipped tones). In the

earliest grades, the teacher may teach a child the

importance of immediate response, and children must

generalize the immediate response to other authority

figures.

T-1: I need you over here now.
(Child protests.)

I mean NOW. When I tell you to do something, I
mean it!

Not between now and lunchtime, NOW!

You need to mind her the first time on the
playground.

"Very short" duration is often specified by teacher as

a number of seconds or minutes. Although the teacher is
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sometimes very close to the literal time, it is not

generally to be taken literally. "Wait a sec, guys," lasts

twenty seconds. "One moment" is also twenty seconds.

My thumb's going to come up in a minute or two;
have you figured it out? Ten seconds. In a
second. In just a second. Wait a second. Hang
on for one second. In just a moment. In about 30
seconds. Think for a minute. Real quick. Find
something in ten seconds--one, two, three, four.
Boys and girls, would you stop for a minute and
listen?

"Short" duration sometimes uses the same vocabulary as

very short duration, but the time span is longer. Children

must translate the literal words into the meaning in the

context and decide appropriate behavioral responses.

Only a few minutes left [15-20]. Five more
minutes. Not quite yet. Just a couple of minutes
[6]. About five minutes [15]. You should be
sitting down a long time ago [30 seconds]. PE is
soon. Pretty soon. It's not too long. Trade
places for the moment. A few more minutes. Talk
a minute. Get [the report card] back as soon as
possible [a day or two], or you forget about it.
Immediately. A couple more minutes, and I'm done.

"Neutral" duration is not specific. Context supplies

the meaning, and may imply "never."

Once upon a time. One day. Sometime today. The
last time I was in Portland. Later. Sometime.
Sometimes. Before. Next time. Several times.
Earlier. After the assembly. We may, one week,
let you choose [where to sit.] Every time. There
are times when you need to use division. You use
it all the time. Not now, later. How often.
Rarely. We have a time factor. Not yet. The
other day. Awhile ago. Maybe later. Before you
go. Whenever. Play a joke on me later; we need
to work now.

Words for "long" are used much less frequently. Again,

the context supplies the meaning between "long" and "very

long." Appropriate length of time varies from activity to
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activity. A long time in the restroom is not the same as a

long time until summer vacation. Successful teachers

determine length of time for each activity. Successful

children internalize appropriate length.

I don't want to replace the pen; I want it to last
a long time [for several months, or one school
year].

[I] have been doing this with you for a long time
[two months]. We are going to keep doing this all
day, it looks like. Listen, now; I've been going
through this--I don't know how long--and I don't
want to go through it every day. Some people
never learn!

When did you start [these books]?
(a long time) [less than a week].

You were gone (to the restroom) far too long [10
minutes].

For days I've been asking. . .

It seemed like a long time to get to Portland
[about 30 minutes].

You have had this book out forever; someone else
might like to use it [months].

If we don't start cleaning up then, I'll be here
all night.

[A child missed several days of school]; HM has
been very sick for a very long time, muyo duro.

Did the trip [across the plains] just take a
little time? (It took forever!) OK, took awhile.

References to "terribly long" and "forever" were minimal.

Spelling word: Forever. These boots will last
forever.

Weather all the time is climate.

One teacher read a story about a child whose
grandmother died. He cried because he would never
see Grandma again.

Bet you never miss that one again!
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Urgency. The timing of an event may indicate its

importance. For example, if a parent unexpectedly came to

get a child at 1:30 instead of the normal 3:00 dismissal

time, something unusual might be happening in the family.

In the school most events signaling urgency were

institutionally-based. For example, the intercom would

interrupt classes and either ask for a teacher or for a

student. The student dropped everything, left the room, and

went to the office. Sometimes it was for institutional

functioning rather than life-and-death situations, but the

fact that the intercom interrupted the business of school

indicated the status of the office.

The intercom called the music teacher out of his
class. 'Scuse me, Mr. M. When will you have time
to meet with a parent?" He left the room
immediately. Upon return he apologized, "It was
kind of a sticky situation."

The intercom called an I-A who was working with a
group of students. "Mrs. I-A, can you come to the
office?" She asked, "Can it wait?" But she got
up and left immediately.

Occasionally, the principal interrupted a
classroom. After a food fight in the cafeteria,
he entered a room, reprimanded the children,
delineated rules for behavior in the cafeteria in
the future, listed the consequences of breaking
those rules, and left. That interruption
emphasized the urgency and importance of the
matter.

Activity. Activity means that something is happening

in a time frame. It is very important that students do

constructive activities at all times. Successful students

find something to do, even if they have finished the

activity allotted for the time slot. Unsuccessful students
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are not able to select proper activities. Teachers specify

which activities are acceptable and which are not. The kind

of acceptable activity is often determined by M-time. (See

the discussion below.) Some time slots are set aside for

specific activities such as math worksheets; supplementary,

related activities, such as math flashcards, are acceptable

if time remains after the worksheet is completed. Other

positive learning activities in a different subject may not

be acceptable during that time. At other times, or with

other teachers, any kind of constructive activity is

appropriate. This aspect of informal time is also apparent

at each level throughout the school. One category on the

report card is, "Uses time wisely."

K: Remember, we do not play with free centers
during math time. (Can we draw on the salt?) No,
you may not; this is numeral, not free center
time.

Primary: (Children are chanting "Peter, Peter,
Pumpkin Eater.) I-A, That's very nice, but now is
math time, and we want you counting and making
math sounds. No singing.

(very soft: Peter, Peter.)
Do I have to put your names on the board?

(I didn't sing.) (Me either.)

This time is yours, and I want to see everyone
working. I do not want to see anyone work on
these (coloring sheets); Everyone is working on
your book or working on writing in your writing
book. Hey, you guys, this isn't visiting time!

Practice until it's time to change.

When you finish, just put it on your desk and get
out a book to read.

Music: This is not the time to write.

Intermediate: If you finish before the others,
please go back and practice in case I call on you.
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Sit quietly. You may draw at your desk. Do
whatever you do quietly. Everybody's going to
finish up, and then we are going to move on.

Finished? After today, have a library book. . .

Find something to do that isn't talking.

{What do we do when we are finished?)
I-A: Quietly wait.
Teacher: Right. Put out the "Do Not Disturb"
sign.

Upper: If you get done early, what can you do?
Start reading tomorrow's. What can you do if you
get done?

(Read)
What else? Constructive!

Remember, there is no such thing as "finished."

Variety. Constant repetition of the same activity

results in cries of "I'm bored." American culture

emphasizes a variety of activities within a time frame.

This aspect of informal time is implicit in the way teachers

organize classroom activities. It is unthinkable that

children would spend an entire school week doing only

multiplication worksheets. A look at lesson plan books

reveals a variety of methods used to teach during a time

frame. Children may be doing a variety of things within the

same period.

Primary: We are going to be doing lots of
different things.

During math time, children engage in many
activities. Some work with unifix cubes. Some
use beans painted green on one side and white on
the other. Not all work on the same number.

The teacher uses Math Their Way in conjunction
with the math book. "It's a lot more fun. I

didn't think it was near as profitable, but I'm
delighted."
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[To Young Authors, who plan to read one of their
books to the class]: If you've shared a book
before, don't share it again.

[At the end of the day] We've done a lot of
things today. Some read. I want you to think. I

want you to think in pictures, eyes closed.
Rewind a VCR of the day; picture in your mind some
of the things that we did today.

Intermediate: The teacher had some of the
students the previous year. They had made an
ornament as a gift the previous year. This year,
she varied the shape, of the ornament. "I didn't
want to do the same thing twice."

Upper: A teacher uses the Success in Reading and
Writing program which has several modules for the
reading lesson: the study skills module, the
current events module, the reading module. It
also has cycles such as reading for the main idea,
for specific information, for characters.

By the upper grades, variety is institutionalized.
There are separate classes for separate subjects.

Monochronism, M-time: This is perhaps the most

significant aspect of time in North American culture, and

had the most references in the school. It was mentioned

every day in every class that I visited, across all grade

levels. Monochronism is the scheduling of only one activity

at a time. It emphasizes schedules, segmentation, and

promptness. M-time is highly associated with industrialized

cultures.

The converse is polychronic time, P-time, which

stresses involvement of people and completion of

transactions more than strict scheduling. Schedules do not

get in the way of courtesy, consideration, and kindness to

people. Most peasant cultures do not operate on monochronic
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time. Russians and migrant Hispanics, in their homes and in

their traditional way of life, did not operate in M-time.

In M-time, the day, the year, the period are strictly

scheduled. Teachers explain the schedule to the children

the first day of class. Often it is written on the board.

The child learns what is expected within each time frame.

Teachers who rupture the routine for any reason apologize

and explain to the children that the unusual is happening.

M-time is interwoven with other aspects of formal and

informal time. Successful students choose appropriate

activities during each time frame; they adapt to changes in

the routine; they quit when the time is up; they fill in

remaining time if they finish an activity before the time

period is over. Even their bodily functions conform to the

schedule. Unsuccessful students do not make these

adaptations. Teachers punish violations of M-time by

putting the child's name on the board or taking away free

time such as recess or breaks.

Apologies/explanations:
This is a unique, expanded period; I need you to
listen. . .

There will be a change in order. We will do
spelling first.

{Spelling}
Spelling. We are going to do spelling.

{What are we going to do?}
(She begins to dictate spelling words.)

{Why are we having spelling now?}
(No response.)

We are going to do some things out of order, but
that's OK. We are going to do something we
normally do in the afternoon.
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The teacher explains any schedule changes at the
beginning of the day; one day included an
interruption for bus drill.

Turn-taking:
Children are taught not to interrupt one another.
Children take turns; one at a time.

(Can I go to the bathroom?)
Someone just went.

Wait! I have one person talking to me, and that's
all I can handle at once.

Timing of Bodily functions:
(10:03: Teacher, can I go to the restroom?)
No, it's not time. (Time was given at 9:51).

(Can I go to the bathroom?)
Nope, we have break in twenty minutes. You can
hold it. That's why I take you to the bathroom
after recess. You guys have good kidneys.

(I have a bladder problem.)
Notice the names going on the board because you're
talking.

I want you to get a drink and use the restroom, so
we don't have to interrupt class.

OK, it's time to take the test.
(Teacher, I need to get a drink.)

When you go to PE.

Periods with specific activities assigned:
OK, silent reading is now beginning. It's silent
reading time, AM. You have to plan for five
minutes of reading. You may not get something
that takes one minute, get out of your seat and
get another. Everyone understand that?

(I just read it again.)

Time for social studies.
(Do we keep the books?)

I'm going to collect them at the end of the
period.

Open up your books. I'd like to see your study
sheet. There should be four periods filled out.

I don't want you to be drawing. It's a work
period.

Get settled back to your study time, please.
(I have something important.)
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What? What?
(The basketball tournament.)

No! That's not important during study time.

(Teacher raises her hand and announces the end of
spelling.) What do you do when I say, "Reading
Records"? Your mouth closes; you get back in your
places.

'Scuse me folks; you need to realize we're at the
end of the group time, so no conversation., This
is not a share time.

Again, what kind of time are we in?
(Silent.)

Silent!

We are watching a movie today.
(What's it called?)

I will let you know when it's time.
(They watch the movie "The Hobbit." Lunch

time comes right in the middle. They get up,
leave the room, and go to lunch.)

Schedule of events:
The teacher is reading Charlotte's Web. Wilbur,
the pig, planned his day. The book details hourly
plans: 12:00 lunch time; 1-2 sleep; 2-3 scratch
itchy places, and so on. When he awoke it was
raining, and his plans were ruined. He lamented
that all the days were alike. He cried from
boredom. That night he met the spider, Charlotte.

First graders preview their day; 3/4 graders
preview the week.

Quickly! We're behind schedule!

(Are we writing today, or do we read?)
It's Thursday. Please get your writing. This is
writing day.

The teacher plans for students to read TV
schedules and events schedules, examples of M-time
in the dominant culture.

HF wants to paint, but there's no time today in
the schedule. Speech, music, then home. Do you
want to stay all night?

(Yes. It would be fun.)
You'd get hungry.

(I'd drink water.)
What about breakfast?

(I'd drink water.)
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Right now, I know lots of you would like to do
that [use the computer], but it's time for
reading. (The children go to other primary rooms
for ability based reading groups, and they cannot
keep other classes and teachers waiting.)

One activity at a time:
You have about five more minutes, then we need to
do something else in math.

(Journals?)
No, not journals! Something else in math.

Take out your journals.
(A student wanted to redo a lost math paper;

another wanted to do handwriting.)
Not during THIS time.

Folks, I said, "Current Events." That means you
should get your notebooks. Writing away!
Conversations end! Let's go!

Segmented, with cut-off points:
Students were waiting to work on the computer

in segments of time. They were responsible to
watch the clock and go when it was their time. If
they did not go then, they missed their
opportunity for the day.

The I-A is working with a group of students.
time is up; I have to go." She leaves, even
though the lesson is not over.

(AF: Can somebody help me (with math)?)
No, it's time to go to recess.

Clock-dependent segments:
(When is the assembly?) (1:45)

1:45...yeah 1:45.
(No recess?)

Recess after, remember?

Get busy, you guys! Look at the clock@

(Can I leave?)
It isn't time to leave yet.

"My

The students in 8th grade tell the teacher when it
is time to go.

(At 1:39) Teacher: Do we go now?
(30 seconds) (one minute)

OK. We will wait it out.
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(There are numerous interruptions during the
school day. Monthly checks for head lice
interrupt classroom schedules. The 6th grade
science class is interrupted.)
Who hasn't had their head checks, go out there.

(Some students leave the room.) (Student
enters: What are we doing?)
If you came in late, just pick up where you left
off, OK? You have been through head checks
before. That means you go out and come back in
and pick up where you left off.

The schedule is not always based on biorhythms.
8th grade science is scheduled immediately after
lunch. During the discussion on plate techtonics,
AFs head is down; so is HM's. AM yawns.

Punctuality. If time is seen as a discrete point,

things can be scheduled in exact segments and divisions of

time. Promptness is associated with closeness to the

discrete point. Prompt people aim at or before the point;

they are "on" time. Latecomers miss the precise point.

They aim somewhere in the vicinity of the point, allowing a

built in plus-or-minus factor. They see the point as

diffuse, representing a range, rather than a point. The

school is organized around discrete point promptness.

Historically, Hispanics, Russian people, and rural cultures

in general were not as clock-oriented as American industrial

culture; they may not consider tardiness in the same way.

In the school there was often tardiness. Both students

and teachers were late to classes. Students were always

expected to explain their tardiness. They were not admitted

to the classroom without a note from the office on which the

reason for their tardiness was given. When an I-A was

tardy, the children asked for an explanation. They did not
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ask the higher status people, such as teachers, to explain

their reasons for being late.

Sometimes teachers were late in getting their class to

another class. Their explanations varied. In general, all

teachers were on time to institutional functions such as

school assemblies and the cafeteria, where the schedule was

so tight that extreme tardiness by one class would affect

the rest of the institution. There was some leeway at the

end of the day dismissal time, also. Buses did not leave

until all the students were aboard. Tardiness did not

exceed a couple of minutes in most cases.

K: Let's sing it again. I know we're late, but
when you're this late (two minutes) one more
minute won't matter.

1:35: An I-A brought the children to the room
after PE. The teacher was not in the room.

(She's coming! She's coming!) (No!)
1:37 the teacher entered. She said nothing.

The teacher arrived in the room two minutes after
the children.

{Some put their heads down and waited; some
visited quietly with neighbors.)
She said nothing.

At 12:20 an I-A entered a primary classroom.
(You are late!) (You are late!)

No, you guys are early.

(The I-As could be late if they had a good reason.
One was in the office, doing institutional
business. The teacher explained.) Go ahead.
Mrs. I-A is a little late this morning. Mrs. I-A
is a little late, so I'm going back and forth
[between groups.]

Students should be neither too late, nor too early. If

they are too early, they cannot enter the classroom. If

they are late, they must have a note from the office.
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(A kindergarten HF arrived sixteen minutes early.)
Get your coat and sit outside and wait.

(On the steps?)
Uh huh. Just like HM did that day. Sit and read.
You cannot play in the center.

Early arrivers in the main building waited in the
front hall until the bus arrived. Children from
older grades were allowed in the gym. Bouncing
balls could be heard.

(HM arrived in the classroom 30 seconds
late.)
Not bad, HM!

(HM arrives 30 seconds late.)
HM, you should be in here sitting down a long time
ago!

RM, has anyone seen RM? Well, he'll be along.
He's been late everyday. The only one absent is
RM, and if he's true to form this week, he'll come
in late.

(RM enters late, because he was in the principal's
office for fighting during PE.) RM, get me a note
from the office, because you are late. You need
to have a note from the office.

AM, get yourself in here and get settled. You are
late!

8:30 bell. You are tardy, RM. go to the office.
You're tardy. Now move!

AF, I'm glad to see you are here on time today.
AF, you are on time, too.

Teachers are not as rigid in their point-in-time

arrival for activities, such as PE and recess. They often

threaten that the children will be late, and it is their

fault. In general, they did not act as concerned about

being late for PE. That could be partly because the clock

in the gym was about two minutes slower than the clocks in

the rest of the building, and often the children had to wait

a few minutes anyway. Teachers also threatened an
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individual student with loss of time for lunch, but not the

whole class.

Quick, quick, quick! You guys are going to be
late to PE. Hurry! Hey, slow down and walk!

(I told you we were late.)

We're still not quiet, so I'll just wait. Whose
fault will it be if you are late for PE?

Keep going, AM, you are going to be late for
lunch. That has to be done before lunch.

Time as Quality

Not only do Americans see time as a commodity, but

there are are different subjective emotions associated with

people's experience of time (Hall, 1983). Cohen (1981)

referred to "subjective time." Teachers and students have

good and bad time. They routinely greet their students with

"Good morning." They urge them to have a good weekend, a

good Christmas, a good day (as they leave the school at 2:30

p.m.). They ask pupils to make sure the new student has a

good day. Conversely, teachers and students have bad day or

hard days, or students and teachers give one another a bad

time. One afternoon was "a bomb."

Did we have a good day today? (Yes.) Will we
have a good day tomorrow? I like to think of a
day as 1-99. 99 is as good as can be. Tomorrow,
let's have another 99 day. Today was perfect.

(In the cafeteria the I-A had to ask the people
several times to lower their voices.) Now you've
ruined my day. Now I'm going to ruin your day!

AF, you're not having a very good day? I am not
having a very good day either. My coffeepot
didn't work. I went to the copy machine, and it
didn't work either.

(I'm always the last one.) Hard life, right?
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Now comes the fun time. Now comes the fun time.
(Teacher distributes papers.) (It's no fun.)

Both students and teachers can experience time as

moving rapidly or dragging. It can fly, or it can be highly

stressful, putting pressure on people.

(HM tells the teacher it was a short day. I'm
glad it was, because my mom was in Mexico, and she
got home yesterday.)

It may be one of those days. When the morning
starts out hectic, the day goes hectic.

(The teacher announced the afternoon schedule.)
It seems the afternoon is going to go quite
quickly, doesn't it?

It's been a long morning. You've done well.
Let's not ruin it now.

Status is also associated with one's position in time.

The child who is chosen last is often the lowest status

child. In one primary class, children shared books they had

written. After one child read, he or she chose the next

reader. The more popular children were chosen first; the

lowest status child in the classroom was chosen to read

last, after the children had been sitting on a rug on the

floor for over a half hour and were very tired. The amount

of time given to her story was not as great as that for the

other children.

Conclusions

At the primary level of culture, the daily classroom

interactions demonstrate that the dominant American concepts

of formal and informal time have negligible competition in

the public school system.
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CHAPTER VI: DISCUSSION

Overview

The Brownsville School, located in a rural area in the

Willamette Valley of Oregon, attempts to educate the

children of three identifiable minority groups: a variety

of Hispanic students, a group of Russian Old Believers, and

a small, but vocal number of Jehovah's Witnesses.

Sabey (1969) concluded that the Brownsville School

faced a dilemma shared by many schools in America. What

does a school do with a culturally diverse student body? He

asked:

Are schools in a democratic nation consistent with
democratic ideals when they attempt to enforce
conformity? Should a nation which places such a
high value upon democracy and individual freedom
utilize its schools as agents of enforced culture
change? Is the reality of cultural plurality an
anathema in this society? Are parochial schools
the only answer to preservation of religion and
cultural heritages of ethnic minorities? Should
all people in and out of schools think alike and
have like habits and behavior (p. 147)?

Two decades later, these questions bear repeating.

Many changes have occurred in the ensuing years. Old

Believers have accommodated themselves to the system in many

ways. The school has made adjustments. But, after twenty

years, has a multicultural perspective been incorporated

into the system, or does mainstream culture still almost

exclusively dominate the curriculum?

A year of fieldwork revealed no planned multicultural

program. Concepts, such as "custom," occasionally appeared
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in ordinary classwork. Generally, aspects of surface culture

were discussed--language, clothing, and food predominately.

The school worked around the varying beliefs and customs,

rather than with them, rarely addressing them.

Language was the exception. The institution addressed

language differences in an ESL program, in translation of

school information into three languages for parents, and in

efforts by the administration to increase staff awareness

and effectiveness with minority language students.

In general, however, there was no coherent vision for

accomodation to the pluralistic student population. This

monocultural presentation in the school, reflecting the

norms of society as a whole, has had an effect on students.

Traditional customs of Hispanic and Old Believer students

are changing in areas of holidays, pets, clothing, foods and

eating habits, and language. Even beliefs, such as family

living and cosmology are undergoing change. Jehovah's

Witnesses, in cognitive defiance against mainstream culture,

show resistance to change in holidays and cosmology;

however, some student writing shows effects of the

mainstream culture, probably as much from media influence as

from the school.

Discussion of the Findings

Three questions were asked at the outset of the study.

Most of the available data answered the first two in depth.

Because "multicultural education" is not clearly defined by
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the school system, participants were brief in their answers

to the third question.

1. What major areas of surface culture
directly or indirectly affect the school?

Many differences in surface culture directly affect the

daily happenings in the school. Documentation from a year

of participant observation reveals salient areas of surface

culture affect the different minority groups in varying

proportions.

Cultural differences in clothing were most visible in

Russian students. Although the distinctive costumes of the

traditional Russian peasant were highly visible, especially

on females, changes have occurred, such as dressing down for

PE. Some Russian students also expressed dissatisfaction,

by words or actions, with Old Believer fashions.

Name differences seemed to have a negligible impact on

the school, except when a Russian child chose to experiment

with an Anglicized name.

Sabey documented clashes over dietary differences, and

the Russian students continued to encounter cultural

conflicts in the area of food. Because of strict religious

fasts and the concept of pocrany, there were many food

restrictions. Almost daily temptations to break some

Russian cultural norms, which have religious significance,

led some children regularly to "cheat" on what they ate, or

be left out of institutional activities and communal awards

associated with food. The other two groups experienced less

conflict. Americanized versions of Mexican foods were
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regularly featured in the cafeteria menu. Jehovah's

Witnesses's diet is generally mainstream; however, these

children were excluded during holiday parties and food

drives, when the school built community cohesion by

participating in an altruistic project.

Questions might be asked about the recipients of the

food. What effect did it have on children whose homes

received food baskets during the Christmas season? How did

the Russians feel when they received a basket during a major

fast, and several weeks before their celebration? One

Hispanic family, which is notoriously poor, always received

a basket of food. How did their children feel when they got

this food which their school peers collected "for the poor

people who don't have any food"?

Both Russians and Hispanic traditional culture was

constantly challenged by the pervasive anthropomorphism of

animals in American society, not simply the Brownsville

School. Student writing revealed how this American notion

of pets created changes in minority group families in the

area.

Holidays noticeably highlighted cultural differences in

participants from all three groups. Probably Jehovah's

Witness children were most affected, because they suffered

exclusion. The children also did not always distinguish

which of the holidays were banned for them and which were

neutral, allowing their participation. Furthermore, such

students created more work for teachers who made alternate
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lesson plans for them. Russians, following the Julian

calendar, celebrated Easter and Christmas on different

dates, during which they took an extra week out of school.

The school accommodated to these extra holidays, but make up

work was required of all Russians. Furthermore, most

significant Russian holidays were not known to Americans,

nor were they mentioned in the school. Hispanics from

traditional Mexican backgrounds also had different customs

surrounding holidays. Cinco de Mayo was mentioned but not

celebrated in the school. Both Russian and Hispanic

children have added new holidays, such as Halloween, St.

Valentine's Day, and Thanksgiving, to their traditional

celebrations.

Sports and entertainment also posed problems for Old

Believers and Jehovah's Witnesses. Both groups

traditionally have found identity in group relationships.

Old Believers were closely tied to their communities;

outsiders were pogany. Jehovah's Witnesses owed their

allegiance to another "Kingdom." Emphasis on individual

achievement in sports and values portrayed in secular

entertainment contradict some of the values on group

cohesion and identity, modesty, and propriety of these

religious people.

The problems of "explanations" was not limited to these

three groups in the school. Scientific explanations of the

origins of life and sex education are controversial topics

in society at large. It was not surprising that there were
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cultural clashes in the school which extended to other

students.

Finally, language, probably the most salient

difference, affected every participant in the school. As

Tammivaara & Enright (1986) propose, each child must adjust

to a child's world and an adult's world. Language minority

children must adjust to a second child's and a second

adult's world--in this case, to a third child's world. Even

language majority children adjusted to two other children's

worlds, at least. In play, in friendship formation, in

classroom interactions, the three language groups interacted

and constructed social reality. Teachers constantly faced

the challenge of communicating with children in various

stages of language acquisition. They were "under the gun"

to produce students capable of reading, writing, and

surviving as adults in American culture. The school

provided an ESL class to assist children in learning

English. No institutional support was given to maintenance

of their primary language.

2. How does the school directly or indirectly
teach about the primary level cultural factor of
time?

Time has many dimensions which were apparent in the

interactions of the school. Different psychological time

orientations, which may be associated with socioeconomic

class as well as cultural traditions, could be observed.

The mainstream future-orientation and time-line orientation
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provided the basis for cultural time and dominated daily

actions and interactions in the school.

Religious time, which is central to Russian Old

Believer culture and forms a major component of the

Jehovah's Witness belief system, was never seriously

addressed by the secular school system, even in an

informative manner, except where observance of religious

celebrations impacted school attendance in the case of Old

Believers. Then, accommodations were made on both sides.

Aspects of cultural time constitute a major message

system that was inculcated into all the children. Technical

time, the scientific, measurable system, was consciously

included in the curriculum. Primary math units were planned

to teach this system. It was also informally taught

throughout the day as teachers helped children deal with the

ubiquitous clocks prominently displayed throughout the

building.

Components of formal time were also consciously taught

in the primary grades. Whole blocks of instruction were

given to "calendar." Cycles of years, months, weeks, days,

and hours were patiently drilled into children's awareness.

Less conscious aspects of formal time were unconsciously

inculcated. These included ordering of events, value,

duration, depth, and tangibility. Societal cycles, school

cycles, and personal cycles were also unconsciously

inculcated.
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Rules for informal time are not articulated by most of

the members of a culture, and teachers were generally

unaware of the many dimensions of time, and how it shaped

every aspect of the institution. Eight levels of duration

exist: immediate, very short, short, neutral, long, very

long, terribly long, and forever. Of these, references to

immediate, very short, and short duration were most common.

Urgency, activity, variety, monochronism, and its associate,

punctuality, also were communicated to children.

Monochronism, or M-time, was mentioned by all adults in the

school, at all levels, everyday. It was constantly

interwoven with other aspects of technical, formal, and

informal time. Informal time must be interpreted

situationally, and people successful in school could

interpret meanings and determine appropriate actions in the

informal system.

Subjective emotions are associated with time, and these

were also part of the school day.

Status was associated with time. Higher status people

controlled the use of time. Indeed, time was dispensed as

reward or as punishment.

Even though there are many other ways of approaching

time--a past- or present-orientation, polychronic time,

religious time systems--the school taught the formal and

informal system of the dominant culture. This is probably

necessary, for mastery of this system is imperative for most

jobs in the culture. Indeed, Russian Old Believers have had
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difficulty working at regular jobs, because employers were

unable to accommodate for the difference between their

religious time cycles and mainstream cycles of forty hour

work weeks.

3. How do participants perceive multicultural
education in a culturally-diverse district?

There are varying perceptions of multicultural

education in this culturally-diverse school system. In

general, most respondents seemed happy with the school.

There was good interaction between the board and the

community. Parents volunteered in the school. Townspeople

spoke highly of the institution. Former teachers and

administrators saw changes, for the better. It was apparent

that the institution was a source of pride to many in the

community.

Many, however, when asked about multicultural

education, did not know how to respond. They struggled for

definition. Teachers did not know what would constitute

"good" multicultural education. Some mentioned emotional

types of support--making each child feel important and proud

of his or her heritage. A few mentioned aspects of surface

culture, such as food, clothing, music, or dances.

Townspeople were vague, but felt the diversity of culture

should somehow be discussed. Many parents were glad that

their children were growing up in a school with such

diversity; it prepared them for the "real" world.

Jehovah's Witnesses realized the problems caused by

their cognitive defiance (although none used that term), and
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were grateful that faculty and administration were generally

supportive of their children.

Some criticism was leveled at the school for attitudes

toward language differences. Russian and Hispanic parents

expressed concern that their children were not learning

English well enough. Some classified staff members felt

that children should be taught in their own languages, if

necessary. Several felt that teachers needed to be

sensitive to language minority students. Russian parents in

the county expressed a desire for Russian language

instruction, and ad hoc schools were set up in homes with

hired tutors to perpetuate the language.

Recommendations

The Brownsville School is an exciting place to be,

because of the diversity of cultures of its participants. I

was constantly impressed with the dedication, creativity,

and energy of the staff of the school. This school has the

potential to be a leader in the state in the area of

multicultural education, if it would embrace its diversity

more openly. Teachers could formulate model units for other

schools with a similarly diverse student body. Well-

developed units about areas of surface culture would be

valuable to the students and to other schools in the area.

I recommend that staff members explore their own views

of animals and ask if they are imposing cultural values on

children who have vastly different traditional beliefs. I

suggest that anthropomorphized animals be deemphasized in
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the curriculum, to be replaced with more scientific

treatment of animals.

I recommend that the staff explore ways to be sensitive

to varying religious beliefs without catering to any

religion. It is acceptable to teach about religion in the

public school. The instructional staff has the ability to

create units about religious diversity without promoting one

religion. Children could learn about history and traditions

of different religions whose adherents attend the school and

live in the community, including Molokans and Russian

Pentecostals. The school schedule could be arranged to be

more sensitive. For example, it would be culturally

sensitive to schedule the school cookout and ice cream days

on a Thursday rather than a Friday or during a strict fast,

when Old Believer children have proscriptions against animal

products. Furthermore, since Thanksgiving or Memorial Day

are "neutral" holidays for Witness children, a party could

be scheduled on one of those holidays as well. Schedule

changes such as these would be more inclusive of all

children, and not pit religious beliefs against a desire to

be part of the school community.

I recommend that teachers explore their time

orientation and become more aware of the many facets of

time. They could teach children to be bi-cultural. By

articulating aspects of M-time, and its relationship to

American society, they could bring to conscious awareness

the need for fitting in to this informal system.
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Furthermore, a unit on time (for higher grade students who

have mastered the American formal system) could show that

there are other legitimate ways of perceiving and acting in

time.

Recommendations for further study

In an ethnography massive amounts of data are

collected. The study could have had several different foci.

The limitations on one ethnographer left room for follow up

studies:

1. Several projects, implemented by the school, were

worthy of further study. A whole language program was being

adopted by several primary teachers and the Chapter 1

teacher for the following year. The "Success in Reading"

program was implemented in the sixth grade in 1987-88.

Longitudinal data on the effectiveness of these two

educational methods in a pluralistic setting would be of

wide benefit.

2. A research team approach would be valuable, for a

group of researchers would provide many more layers of data

during the same time frame. For example, during the opening

minutes of school, when teachers set down the major themes

of the year, a team could be scattered throughout the school

instead of being limited to one classroom. Different

perspectives would emphasize different cultural features,

providing a more complete holistic picture of the school.

3. Data for this study came mostly from observation of

students and teachers, from classroom interactions, and
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student writing. A researcher fluent in Spanish and one in

the Russian language could provide the perspective of

parents within the district.

4. The affective realm--how the participants feel

about the setting, the curriculum, and the educational

outcomes--needs further exploration.

5. Many other areas of primary level culture could be

explored. Data in the development of touching behavior

(haptics), gender roles, the development of the self-image,

and the use of space as a message system was classified and

reserved for further study.

6. Theoretical issues also cry out to be addressed.

John Ogbu (1974, 1978, 1984) identified three types of

minority groups. He postulates that the kind of group one

is in determines access to opportunity structures within the

society. Ogbu's work focuses mainly on subjugated

minorities. Questions relating to ways a cognitive minority

member might be excluded from society's opportunity

structures need to be explored. Further, Ogbu does not

address the possibility of group overlap. What effect is

there on access when an immigrant minority person is also a

member of a cognitive minority? Just as Witness children

must defend against belief systems contradictory to their

own, Old Believer children are caught in cognitive conflict.

They and their elders struggle with pressures upon them to

change their culture and adopt American culture. Already
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many changes in surface culture, reflecting changes in their

cognitive system, are apparent.

Ogbu says that subjugated minorities will be kept in a

subjugated position in society, no matter how well they are

educated. In some ways this is apparent in Brownsville.

A village resident, discussing changes in the
Russians noted: They lived very simply at home.
They started to get into purchasing property at
that point--they are a wonderful contribution to
the community. They contribute so much--they're
an asset to the community.

(cij: What about the Hispanics?)
My husband and I sit and talk of that

comparison. It might be that the Hispanics don't
have that much support. The Russians came here,
they were newcomers, they got here, worked hard,
saved their money, became good citizens, and
contribute to the community. Hispanics seem to be
more of the people that do not become homeowners.
They rent. They are more one time of the year,
then move on. It's just that they don't have the
background. Russians are probably the way they
are wherever they are. Mexican culture is just
different.

Perhaps time orientation is part of the issue. Further

exploration is needed into the relationship between time

systems and access to opportunity structures.
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